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Study Guide 

  
Congratulations Congratulations on your enrollment in a distance education course from the 

Distance Learning and Technologies Department (DLTD) of the Marine 
Corps Institute (MCI).  Since 1920, the Marine Corps Institute has been 
helping tens of thousands of hard-charging Marines, like you; improve their 
technical job performance skills through distance learning.  By enrolling in 
this course, you have shown a desire to improve the skills you have and 
master new skills to enhance your job performance.  The distance-learning 
course you have chosen, MCI 4133 Semper Fit Basic Fitness Course, 
provides instruction to all Marines in basic fitness techniques.   

  
Your Personal 
Characteristics 

• YOU ARE PROPERLY MOTIVATED.  You have made a positive 
decision to get training on your own.  Self-motivation is perhaps the most 
important force in learning or achieving anything.  Doing whatever is 
necessary to learn is motivation.  You have it! 

 
• YOU SEEK TO IMPROVE YOURSELF.  You are enrolled to improve 

those skills you already possess, and to learn new skills.  When you 
improve yourself, you improve the Corps! 

 
• YOU HAVE THE INITIATIVE TO ACT.  By acting on your own, you 

have shown you are a self-starter, willing to reach out for opportunities to 
learn and grow. 

 
• YOU ACCEPT CHALLENGES.  You have self-confidence and believe 

in your ability to acquire knowledge and skills.  You have the self-
confidence to set goals and the ability to achieve them, enabling you to 
meet every challenge. 

 
• YOU ARE ABLE TO SET AND ACCOMPLISH PRACTICAL 

GOALS.  You are willing to commit time, effort, and the resources 
necessary to set and accomplish your goals.  These professional traits will 
help you successfully complete this distance-learning course. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Beginning Your 
Course 

Before you actually begin this course of study, read the student information 
page.  If you find any course materials missing, notify your training officer or 
training NCO.  If you have all the required materials, you are ready to begin. 
 
To begin your course of study, familiarize yourself with the structure of the 
course text.  One way to do this is to read the table of contents.  Notice the 
table of contents covers specific areas of study and the order in which they are 
presented.  You will find the text divided into several study units.  Each study 
unit is comprised of two or more lessons and lesson exercises. 

  
Leafing 
Through the 
Text 

Leaf through the text and look at the course.  Read a few lesson exercise 
questions to get an idea of the type of material in the course.  If the course has 
additional study aids, such as a handbook or plotting board, familiarize 
yourself with them. 

  
The First Study 
Unit 

Turn to the first page of Study Unit 1.  On this page, you will find an 
introduction to the study unit and generally the first study unit lesson.  Study 
unit lessons contain learning objectives, lesson text, and exercises. 

  
Reading the 
Learning 
Objectives 

Learning objectives describe in concise terms what the successful learner, 
you, will be able to do as a result of mastering the content of the lesson text.  
Read the objectives for each lesson and then read the lesson text.  As you read 
the lesson text, make notes on the points you feel are important. 

  
Completing the 
Exercises 

To determine your mastery of the learning objectives and text, complete the 
exercises developed for you.  Exercises are located at the end of each lesson.  
Without referring to the text, complete the exercise questions and then check 
your responses against those provided. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Continuing to 
March 

Continue on to the next lesson, repeating the above process until you have 
completed all lessons in the study unit.  Follow the same procedures for each 
study unit in the course. 

  
Preparing for 
the Final Exam 

To prepare for your final exam, you must review what you learned in the 
course.  The following suggestions will help make the review interesting and 
challenging. 
 
• CHALLENGE YOURSELF.  Try to recall the entire learning sequence 

without referring to the text.  Can you do it?  Now look back at the text to 
see if you have left anything out.  This review should be interesting.  
Undoubtedly, you’ll find you were not able to recall everything.  But with 
a little effort, you’ll be able to recall a great deal of the information. 

 
• USE UNUSED MINUTES.  Use your spare moments to review.  Read 

your notes or a part of a study unit, rework exercise items, review again; 
you can do many of these things during the unused minutes of every day. 

 
• APPLY WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED.  It is always best to use the 

skill or knowledge you’ve learned as soon as possible.  If it isn’t possible 
to actually use the skill or knowledge, at least try to imagine a situation in 
which you would apply this learning.  For example make up and solve 
your own problems.  Or, better still, make up and solve problems that use 
most of the elements of a study unit. 

 
• USE THE “SHAKEDOWN CRUISE” TECHNIQUE.  Ask another 

Marine to lend a hand by asking you questions about the course.  Choose 
a particular study unit and let your buddy “fire away.”  This technique can 
be interesting and challenging for both of you! 

 
• MAKE REVIEWS FUN AND BENEFICIAL.  Reviews are good habits 

that enhance learning.  They don’t have to be long and tedious.  In fact, 
some learners find short reviews conducted more often prove more 
beneficial. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Study Guide, Continued 

  
Tackling the 
Final Exam 

When you have completed your study of the course material and are confident 
with the results attained on your study unit exercises, take the sealed envelope 
marked “FINAL EXAM” to your unit training NCO or training officer.  
Your training NCO or officer will administer the final examination and return 
the examination and the answer sheet to MCI for grading.  Before taking your 
final examination, read the directions on the DP-37 answer sheet carefully. 

  
Completing 
Your Course 

The sooner you complete your course, the sooner you can better yourself by 
applying what you’ve learned!  HOWEVER--you do have 2 years from the 
date of enrollment to complete this course.   

  
Graduating! As a graduate of this distance education course and as a dedicated Marine, 

your job performance skills will improve, benefiting you, your unit, and the 
Marine Corps.  

  
Semper Fidelis! 
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STUDY UNIT 1 

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY 

Overview 

  
Scope Exercise physiology is the study of how the body prepares for and performs 

an exercise.  There are so many systems in the body, and they all must work 
in harmony for the body to perform optimally.  What is optimal fitness?  How 
does a Marine need to train to reach that level of optimal fitness? 
 
Well, it all begins with an understanding of the body’s physiology.  The body 
needs to produce energy for muscles to contract.  That energy can come from 
a variety of sources; some provide fuel for quick and explosive movements, 
while other energy sources are better suited for endurance types of activities.  
The muscles also need oxygen and have to get rid of waste.  That is where the 
heart and lungs come into play.  Just like muscles, the heart and lungs adapt 
to the demands that are placed on them, so training will cause them to become 
more efficient. 

   
Content This study unit steps the Marine through the world of exercise physiology, 

thus making him aware of how his body functions and why it responds to 
exercise the way it does. 

  
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

Exercise Physiology and Fitness 1-3 
The Heart and Lungs 1-13 
Energy Production in the Body 1-23 
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LESSON 1 

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY AND FITNESS 

Introduction 

  
Scope There are many terms that are necessary to “talk the talk” in the physiology 

world.  The terms and definitions presented in this lesson will help you 
become familiar with this field. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Define the term exercise physiology. 
 
• Define the term optimal fitness. 
 
• Identify measurements of optimal fitness, specifically geared toward the 

Marine. 
 
• Match basic terms used in the field of exercise physiology with their 

definitions. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 1-3 
Optimal Fitness and Exercise Physiology 1-4 
Terminology in Physiology 1-5 
Lesson 1 Exercise 1-9 
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Optimal Fitness and Exercise Physiology 

  
Exercise 
Physiology 
Defined 
 

Exercise physiology is the study of how the body prepares for and performs 
exercise.   
 
It includes the interaction of the heart, lungs, and muscles, and how they 
respond to exercise.   

  
Optimal Fitness 
Defined 

Optimal fitness refers to the best functioning level of fitness a Marine can 
attain.  At the optimal level, the body of the Marine functions as efficiently as 
it can.  

  
Measurement 
of Optimal 
Fitness 

Optimal fitness can be measured by some of the following tests listed below 
that you are familiar with. 
 
• Timed-runs 
• Sit-ups 
• Pull-ups 
• Push-ups 
 
More importantly, it can be measured by your survivability in combat and 
your ability to accomplish the missions assigned to you without undue fatigue 
or injury, and the ability to drive on in a combat environment. 

  
Connection 
Between 
Physiology and 
Fitness 

When a person studies exercise physiology, they are learning basic principles 
to maximize fitness levels.  Optimal fitness for the Marine will include 
several factors, such as, the strength and fighting skills listed below to 
complete the mission at hand. 
 
• Endurance 
• Flexibility 
• Cardiopulmonary  
• Power 
• Balance 
• Agility 
• Reaction time 
• Coordination 
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Terminology in Physiology 

  
The Language 
of Physiology 

Every science has its own language.  The terminology that is used may seem 
foreign to someone who is unfamiliar with the field.  Therefore, before 
getting into the scientific aspects of training and adaptations to training, it is 
necessary to define some of these terms.   
 
The terms that relate to health and/or fitness are introduced here but will also 
be used in other study units. 

 
Muscle 
Strength 

Muscle strength is the amount of force a muscle can produce.   
 
As a Marine, you need strength to put on a heavy pack, load a round into the 
breech of an artillery piece, pick up a fallen comrade, or pull yourself over an 
obstacle. 

  
Muscular 
Endurance 

Muscular endurance is the ability of a muscle to contract repeatedly without 
fatiguing or to maintain a contraction for an extended period of time.   
  
As a Marine, you develop muscle endurance as you train for the physical 
fitness test (PFT).  All the sit-ups, pull-ups, and running you do train the 
muscles to be able to contract repeatedly and for long periods of time. 

 
Cardio-
pulmonary 
Endurance 

Cardiopulmonary endurance is the ability of the heart and lungs to work 
efficiently over an extended period of time and provide oxygen to the 
working muscles.   
 
Training for the 3-mile run not only trains the Marine’s muscles for 
endurance, but also trains the heart and lungs to function properly for 
extended periods of time. 

 
Flexibility Flexibility is the ability to move your joints comfortably through a full range 

of motion.  Stretching after your muscles are warm increases your flexibility. 
 
Inflexibility reduces your ability to perform at your highest level and may 
lead to injuries like muscle tears.  

 Continued on next page 
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Terminology in Physiology, Continued 

 
Body 
Composition 

Body composition refers to the muscular and fat make-up of the body.  There 
are tests to determine the percentage body fat and lean muscle mass in the 
body. 
 
The Marine Corps has set standards for body composition, and the training 
the Marine performs is designed to build muscle and burn fat.  MCO 
06100.12 W/CH 1 Marine Corps Physical Fitness Test and Body 
Composition Program Manual (Short Title:  MCPFTBCP) set the standards 
for fitness. 

 
Body Fat 
Estimation for 
Males 

The procedure for body fat estimation for males is listed below: 
 

 
Step Action 

1 Measure the neck circumference by placing the edge of the tape 
measure flush with the bottom of the larynx and perpendicular to the 
long axis of the neck. 
 
Note:   The Marine should look straight ahead during the 

measurement, with shoulders down (not hunched).   
2 Round neck measurements in excess of the whole inch, up to the 

nearest ½ inch and record (e.g., round up 16 ¼ inches to 16 ½ 
inches). 

3 Measure abdominal circumference against the skin at the navel, 
level and parallel to the deck. 
 
Note:   Arms are at the sides.  Take measurement at the end of the 

Marine’s normal, relaxed exhalation. 
4 Round the abdominal measurement down to the nearest ½ inch and 

record (e.g., round down 34 ¾ to 34 ½ inches). 
5 Determine percent body fat by subtracting the neck from the 

abdominal measurement and comparing this value against the height 
measurement. 
 

Formula:  Abdominal – Neck  = Circumference value. 
 
Note:   Refer to MCPFTBCP, section II, appendix I, chart, Percent 

Body Estimation for Males 

Continued on next page 
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Terminology in Physiology, Continued  

 
Body Fat 
Estimation for 
Females 

The procedure for body fat estimation for females is listed below: 

 
Step Action 

1 Measure the neck circumference by placing the edge of the tape measure 
flush with the bottom of the larynx and perpendicular to the long axis of 
the neck. 
 
Note:   The Marine should look straight ahead during the measurement, 

with shoulders down (not hunched). 
2 Round neck measurements in excess of the whole inch, up to the nearest 

1/2 and record (e.g., round up 13 3/8 inches to 13 1/2 inches). 
3 Measure the natural wait circumference against the skin at the point of 

minimal abdominal circumference, usually located about halfway between 
the navel and the lower end of the sternum (breast bone). 
 
Note:   When this site is not easily observed, take several measurements at 

probable sites and use the smallest value.  Ensure the tape is level 
and parallel to the deck.  Arms are at the sides.  Take 
measurements at the end of a normal, relaxed exhalation. 

4 Round natural waist measurement down to the nearest ½ inch and record 
(e.g., round down 28 5/8 inches to 28 1/2 inches). 

5 Measure the hip circumference while facing the Marine’s right side by 
placing the tape around the hips so it passes over the greatest protrusion of 
the buttocks as viewed from the side. 
 
Note:   Ensure the tape is level and parallel to the neck.  Apply sufficient 

tension on the tape to minimize the effect of clothing. 
6 Round the hip measurement down to the nearest 1/2 inch and record (e.g., 

round down 38 3/8 inches to 38 inches.). 
7 Determine percent body fat by adding the waist and the hip measurements, 

subtracting the neck measurement, and comparing values against the 
Marines height measurement. 
 

Formula:  Waist + hip – neck = circumference value 
 
Note:   Refer to MCPFTBCP, section II, appendix I, chart, Percent Body 

Estimation for Females. 

Continued on next page 
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Terminology in Physiology, Continued  

 
Standards Marines who meet the body fat standards, 18% for males and 26% for 

females, are considered within the Marine Corps body composition standards.  
Marines who exceed the body fat standards will be further evaluated on 
criteria set for in MCPFTBCP paragraph 3102. 

 
Health Risk for 
High Body Fat 

While it is necessary for the Marine to carry some fat, there are other benefits 
of having a low percentage body fat. 
 
• High levels of body fat are linked to many illnesses, such as heart disease, 

diabetes, and stroke. 
 
• Carrying excess body fat places added stress on the Marine’s joints and 

other structures in the body.  Over time this added stress could cause 
injury or other problems. 

  
Coordination Coordination is the ability to move different body parts at the same time in a 

fluid manner.   
 
Can you chew gum and walk at the same time?  Can you fire and reload your 
M16A2 rifle while dodging enemy fire?   These scenarios require the 
coordinated action of several different movements (and muscles). 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

  
Directions Complete items 1 through 8 by performing the action required.  Check your 

answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

  
Item 1 Define exercise physiology. 

______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 2 Define optimal fitness. 

______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 3 Which factor measures a Marine’s optimal fitness? 

 
a. Having a healthy diet 
b. Appearing physically fit  
c. Scoring high on a written exam 
d. Accomplishing missions without undue fatigue 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 4  
Through  
Item 8 

Matching:  For items 4 through 8, match the physiology terms in column 1 
with their definitions in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces 
provided. 

 
Column 1 
 
Term 

Column 2 
 
Definition 

___ 4. Strength 
___ 5. Muscular 

endurance 
___ 6. Cardiopulmonary 

 endurance 
___ 7. Flexibility 
___ 8. Body Composition 

a. The ability of a muscle to contract 
repeatedly without fatiguing. 

b. The ability of the heart and lungs to work 
efficiently over an extended period of time 
and provide oxygen to the working 
muscles. 

c. Refers to the muscular and fat make-up of 
the body. 

d. The ability to move your joints 
comfortably through a full range of 
motion. 

e. The amount of force a muscle can 
produce. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 Exercise physiology is the study of 

how the body prepares for and 
performs exercise.   

1-4 

2 Optimal fitness refers to the best 
functioning level of fitness a Marine 
can attain.  At the optimal level, the 
body of the Marine functions as 
efficiently as it can.    

1-4 

3 d  1-4 
4 e 1-5 
5 a 1-5 
6 b 1-5 
7 d 1-5 
8 c 1-6 

 
Summary This lesson presented a number of terms used when talking about exercise 

physiology.  Remember these terms, as they will be used throughout this 
course. 
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LESSON 2  

THE HEART AND LUNGS 

Introduction 

  
Scope How does the body get the oxygen and fuel to the muscles that need them?  

The heart and the lungs play a large role in getting that fuel to the working 
muscles.  Every heart beat pumps blood to the lungs where it picks up 
oxygen.  The oxygenated blood then returns back to the heart where it is 
again pumped out to the rest of the body.  If a Marine engages in a regular 
training program, the heart and lungs will adapt to become more efficient and 
deliver more oxygen to the muscles. 
 
This lesson reviews how the heart and lungs perform and how they adapt to 
exercise.  Specific attention is given to how oxygen is delivered to contracting 
muscles. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to  
 
• Identify how blood flows through the body. 
 
• Identify six adaptations of the heart and blood vessels in response to 

exercise. 
 
• Determine the effect of the volume of oxygen (VO2) value. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 1-13 
Blood Flow Through the Body 1-14 
Cardiovascular Adaptations to Exercise 1-16 
The Lungs 1-17 
Lung Volumes and Capacities 1-18 
Respiratory Response to Exercise 1-20 
Lesson 2 Exercise 1-21 
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Blood Flow Through the Body 

 
Role of the 
Heart and 
Lungs 

The heart and lungs play a crucial role in delivering oxygen to all of the cells 
in the body, while also removing the waste product carbon dioxide.  

  
Flow of Blood 
Through the 
Body 

The following table presents a brief description of how blood is pumped 
through the body and delivers oxygen to working muscle. 
 

 
Step Description 

1 Unoxygenated blood returning from the body enters the right side of the 
heart. 

2 Blood is pumped from the right ventricle to the lungs.  
3 Blood enters the lungs where it becomes oxygenated. 
4 Oxygenated blood returns to the left side of the heart. 
5 Oxygenated blood is then pumped to the rest of the body to provide 

oxygen to all of the body’s tissues and organs. 
6 Working muscle and other tissues take the oxygen from the blood. 
7 Unoxygenated blood returns once again to the right side of the heart and 

the process start all over again. 

  
Diagram of 
Blood Flow 

 

Continued on next page 

Blood pumped from 
right ventricle to 
lungs 

Unoxygenated blood 
returning from body 
enters the right side 
of the heart 

Unoxygenated blood 
returns once again to 
the right side of the 
heart 

Blood enters the lungs 
where it becomes 
oxygenated 

Oxygenated blood 
returns to the left side 
of the heart 

Oxygenated blood is 
then pumped to the 
rest of the body 
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Blood Flow Through the Body, Continued 

 
Blood Flow to 
the Heart 

Some of the oxygenated blood that is pumped from the heart actually returns 
to the heart to provide the cardiac muscle with oxygen.  The heart is like any 
other muscle; it needs oxygen to be able to contract.   

 
Heart Attack A heart attack is caused when the blood flow to a portion of the heart is 

disrupted or cut off.  After a short period of time, the muscle cells that do not 
receive any oxygen will begin to die and stop contracting.  This results in the 
heart starting to contract abnormally or less forcefully.   
 
Example:  Cholesterol can build up in the arteries leading to the heart and 

cause a blockage so that oxygenated blood cannot reach the cardiac 
muscle cells.  The cells that normally receive blood from the 
blocked artery will gradually start to die, and eventually a portion 
of the heart will stop beating. 

 
Heart Attack 
Prevention 

You can prevent a heart attack by staying away from tobacco products, 
maintaining a healthy body composition, continuing to exercise, monitoring 
your blood pressure, and eating foods that are low in cholesterol and saturated 
fats.  See Study Unit 8 Basic Nutrition for further information on disease 
prevention. 
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Cardiovascular Adaptations to Exercise 

 
The 
Cardiovascular 
System 

The cardiovascular system will adapt to meet the demands placed on it during 
exercise and training.  Also, it will become more efficient.   

  
Effects of 
Exercise 

Regular exercise can have a positive effect on the cardiovascular system.  
Some of the specific adaptations that occur in the heart and blood vessels are 
listed below: 

 
• The size of the heart increases making it able to pump more blood with 

more force. 
 
• The amount of blood the heart pumps with each contraction increases.  

This is due to a combination of an increase in the heart size and a decrease 
in pulse that allows more blood to enter the heart between beats. 

 
• There is a decrease in the resting and training heart rate. 
 
• The heart rate recovers to resting levels more rapidly after training has 

stopped. 
 
• More capillaries form to supply the working muscles with oxygen rich 

blood. 
 
• Blood pressure decreases. 
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The Lungs 

 
Transfer of 
Oxygen 

The lungs are where oxygen is taken from the air and transferred to the blood.  
Additionally, carbon dioxide, which is a waste product of metabolism, is 
taken from the blood and expelled from the body. 

  

 

  
Gas Exchange 
in the Lungs 

The capillaries are very close to the air sacs in the lungs, the alveoli.  Oxygen 
goes into the blood, while carbon dioxide comes out.  Carbon dioxide is 
formed as cells break down fats, proteins, and carbohydrates to produce 
energy.   

  
Volume of 
Oxygen (VO2) 

Volume of oxygen (VO2) is a measure of how effectively the body uses the 
oxygen you breathe in. 

  
Purpose of VO2 Marines who engage in endurance training typically have a large VO2 value. 

This signifies that the body is effectively using a large amount of the oxygen 
that is entering the body and very little is going to waste.  This is because the 
heart, lungs, and muscles have been trained to get as much out of each breathe 
as possible. 
 
Marines who do not engage in aerobic training typically have lower VO2s. 
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Lung Volumes and Capacities 

  
Lung Size The effectiveness of the lungs to deliver oxygen to the blood stream is 

determined, in part, by the size of the lungs and how much air they can hold.   
 
The term volume is used to describe a specific amount of air while the term 
capacity refers to the maximum amount of air that the lungs can hold. 

  
Lung Volumes The volumes of air that the lungs can hold are listed in the table below: 
 

Volume Description 
Tidal Volume 
(TV) 

Amount of air inhaled or exhaled in each breath 
during quiet breathing. 

Inspiratory Reserve 
Volume (IRV) 

Amount of air that can be inhaled after a normal 
inhalation. 

Expiratory Reserve 
Volume (ERV) 

The maximum amount of air that can be exhaled 
after a normal exhalation. 

Residual Volume 
(RV) 

Amount of air left in lungs after a maximum 
exhalation.  This is also called the dead space 
volume and consists of the air left in the bronchi and 
windpipe. 
 
In a normal adult this typically equals 1.0 to 2.4 
liters. 

 Continued on next page 
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Lung Volumes and Capacities, Continued 

  
Lung 
Capacities 

The term lung capacity is used to refer to a maximum amount of air that the 
lungs can hold. 
  
Capacities equal two or more volumes added together. 

 
Capacity Description 

Total Lung Capacity 
(TLC) 

The total amount of air in lungs after a maximal 
inhalation.   
 
In a normal adult, this equals 4 to 6 liters. 

Vital Capacity  
(VC) 

Maximum amount of air that can be exhaled after a 
maximal inhalation. 

Inspiratory Capacity 
(IC) 

Maximum amount of air that can be inhaled after a 
quiet (not complete) exhalation. 

Functional Residual 
Capacity (FRC) 

Amount of air left in the lungs after a quiet 
exhalation. 
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Respiratory Response to Exercise 

  
Adaptations Like the cardiovascular system, the respiratory system also undergoes 

adaptations in response to exercise.  Some of the more important adaptations 
are outlined below: 

 
Adaptation Description 

The vital capacity increases 
slightly.   

This is the maximal amount of air the lungs can hold.  
The more air the lungs can hold, the more oxygen they 
can deliver to the blood.  

Tidal volume increases during 
high intensity exercise.   

This means more air is being breathed in with each 
breath. 

The breathing rate decreases at rest 
and during low intensity exercise, 
compared to pre-training levels.   

The Marine’s body becomes more effective at 
transferring the oxygen from the lungs into the 
bloodstream. 

The breathing rate increases 
during high-intensity exercise.   

This makes more oxygen available to enter the blood 
stream. 

The amount of oxygen extracted 
from the blood by working muscle 
increases.   

This means that more of the oxygen in the blood can be 
used to fuel working muscle. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete items 1 through 3 by performing the action required.  Check your 

answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

  
Item 1 Blood is pumped to the lungs by the __________ side of the heart and 

pumped to the body by the ___________ side of the heart. 
 
a. right; right 
b. right; left 
c. left; right 
d. left; left 

  
Item 2 Identify six adaptations of the heart and blood vessels in response to exercise. 

 
(1) ______________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ______________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ______________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ______________________________________________________ 
 
(5) ______________________________________________________ 
 
(6) ______________________________________________________ 

 
Item 3 Cpl Jones participates in endurance training 3 times per week while Cpl 

Jefferson participates once a week.  What effect may this have on both 
Marines’ lungs? 
 
a. Cpl Jones’ body is effectively using a large amount of oxygen better than 

Cpl Jefferson. 
b. Cpl Jefferson’s body is effectively using a large amount of oxygen better 

than Cpl Jones. 
c. There is no difference between Cpl Jones and Cpl Jefferson’s use of 

oxygen. 
d. None of the above. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 b 1-14 
2 (1) The size of the heart increases 

making it able to pump more 
blood with more force. 

(2) The amount of blood the heart 
pumps with each contraction 
increases.  This is due to a 
combination of an increase in the 
heart size and a decrease in pulse 
that allows more blood to enter the 
heart between beats. 

(3) There is a decrease in the resting 
and training heart rate. 

(4) The heart rate recovers to resting 
levels more rapidly after training 
has stopped. 

(5) More capillaries form to supply 
the working muscles with oxygen 
rich blood. 

(6) Blood pressure decreases. 

1-16 

3 a 1-17 

 
Summary The heart and lungs perform a huge job for the working Marine.  They deliver 

oxygen to the muscles, including the heart, so they can contract.  This lesson 
has shown how the heart and lungs function and how they adapt to training, 
particularly endurance training, to become more efficient. 
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LESSON 3 

ENERGY PRODUCTION IN THE BODY 

Introduction 

  
Scope Every time a muscle contracts, a high-energy substance called adenosine tri-

phosphate (ATP) is used to fuel the contraction.  To continue to have 
contractions, the adenosine tri-phosphate must be regenerated to allow for 
continued energy.  This lesson describes how that energy is stored and used 
by working muscle. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Define the term adenosine tri-phosphate. 
 
• Identify the characteristics of the anaerobic energy system. 
 
• Identify the characteristics of the aerobic energy system. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 1-23 
Adenosine Tri-phosphate and Energy 1-24 
Creatine Phosphate Pathway  1-25 
Anaerobic Pathways 1-26 
Aerobic Pathways 1-27 
Lesson 3 Exercise 1-28 
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Adenosine Tri-phosphate and Energy 

  
Definition Adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) is a molecule that serves as the source of 

energy for fueling muscle contraction.  A great deal of energy is stored in the 
bonds between the phosphate molecules.   

  
Release of 
Energy 

When one of the phosphate bonds is broken off of the ATP molecule, energy 
is released.  This energy is used to help a muscle to contract.   

 
Making New 
ATP 

Working muscles use up ATP at a very fast rate, so it is necessary for the 
muscles to continually make new ATPs.   
 
The body makes new ATP molecules in three different systems called energy 
pathways.  The pathway used depends primarily on the speed and intensity of 
the exercise.   

  
The Three 
Energy 
Pathways 

The three energy pathways are listed below: 
 
• Creatine Phosphate (CP)  
• Anaerobic  
• Aerobic  
 
As mentioned, each pathway is used in different scenarios.  The following 
sections go over each of these pathways in more detail. 
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Creatine Phosphate Pathway 

 
Definition The creatine phosphate (CP) pathway is sometimes referred to as the 

immediate energy system.  It is the first energy system to kick in during 
intense exercise and can provide energy to working muscle for 6 to 10 
seconds.   

 
CP Storage in 
the Body 

All of the creatine phosphate we have in our bodies is stored in muscle, which 
makes it readily available when the muscles need a quick burst of energy.  
However, our bodies cannot store very much CP, so this energy system does 
not last too long.   

  
How Much 
ATP is Made? 

One molecule of ATP is produced for each molecule of CP that is used.  This 
is not as much energy, however, that is the price the body pays for having to 
use this energy source quickly. 

  
The 
Supplement 
Creatine 

Most Marines have heard of the substance creatine.  It is a common 
supplement that can be bought at almost any health food store, and it also 
makes up a part of the creatine phosphate that is stored in muscle.   
 
It is thought that taking the supplement creatine will increase the amount of 
CP stored in the body.  After a great deal of research, it is still unknown if this 
actually does take place. 
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Anaerobic Pathway 

  
Definition The term anaerobic means without oxygen.  So the anaerobic pathway 

produces energy for working muscle without using any oxygen. 

 
Energy 
Duration 

The anaerobic energy system can provide energy for tasks lasting between 30 
and 90 seconds.  Typically this energy pathway is used to fuel quick, 
powerful movements that require a lot of energy right away. 

 
Where Does the 
Energy Come 
From? 

The anaerobic energy pathway breaks down sugar molecules called glucose 
(carbohydrates) to produce energy.  Glucose is stored as a complex molecule 
called glycogen in the muscle and liver.  Like CP, the glycogen stored in the 
muscle is readily available to provide quick energy.  

   
How Much 
ATP is Made? 

The anaerobic energy pathway produces two ATP molecules for every 
glucose molecule that is broken down.  This still is not a lot of energy, but 
again this system responds quickly and offers energy to the body almost 
immediately. 

 
Lactic Acid  A byproduct of the anaerobic pathway is lactic acid, which is converted to a 

substance called lactate in the bloodstream. 
  
Lactic acid is responsible for the burning sensation a Marine feels in his 
muscles after an intense exercise like timed crunches or push-ups.   
 
The accumulation of lactic acid will also impair the muscle’s ability to 
contract efficiently.   

  
Removal of 
Lactic Acid 

Lactic acid is removed most effectively if the Marine performs an active cool 
down after a high-intensity activity. 
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Aerobic Pathway 

  
Definition  The term aerobic means in the presence of oxygen.  The aerobic pathway uses 

the oxygen that is brought to the cell to produce the energy needed for the 
muscle to contract. 

 
Energy 
Duration 

The aerobic energy system provides energy for endurance tasks or tasks that 
last more than 2 minutes.  This energy pathway is not activated as quickly, 
but since oxygen is usually available to the working muscle, it can provide 
energy for a long period of time. 

 
Where Does the 
Energy Come 
From? 

The aerobic energy pathway also breaks glucose molecules and glycogen to 
produce energy. 
 
The aerobic energy pathway is also able to use fats and proteins for fuel as 
well, making this pathway more flexible in meeting the needs of the Marine 
who performs endurance activities.   

   
How Much 
ATP is Made? 

The aerobic energy pathway produces 38 ATP molecules for every glucose 
molecule that is broken down.  This is much more energy than either the CP 
or anaerobic pathways provided. 
 
Fat is a more concentrated form of energy, and one fat molecule produces 463 
ATP molecules. 

 
Lactic Acid The aerobic energy pathway does not produce lactic acid. 
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete items 1 through 4 by performing the action required.  Check your 

answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

  
Item 1 The molecule that provides the energy for muscle contraction is  

 
a. lactate. 
b. oxygen. 
c. carbon dioxide. 
d. ATP. 

 
Item 2  
Through  
Item 4 

Matching:  For items 2 through 4, match the energy systems in column 1 with 
their characteristics in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces 
provided. 

 
Column 1 Column 2 
  
Energy System Characteristics 

  
___ 2.  Creatine Phosphate 
___ 3.  Anaerobic 
___ 4.  Aerobic 

a. Provides energy for endurance tasks. 
b. Provides energy for 30 to 90 seconds. 
c. Provides energy for 6 to 10 seconds. 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 d 1-24 
2 c 1-25 
3 b 1-26 
4 a 1-27 

 
Summary Before you even start running, the brain, through sight, sound, and the other 

senses, has caused the body to prepare the body for exercise:  heart rate 
increases, and fuel is dumped into the blood.  When the run starts, your 
muscles have to contract to get you moving.  The energy for that to happen is 
found in molecules of ATP.  If you sprint into the lead, those ATPs are being 
reformed by the ATP-PC system.  That system is good for around 10 seconds 
of intense effort, so you will have to back down (or find yourself in the ditch 
throwing up). 
 
If you are still running intensely (because the person in front of you does not 
want to be passed), the body shifts into the next energy system that uses 
stored carbohydrates:  fast glycolysis.  That burning you may feel in your 
thighs comes from the end product of this system:  lactic acid.  You cannot 
keep up a too intense pace for long, because too much lactic acid will make 
the muscles call it quits. 
 
Backing down some more, you can eventually enter a steady, aerobic state 
where breathing is easier and you have shifted to more efficient energy 
systems.  The energy in these systems is produced in the generator of the cell, 
the mitochondria, and use the storage forms of the foods that we have eaten:  
carbohydrates, fats, and proteins.   
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STUDY UNIT 2 

FLEXIBILITY AND WARM-UP 

Overview 

  
Scope A proper warm-up and adequate flexibility are two of the cornerstones upon 

which great training and performance are built.  As a Marine, it is important 
to understand the fundamental principles behind warming up and developing 
flexibility.  While performance improves when making these items part of 
your training plan, the risk for injury also goes down.   
 
Practical examples of flexibility routines are presented at the end of this study 
unit.  Each stretch or warm-up exercise identifies the specific muscles that are 
stretched and how to perform the activity. 

  
Content This study unit will focus on providing information relevant to warm-up and 

flexibility.  The importance of both warming-up and flexibility training is 
often overlooked.  This is unfortunate because well-planned, scientifically 
based warm-up and flexibility sessions can have a positive effect on both 
performance and injury prevention. 

  
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

The Warm-up 2-3 
Flexibility Training 2-13 
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LESSON 1 

THE WARM-UP 

Introduction 

   
Scope The warm-up is an important, but often overlooked, aspect of a Marine’s 

training.  A properly designed warm-up is essential before any high intensity 
training, and can provide many benefits to the Marine.  In addition to raising 
body and muscle temperature, a warm-up prepares the body for vigorous 
exercise and may help protect against injury.  This lesson presents you with 
information to design and perform an effective warm-up. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the benefits of warming up. 
 
• Identify the benefits of the three warm-up method. 
 
• Identify two general guidelines for warming up. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 2-3 
General Benefits of Warming Up 2-4 
Passive Warm-Up 2-7 
General Warm-Up 2-8 
Specific Warm-Up 2-9 
Guidelines for Warming Up 2-10 
Lesson 1 Exercise 2-11 
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General Benefits of Warming Up 

  
Benefits  The three major benefits of the warm-up are listed in the table below: 
 

Benefit Outcome 
Body temperature increases 
within the muscles that are 
being used. 

This improves the muscle’s function 
and as a result, both speed and strength 
are enhanced during exercise. 

Heart and lungs become 
prepared to perform strenuous 
activity. 

The heart pumps more blood with each 
contraction and the breathing rate 
increases.  

Range of motion around joints 
increases as a result of the 
warm-up.   

This improved range of motion can help 
to improve muscle function and reduce 
the risk of injury. 

 
Increase in 
Body 
Temperature 

The increase in body temperature that occurs during warm-up is the result of 
three physiological processes:   
 
• Heat is generated by the muscle contractions as the warm-up is performed. 
 
• Blood vessels open in response to exercise, which increases blood flow to 

the working muscles. 
 
• The burning of fuel by the body also produces heat. 
 
In general, the body temperature elevates to a point that the Marine has 
broken out in a sweat before moving on to activities that are more strenuous. 

  
Why is 
Temperature 
Important? 

A warmed muscle contracts more forcefully and relaxes more quickly.  Also, 
as blood temperature rises, the amount of oxygen it “holds on to” decreases.  
This makes more oxygen available to the working muscles. 

  
Improved 
Heart and 
Lung Function 

Warming up increases the working muscles’ need for oxygen.  In response to 
this need, the heart begins contracting faster and pumps more blood with each 
contraction.  Also the rate of breathing increases, making more oxygen 
available to be picked up by the blood as it passes the alveoli in the lungs. 

 
Continued on next page 
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General Benefits of Warming Up, Continued 

 
Improved 
Range of 
Motion 

Range of motion is increased following a warm-up period.  This is because 
elevated body temperatures improve the flexibility of muscles, tendons and 
ligaments.  A muscle that is warmed-up will stretch more easily and to a 
greater length than a “cold muscle.”  
 
Warming-up will enable the best possible results to be achieved and at the 
same time reduce the potential risk of injury.  

  
Avoid Static 
Stretching as 
Your Sole 
Warm-up 

 

Try to avoid a warm-up program that consists primarily of static (non-
moving) stretching.  There are three problems with using static stretching as 
the only means of warming up:   
 
• Static stretching is a passive activity with minimal motion; therefore, the 

muscles do not generate heat. 
 
• There is little, if any, increase in the rate of fuels being metabolized. 
 
• There is no need for the muscles blood vessels to dilate in response to static 

stretching. 
 
Using static stretching to warm-up results in only a small increase in body 
temperature.  This means the muscles, tendons, and ligaments are missing out 
on the benefits of increasing body temperature.   
 
Additionally, when the muscle and tendon temperatures are low, there is an 
increased risk of damage to these tissues. 

  
Continued on next page 
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General Benefits of Warming Up, Continued 

  
Three Methods The three methods you can use to warm-up prior to engaging in a strenuous 

activity are listed below: 
 
• Passive warm-up  
• General warm-up 
• Specific warm-up 

  
Purpose Regardless of the warm-up method chosen, the general purpose of warming 

up prior to physical activity is to increase muscle temperature.  In fact, many 
Marines will want to go through all three phases of warming up prior to 
engaging in a physical activity.   
 
The three methods of warm-up are meant to complement each other and 
described in more detail in the following sections. 
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Passive Warm-up 

 
Activities Passive warm-up uses “non-active” measures to raise muscle temperature, 

such as taking a hot shower, using a heating pad, or getting a massage.   

  
Impact on 
Performance 

Passive warm-up can have a positive effect on performance, compared to not 
warming up at all, if the body and muscle temperatures can be raised slightly.  
However, a passive warm-up may not always be practical or the most 
effective way of preparing for physical activity. 

  
Advantages  One obvious advantage of a passive warm-up is that there is a very slim 

chance that you will tire out while warming since this type of warm-up does 
not involve any physical activity.  Another potential advantage of a passive 
warm-up is that it is relatively easy to maintain these elevated muscle 
temperatures, thus, allowing you to conserve energy for physical training. 
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General Warm-up 

 
Activities The general warm-up includes, performing general full-body activities that 

involve large muscle groups.  It is called the general warm-up because the 
movements are not necessarily specific to the activity that is going to be 
performed.  Activities such as jogging, cycling, or jumping rope are good 
general warm-up activities since they use much of the body and involve the 
large muscles in the legs.  

  
Activities 
Example 

You are preparing for your pull-up test.  To warm-up the body, you engage in 
a 5-minute jog.  This is a general warm-up since you are not using any of the 
muscles that you would use to perform a pull-up.  Running is a general 
activity you are using to warm the body. 
 
Note:  Large muscle groups generate more heat and raise the body 

temperature more rapidly than activities that focus on small muscle 
groups.   

  
Benefits  The benefits of the general warm-up include:  

 
• Increased heart rate 
• Increased blood flow through the body 
• Increased deep muscle temperature 
• Increased breathing rate 
• Perspiration 
 
The increase in muscle temperature allows a greater amount of flexibility, 
which prepares the body for movements.   

 
Preparing for 
Demanding 
Activity 

A general warm-up is typically more appropriate than a passive warm-up 
when the goal is to prepare the body for demanding physical activity. 
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Specific Warm-up 

  
Activities Unlike the general warm-up, the specific warm-up includes movements that 

are part of the activity the Marine is going to perform.  In other words, the 
warm-up exercises are specific to the activity to be performed. 
 
Example:  You are preparing to perform a set on the bench press in which you 

will lift 90% of your 1 repetition maximum (see Study Unit 4, 
Lesson 1).  Following your general warm-up, you perform several 
light repetitions on the bench presses before progressing to the 
heavier weights.   

 
Advantages  The specific warm-up has the advantage of not only increasing muscle and 

body temperature but it also gives you the opportunity to mentally rehearse 
the activity.  Thus, allowing you to become better prepared to perform the 
complex skills.  

  
The Best 
Warm-Up 
Method 

The specific warm-up is the most desirable warm-up method.  It increases the 
temperature of the specific muscles that will be used in immediate physical 
training, more strenuous activity, as well as serving as a rehearsal of the 
event.  Appendix B provides specific warm-up exercises with procedures and 
illustrations. 
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Guidelines for Warming Up 

  
Meet the Needs 
of the 
Individual 

Listed below are some general guidelines on the warm up activity: 
 
• Should last approximately 5 to 15 minutes or long enough for the individual 

to break a sweat. 
 
• The more intense the activity, the longer the warm up should be.  
 
• Adjust the frequency, intensity, and duration according to your current 

fitness level.  
 
• The length of the warm-up period depends on climate and your physical 

conditioning level. 

  
Adaptation Another general rule to follow is, the longer the warm-up, the more beneficial 

it becomes. 
 
However, this holds true only to a point.  The warm-up should prepare the 
body for a task.  If it extends for too long, you may become fatigued.  If this 
happens, the warm-up is not serving its purpose and will be detrimental to 
performance. 
 
As a Marine’s conditioning improves, the intensity and duration of the warm-
up should also increase.  Consequently, a well-conditioned body will likely 
require a longer and/or more intense warm-up to achieve a heightened body 
temperature compared to a less-conditioned body. 

  
Take Home 
Message 

Every workout, no matter what the time constraints, needs to be preceded by 
a warm-up.  The best rule of thumb is, if you do not have time to warm-up, 
then you do not have time to workout. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete items 1 through 5 by performing the action required.  Check your 

answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 Identify the three major benefits of warming up. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

  
Item 2  
Through  
Item 4 

Matching:  For items 2 through 4, match the type of warm-up method in 
column 1 with the benefit it provides in column 2.  More than one answer 
may be used for some items.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
Column 1 
 
Warm-up Method 

Column 2 
 
Benefit 

___ 2.  Passive  
___ 3.  General  
___ 4.  Specific  

a. Limited energy expenditure 
b. Increases temperature 
c. Incorporates activity specific skills 
d. Allows for mental rehearsal 
e. Improves flexibility 

 
Item 5 Identify two general guidelines to guide your warm-up. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Increased Body Temperature 

(2) Improved Range of Motion 
(3) Prepares the heart and lungs for 

higher intensity exercise 

2-4 

2 a 2-7 
3 b, e 2-8 
4 b, c, d, e 2-9 
5 (1) It should meet the needs of the 

individual. 
(2) It should be adaptable as the 

Marine becomes better 
conditioned. 

2-10 

 
Summary In this lesson, you learned the importance of warming up the body prior to 

intense exercise.  You have been presented with general benefits and 
guidelines for warming up before an intense activity.  You also learned, to get 
prepared for physical activity is useful in performing warm-ups containing 
passive, general, and specific warm-up methods.  You should warm-up prior 
to every exercise session.  If you do not have time to properly warm-up, you 
do not have the time to work out. 
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LESSON 2 

FLEXIBILITY TRAINING 

Introduction 

   
Scope While the warm-up discussed in the previous lesson is important for preparing 

the body to perform a physical activity, stretching and improving flexibility are 
important for maintaining the ability to attain a high level of performance.   
 
Improving flexibility is a fundamental element of any training program.  
Flexibility leads to improved range of motion (ROM) about the Marine’s joints 
that in turn promotes optimal muscle function and may help reduce the risk of 
injury. 
 
This lesson outlines why flexibility is important and discusses the different 
types of flexibility training a Marine can engage in as well as the benefits 
associated with each stretching method. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the goal of flexibility training. 
 
• Identify the procedure for static stretching. 
 
• Match the characteristics of the three stretching types. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 2-13 
Understanding Flexibility 2-14 
How to Stretch 2-15 
Static Stretching 2-17 
Dynamic Stretching 2-19 
Lesson 2 Exercise 2-21 
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Understanding Flexibility 

  
Increasing 
Flexibility 

The goal of flexibility training is to improve the joints range of motion (ROM).  
This will allow you to better control your movements and performance. 

  
Flexibility and 
Injury 
Prevention 

Flexibility training is important in injury prevention.  One of the most common 
problems seen in individuals with poor flexibility is low back pain.  In many 
instances, this pain is caused by tightness in the knee extensors, hip flexors 
and/or lower back muscles.  Stretching can help to relieve this pain. 
 
A lack of flexibility may also increase the incidence of muscle tears resulting 
from tight muscles on one or both sides of a joint.  The general rule regarding 
the relationship between flexibility and injury is that a normal (ROM) in each 
joint will protect against injury.  If you are involved in a sport or activity that 
requires extra ROM, then a higher level of flexibility will need to be developed 
to guard against injury.  

 
Active and 
Passive 
Stretching 

Like the warm-up, flexibility training can be broken down into active and 
passive phases.    
 
 Active stretching occurs when the person stretching supplies the force of 
 the stretch.  
 
Example:  During the sitting toe touch, the Marine himself supplies the force 

for the forward lean that stretches the hamstrings and low back.   
 
 Passive stretching occurs when a partner or stretching device provides the 
 force for the stretch.   
 
Example: A Marine, performing a modified hurdler’s stretch, has a partner 

apply force and push his upper body downwards instead of pulling 
his upper body towards his knee.  Since the Marine performing the 
stretch is relaxed, and the effort to complete the stretch is supplied 
by the partner, it is a passive stretch. 
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How to Stretch 

 
Methods 
Recommended 

A number of stretching methods can be used to maintain or increase 
flexibility.  Listed below are the two most common stretching methods for 
increasing flexibility recommended for Marines. 
 
• Static stretching 
• Dynamic stretching 
 
It is not necessary for Marines to choose one of these stretching methods.  In 
fact, most Marines will want to incorporate several of these techniques into 
their training plans.  Each of these techniques, and the benefits associated 
with them, is discussed in the following sections. 

 
Proper 
Technique 

Regardless of which flexibility training method you choose, the most 
important factor in creating an effective stretching program is to perform the 
exercises with the correct technique.  Proper technique will help you to 
optimally increase his flexibility. 

 
Do Not 
Overstretch 

 

It is possible to injure a muscle by overstretching it.  When a stretch is 
performed properly, you should feel a moderate pull in the muscle being 
stretched.  Do not stretch the muscle beyond this point. 
 
If you feel pain at any point during a stretch, cease performing that activity. 

  
Method Not 
Recommended 

Ballistic stretching is not recommend for Marines.  Ballistic stretching is 
another name for “bouncing stretching” and involves performing rapid, jerky, 
uncontrolled movement.  One part of the body is usually put into motion and 
then momentum carries it through the range of motion until the muscles are 
stretched to their limit. 
 
This type stretching is difficult to control, may directly injure muscles or 
connective tissue, more apt to cause muscular soreness, and the energy 
requirements are higher and may induce low levels of fatigue. 

 
Continued on next page 
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How to Stretch, Continued 

  
When to 
Stretch and 
Why 

The greatest benefits from stretching occur when it is performed after a 
warm-up, and body temperature has risen slightly.  Stretching should also 
occur before strenuous activities that involve rapid changes in direction and 
or the need to generate large forces. 
 
Example:  You are going to play a game of pick-up basketball following your 

warm-up.  Since basketball involves rapid changes in direction and 
the need to generate large forces, you should perform your 
flexibility training prior to jumping into the pick-up game.  
However, if instead of playing basketball, you are going to ride a 
stationary bike, then your flexibility training could be put off until 
the training session is complete. 

  
Improved 
Flexibility is a 
Long Term 
Goal 

Improving flexibility involves a long-term commitment from you.  Do not 
expect changes to occur overnight.  However, once range of motion is 
increased or developed to the desired level, it is easier to maintain that range 
of motion.  Less work is needed to maintain flexibility than is needed to 
develop it. 
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Static Stretching 

 
What is a Static 
Stretch? 

A static stretch is a stretch that is performed at a slow speed and held for 30 
seconds.  A static stretch involves the relaxation and simultaneous 
lengthening of the stretched muscle.  
 
Static stretching is perhaps the most commonly used method to increase 
flexibility.   

 
Injury Potential If static stretching is done correctly, the likelihood of injury is relatively low. 

Additionally, there is little or no danger of soreness.  
 
Although injury to muscles or connective tissue may result if the static stretch 
is too intense, there are no real disadvantages to static stretching in terms of 
injury potential as long as proper technique is used.   

 
Is a Longer 
Stretch Better? 

A longer stretch is not always better.  Holding the stretch for 60 seconds does 
not improve flexibility any more than holding a stretch for 30 seconds does.   
 
A Marine just starting a flexibility training program may find it difficult to 
hold a stretch for 30 seconds.  In these cases, the Marine may wish to start out 
by holding the stretch for 15 or 20 seconds, and gradually progressing to 30 
seconds as he gains experience and focus. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Static Stretching, Continued 

  
Stretching 
Technique 

Perform the static stretch slowly and only to the point where you feel a 
moderate pull in the stretched muscle.  The feeling of tension should diminish 
as the stretch is held, and if it does not, back off the stretch slightly.   

  
Procedure The procedure for static stretching is listed in the table below: 
 

Step Action 
1 Warm-up for 5 to 15 minutes, until you have begun to sweat. 
2 Emphasize slow, smooth movements and breathe deeply.  
3 Inhale and then exhale as you stretch to the point of motion just 

short of discomfort, then ease back slightly. 
4 Hold the stretch for 15 to 30 seconds as you breathe normally. 
5 Relax. 
6 Repeat the stretch two or three times.  With each time through, 

exhale as you slowly stretch a bit farther, making sure to stop just 
short of feeling discomfort. 

 
Cautions and 
Guidelines 
 

 

Follow the guidelines below whenever you are stretching: 
 
• Use moderation and common sense.  Flexibility is only one component of 

fitness - do not overemphasize it. 
 

• There should be no discomfort.  If it hurts, you are stretching too far. 
 

• Stretch to your own limits only.  Do not compete with other Marines. 
 

• Do not lock your joints during a stretch. 
 

• Do not bounce. 
 
• Try to stretch large muscle groups first and repeat the same routine every 

day. 
 
• The ideal time to stretch is after aerobic activity or resistance training, when 

the body temperature is maximally elevated.  You are least flexible in the 
morning. 

 
• Stretch daily and be consistent with the time of day you do your stretches.  
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Dynamic Stretching 

 
What is 
Dynamic 
Stretching? 

Dynamic stretching is also called “stretching with movement” and involves 
stretching while performing activity-specific movements.   
 
Unlike ballistic stretching, dynamic stretching avoids bouncing and includes 
movement’s specific to the tasks or movements a Marine performs. 

  
Background on 
Dynamic 
Flexibility 

Athletes have used dynamic flexibility training for many years, but most 
people, including Marines, are not familiar with the techniques used in this 
type of stretching.  
 
Dynamic stretching involves performing functionally based exercises that 
“evolve” with the Marine.  As a Marine’s training progresses, the dynamic 
stretches he performs can be made more effective by progressing from a 
stretch that uses a standing position to a walking stretch and then onto 
stretches that can be performed during a skip or run.   

 
Comparison to 
Other Types of 
Stretching 

Many dynamic stretches you will use resemble the static stretches.  Many 
times the only difference is that the dynamic stretch is preceded by and or 
followed by some form of movement. 
 
Dynamic stretching provides the benefit of stretching and also maintains an 
elevated body temperature, unlike static stretching. 
 
Dynamic flexibility may be more applicable to the daily life of the Marine 
because these types of flexibility exercises more closely duplicate normal 
movement patterns. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Dynamic Stretching, Continued 

  
Cautions and 
Guidelines 

 

The following recommendations can be used when implementing a dynamic 
flexibility training program: 

 
• Use moderation and common sense.  Flexibility is only one component of 

fitness - do not overemphasize it. 
 
• Do not force a stretch.  If it hurts, don’t do it! 
 
• Flexibility and strength training should both be a part of a Marine’s training 

program.  
 
• Develop flexibility about all joints in the body. 
 
• Do not use bouncing movements when performing a stretch. 
 
• Use stretching positions that have functional relevance to your daily 

activities. 
 
• Try to stretch large muscle groups first and repeat the same routine every 

day. 
 
• Stretch daily and be consistent with the time of day you do your stretches. 

You are least flexible in the morning.  
 
• The ideal time to stretch is after aerobic activity or resistance training, when 

the body temperature is already elevated.   
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 4 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

  
Item 1 Identify the goal of flexibility training. 

 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 2 Identify the procedure for static stretching. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(5) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(6) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 3  
and  
Item 4 

Matching:  For items 3 and 4, match the method of stretching in column 1 
with the characteristics listed in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces 
provided. 

 
Column 2 
 
Characteristics 

Column 1 
 
Stretch 

 
___ 3.  Static  
___ 4.  Dynamic  
 

a. Uses rapid jerky movements. 
b. Uses activity-specific movements. 
c. Performed at slow speed. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 The goal of flexibility training is to 

improve range of motion along with 
strength to allow the Marine to better 
control his/her movements. 

2-14 

2 (1) Warm-up for 5 to 15 minutes until 
you have begun to sweat. 

(2) Emphasize slow, smooth 
movements and breath deeply. 

(3) Inhale and then exhale as you 
stretch to the point of motion just 
short of discomfort, then ease back 
slightly. 

(4) Hold the stretch for 15 to 30 
seconds as you breath normally. 

(5) Relax. 
(6) Repeat stretch two or three times.  

With each time through, exhale as 
you slowly stretch a bit farther, 
making sure to stop just short of 
feeling discomfort. 

2-18 

3 c 2-17 
4 b 2-19 

 
Summary In this lesson, you learned about the goal of stretching and the positive 

benefits that can come with improved flexibility.  Flexibility is not something 
that happens overnight.  Include stretching as a regular part of your training 
plan and you should expect to see flexibility improved over the long-term. 
 
You have been presented with guidelines for performing static and dynamic 
stretches.  This information will serve as a building block as you learn static 
and dynamic stretches in the following lessons. 
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STUDY UNIT 3 

CORE STRENGTH, SPEED, AND AGILITY TRAINING 

Overview 

  
Introduction It is important for Marines to be able to move quickly, forcefully, and 

effectively.  Marines will frequently be required to perform intermittent all 
out efforts many times over a longer period of time.  It is easy to think of 
these types of efforts as “endurance” activities.  However, endurance 
activities typically require sub-maximal efforts over a longer period of time. 
Marines need to be able to perform high-intensity tasks over and over with no 
decline in performance.   
 
Athletes use speed and agility training to condition their bodies for repeated 
high-intensity efforts.  Marines can engage in this same type of training to 
prepare for the demands of war. 

  
Scope This study unit focuses on development of speed and agility training.  It also 

touches on developing core strength, or strength in the torso region of the 
body, since this strength underlies the ability to generate speed.  At the end of 
each lesson, specific speed and agility drills are illustrated and described. 

  
In This Study 
Unit  

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

Introduction to Speed and Agility 3-3 
The Core of the Body 3-21 
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LESSON 1 

INTRODUCTION TO SPEED AND AGILITY 

Introduction 

  
Scope There are a number of terms and techniques relating to speed and agility that 

you should be familiar with before starting a speed and agility program.  With 
an understanding of the proper terminology and techniques used to perform 
speed and agility drills, you will be better able to identify these aspects of 
training and your personal training objectives.   
 
This lesson also presents some of the basic skills and techniques needed to 
perform agility drills.  Specifically, you will learn the shuffling, carioca, 
backpedaling, and sprinting techniques. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 
 
 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Match the speed and agility terms with their definitions. 

• Match performance-related terms with their definitions. 

• Identify technique pointers for performing speed and agility drills. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 3-3 
Speed and Agility Terms 3-4 
Performance Terms 3-6 
Technique for Speed and Agility Drills 3-7 
The Universal Athletic Position 3-8 
Sprinting Technique 3-9 
Shuffle Technique 3-10 
Carioca Technique 3-12 
Backpedal Technique 3-14 
Lesson 1 Exercise 3-16 
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Speed and Agility Terms 

  
Speed Speed is the ability to perform a movement quickly.  In this lesson, the term 

speed will refer to running speed unless otherwise noted.   
 
Example: Marines who possess a high degree of speed are able to run quickly 

and cover a distance in a short amount of time.    

  
Acceleration Acceleration is the ability to increase speed in a short amount of time.   

 
Example: A car that goes from 0 to 60 miles per hour in 4.0 seconds 

accelerates faster than a car that accelerates from 0 to 60 in 6 
seconds.   

 
It is important to note that Marines who can accelerate rapidly are not 
necessarily the fastest Marines, or vice versa.  Some Marines are able to run 
fast, but take a longer time reaching their top speed.  Others can accelerate 
quickly, but not reach as high a top end speed. 

  
Deceleration  Deceleration is the ability to decrease speed in a short amount of time. 

 
Example: A Marine is free falling at a speed of 100 miles per hour during a 

parachute jump.  When he pulls the rip cord and the parachute 
deploys, his speed rapidly slows to 10 miles per hour.  This is an 
example of deceleration. 

  
Agility Agility is the ability to effectively and efficiently change direction while 

maintaining balance and control of the body.  Agility is a trait that is desirable 
for the Marine and it is something observable in many team sports.   
 
Example: Successful soccer, football, and basketball players typically have 

great agility and able to accelerate, stop quickly, and maintain 
balance while moving and performing.  Marines should strive for 
the same type of agility.  

 
Continued on next page 
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Speed and Agility Terms, Continued 

  
Speed-Strength Speed-strength is the ability to develop force rapidly and/or at high speeds.  

 
Example: A basketball player who must stop and cut quickly exhibits speed-

strength.  The muscles are strong and contract fast enough to 
develop the force needed to accelerate and decelerate quickly. 

  
Special-
Endurance 

Special-endurance is the ability to perform a task over and over at a near 
maximal effort. 
 
Example: A soccer player must sprint all out during a game.  To be able to do 

this time and time again, without a loss in performance, represents 
special-endurance. 

  
Speed-
Endurance 

Speed-endurance is the ability to maintain top speed after 1-2 seconds.  Many 
Marines will find that their speed starts to drop off after a few seconds.  
Marines with speed endurance will be able to hold their top speed for longer 
times. 
 
Example: Two Marines accelerate as they run all-out from one bunker to 

another.  They are running stride-for-stride, but after several 
seconds, the second Marine starts to drop back, and continues to 
fall back.  Both Marines had the same acceleration and top speed.  
However, the first Marine has better speed endurance because he 
was able to maintain that top speed longer than that second Marine. 
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Performance Terms 

 
Sprinting Sprinting is a short fast run, in which the Marine accelerates to top speed as 

quickly as possible and maintains that speed for as long as possible. 

  
Shuffle The shuffle is a lateral running movement made up of quick side-to-side 

steps. 

 
Carioca The carioca drill is a cross-stepping running movement that propels the body 

laterally.  The feet alternate crossing in front of and behind each other in the 
carioca drill. 

  
Backpedal Backpedaling is another name for backwards running.  Keep the upper body 

upright with the eyes looking forward. 

 
Drill Mastery Drill mastery occurs when the Marine is able to perform the drill correctly 

with proper technique. 
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Technique for Speed and Agility Drills 

 
Importance of 
Technique 

To maximize the benefits of the tasks that are being performed and minimize 
the risk of injury, perform speed and agility drills with sound technique.   
While the tasks involved with performing any agility drill differ from task to 
task, there are some general guidelines that all Marines should follow when 
working to develop agility. 

 
Top Ten 
Technique 
Pointers 

Adhere to the ten techniques pointers below when performing speed and 
agility drills:   
 
Number Technique Pointers 

1 Simulate movement patterns encountered in the field of battle. 
2 Reduce unneccessary body movements. 
3 Accelerate with 100% effort. 
4 Maximize the forward lean when initially accelerating. 
5 Use a forceful high knee lift when initially accelerating. 
6 Minimize the braking distance by quickly dropping the body’s 

center of gravity. 
7 Use short choppy steps to minimize stopping distance. 
8 Keep the eyes forward, with the head in a neutral position. 
9 Initiate any change of direction with the head.  Turn the head first 

and allow the body to follow. 
10 Use the arms when performing speed and agility drills, especially 

when accelerating or turning. 
 
Emphasize these pointers when performing any speed and agility drill. 
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The Universal Athletic Position 

 
Position 
Pointers 

The important features of the universal athletic position are 
 
• Body weight is distributed on full feet, not the toes or heels. 
• The torso is angled as much as 45º from vertical while remaining flat.  
• Balance is attained by the hips being placed behind the center of gravity 

(close to the navel) and shoulders in front.   
 

 
 

  
Why is This 
Position 
Important? 

From this position, you can execute a wide variety of athletic, functional 
tasks.  The universal athletic position can be found virtually anywhere that 
you must generate power or get leverage.   

   
Running 
Considerations 

For Marines who are involved in running, jumping, or other ground-based 
athletic activities, it is recommended that they become familiar with the 
“universal athletic position.”  Then, perform exercises that strengthen the 
muscles that help your body move from this position.   
 
On the following pages, you will learn agility techniques that can be 
performed in this position. 
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Sprinting Technique 

  
Definition Sprinting is a short fast run in which the Marine accelerates to top speed as 

quickly as possible and maintains that speed for as long as possible. 

  
Sprinting 
Technique 
Pointers  

In addition to the general technique, pointers outlined above, there are several 
additional pieces of information that are important for learning to sprint 
effectively. 
  

Step Action 
1 Swing the arms from the shoulder.  Keep them relaxed and at 

approximately 90 degrees of flexion.  Focus on swinging your 
arms in a straight line – do not cross over the midline of the body. 

2 Run on the balls of your feet and not on your toes or your heels. If 
you think about it your toes are fairly weak and offer little or no 
stability. 

3 Think about having quick feet.  Keep the time that the foot is in 
contact with the ground as low as possible. 

4 Place the foot on the ground directly under the hips, do not 
overstride.  This helps increase foot speed. 
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Shuffle Technique 

 
The Shuffle 
Movement 

The shuffle is a lateral running movement made up of quick side-to-side 
steps. 
 
The shuffle is not a hop.  It is a very basic drill that can be used to develop 
lateral ability and can become complicated by not maintaining good leg and 
hip position. 

 
Shuffling 
Footwork 

 

     
                  (1)                                   (2)                                      (3) 

 
Stage Action 

1 In the athletic position, push off with the left foot and bring 
the left foot towards the right foot.   
 
Note:  The feet should not touch in the shuffle drill. 

2 While maintaining balance, move the right foot to the right. 
3 You should now be back at the starting position.  Repeat the 

movement.  As you become more familiar with the 
movement, shuffle the feet faster and faster.  
 
Note:  Reverse the steps to perform this drill while moving to 

the left. 
 

Continued on next page 
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Shuffle Technique, Continued 

  
Step-by-Step 
Instructions 
and 
Illustrations 

 
Step Instructions Illustration 

1 Begin the exercise in the 
universal athletic 
position with the feet 
slightly wider than 
shoulder width and the 
weight evenly 
distributed on the feet. 

 
2 Draw the left foot closer 

to the right foot, but do 
not bring them so close 
that they touch. 

 

 
3 Step away with the right 

foot and again assume 
the universal athletic 
position. 

 

 
4 Continue this sequence 

of events until you have 
completed the agility 
drill.  

 
5 As you become more 

comfortable with the 
movement, start to move 
the feet faster and faster, 
gaining lateral (side-to-
side) speed and agility. 
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Carioca Technique 

 
The Carioca 
Movement 

The carioca drill is a cross-stepping movement that propels the body laterally. 
The feet alternate crossing in front of and behind each other in the carioca 
drill. 
 
The carioca is the most difficult of the agility drills to master and will likely 
require the greatest amount of practice. 

 
Carioca 
Footwork 

   
                  (1)                                   (2)                                   (3) 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 

       (4)                                       (5) 
 

Stage Action 
1 In the athletic position, push off with the left foot and bring it 

towards the right foot.   
2 While maintaining balance, cross the left foot behind the 

right foot and plant it on the ground. 
3 Move the right foot laterally so you return to the athletic 

position. 
4 While maintaining balance, cross the left foot in front of the 

right foot and plant it on the ground. 
5 Move the right foot laterally so you return to the athletic 

position. 
 
Note:  Reverse the steps to perform this drill while moving to 

the left. 
 

Continued on next page 
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Carioca Technique, Continued 

  
Step-by-Step 
Instructions 
and 
Illustrations 

 

Steps Instructions Illustration 
1 Begin the exercise in the 

universal athletic position 
with the feet slightly 
wider that shoulder width 
and the weight evenly 
distributed on the feet. 

 
2 Maintaining a constant 

body position and 
balance, cross the left foot 
behind the right foot. 

 
3 Step laterally with the 

right foot and again 
assume the universal 
athletic position. 

 
4 Maintaining a constant 

body position and 
balance, cross the left foot 
in front of the right foot.  

 
5 Step laterally with the 

right foot and again 
assume the universal 
athletic position. 
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Backpedal Technique 

 
The Backpedal 
Movement 

The backpedal agility drill is a backwards sprint. 
 
The backpedal movement propels the body backward effectively while 
offering the ability to keep any occurring action in front of you.  The feet 
quickly alternate placement and offers the ability to quickly transition to the 
forward direction. 

 
Backpedal 
Footwork 

 

   
                  (1)                                   (2)                                      (3) 

 
Stage Action 

1 Staying on the balls of the feet, step backwards quickly with 
the left foot while shifting the weight to the right foot. 

2 Staying on the balls of the feet, step backwards quickly with 
the right foot while shifting the weight to the left foot. 

3 Repeat this movement, making it faster and faster as you 
become more familiar with the motions and maintaining 
balance. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Backpedal Technique, Continued 

  
Step-by-Step 
Instructions 
and 
Illustrations 

 
Steps Instructions Illustration 

1 Stagger the feet, one in 
front of the other and 
maintain a low center of 
gravity by bending at the 
knees and hips.  The 
bodyweight is centered 
between the feet and the 
chest is over the thighs.   

2 Step back with the left 
leg.  Alternate the arm 
action so the left arm 
comes forward, and the 
right arm moves 
backward, when the left 
leg steps back.  Most of 
the body action comes 
from bending at the 
knees 

 

3 Repeat the action with 
the right leg.  As you get 
more comfortable with 
the movement, begin to 
move the legs faster.   

 

 
Speed and 
Agility Drills 

See Appendix A 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 13 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 
Through 
Item 7 

Matching:  For items 1 through 7, match the speed/agility term in column 1 
with its correct definition in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces 
provided.  There is one correct definition for each term listed. 

 
Column 1 
 
Term 

Column 2 
 
Definition 

 
___ 1.  Speed 
___ 2.  Agility 
___ 3.  Speed-strength 
___ 4.  Special-endurance 
___ 5.  Speed-endurance 
___ 6.  Acceleration 
___ 7.  Deceleration 

 
a. Ability to develop force rapidly 

and/or at high speeds 
b. Ability to perform repetitive task 

at or near-maximal effort  
c. Ability to decrease speed in a 

short amount of time 
d. Ability to perform a movement 

quickly 
e. Ability to effectively and 

efficiently change direction 
f. Ability to maintain top speed 

after 1-2 seconds 
g. Ability to increase speed in a 

short amount of time 
 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 8 
Through 
Item 11 

Matching:  For items 8 through 11 match the performance-related terms in 
column 1 with the correct definition in column 2.  Place your responses in the 
spaces provided.  There is one correct definition for each term listed. 

 
Column 1 
 
Term 

Column 2 
 
Definition 

 
___ 8. Shuffle 
___ 9. Sprint 
___ 10. Carioca 
___ 11. Backpedal 
 

 
a. A lateral running movement 

made up of quick side-to-side 
steps. 

b. A backwards running 
movement. 

c. A cross-stepping movement that 
propels the body laterally. 

d. A short fast run, in which the 
Marine accelerates to top speed 
as quickly as possible and 
maintains that speed for as long 
as possible. 

  
Item 12 The posture the Marine uses to generate power or get leverage is 

________________________. 
 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 13 List the ten technique pointers that should be followed in all speed and agility 

drills.  
 
(1) ___________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________ 
 
(5) ___________________________________________ 
 
(6) ___________________________________________ 
 
(7) ___________________________________________ 
 
(8) ___________________________________________ 
 
(9) ___________________________________________ 
 
(10) ___________________________________________ 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 d 3-4 
2 e 3-4 
3 a 3-4 
4 b 3-5 
5 f 3-5 
6 g 3-4 
7 c 3-4 
8 a 3-6 
9 e 3-6 

10 d 3-6 
11 b 3-6 
12 universal athletic position 3-8 
13 (1)  Simulate movements you 

encounter in the field of battle. 
(2)  Minimize unnecessary body 

movements. 
(3)  Accelerate with 100% effort. 
(4)  Lean forward when accelerating. 
(5)  Use a forceful knee lift when 

accelerating. 
(6)  Minimize braking distance by 

dropping the body’s center of 
gravity toward the ground. 

(7)  Take short choppy steps to 
minimize stopping distance. 

(8)  Keep eyes facing forward and the 
head in a neutral position. 

(9)  Initiate any change of direction 
with the head. 

(10) Use the arms. 

3-7 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Summary Upon completing this lesson you should be familiar with terms that pertain to 

speed and agility training and the basic techniques used when performing 
speed and agility drills.  The more familiar you become with these terms, the 
better you will be able to train to meet your physical needs.   
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LESSON 2 

THE CORE OF THE BODY 

Introduction 

 
Scope More and more attention is being given to a region of the body known as the 

core.  The reason the core is getting much attention is that the core muscles 
stabilize the body to perform all other functions.  Unfortunately, many 
individuals today exhibit weakness in these muscles.  Much of this can be 
attributed to living a more sedentary lifestyle, especially in the younger years 
when children should be building a foundation of core strength.  Twenty 
years ago, children would play outside for hours on end, climbing trees, 
swinging in swing sets, playing baseball, etc.  This overall activity was 
important for building strength in the core of the body.  These days’ children, 
and even some adults, sit around and play video games or watch countless 
hours of television.  The core muscles never get a chance to develop strength. 
 
It is critically important that Marines develop these muscles as their function 
underlies almost every action they make. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Define the muscles that make up the core of the body. 
 
• Identify the function of the core musculature. 
 
• Identify the core exercises that involve the internal oblique muscle. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 3-21 
Components of the Core 3-23 
90-90 Touches 3-24 
90-90 Alternating Touches 3-25 
Crunches 3-26 
Alternating Crunches 3-27 
Alternate Outside Calf Touches 3-28 
Ankle Touch Crunches 3-29 
Straight Leg Crunches 3-30 
Oblique Crunches 3-31 
Knees to Chest 3-32 
V-Ups 3-33 
Toe Touches 3-34 
Side to Side Leg Raises 3-35 
Hip Rollers 3-36 
Straight Legged Twists 3-37 
Back Extension 3-38 
Leg Lifts 3-39 
Lesson 3 Exercise 3-40 
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Components of the Core 

 
What is the 
Core 

The core muscles of the body are defined as the muscles that surround the 
body’s center of mass.  The main muscles that make up the core are shown in 
the table below. 

 
Center of Mass The center of mass lies in the middle of the body, approximately at the level 

of, or just below the belly button.  Having a high level of strength in the core 
musculature is especially important for the Marine as he strives to develop 
speed and agility. 

  
Function of the 
Core 

As the core moves, so does the rest of the body.  The main function of the 
core muscles is to stabilize the pelvis and provide a solid base of support for 
movements of the arms and legs.   

  
Exercises to 
Strengthen the 
Core 

Now that the core has been defined, it is important to identify exercises that 
will strengthen these muscles.  Some appropriate exercises to strengthen the 
core are illustrated and described in the following sections.  

  

Muscles of the Core of the Body 
Abdominals (front of the body 
between the chest and pubis) 

Transverse Abdominus (on the sides 
of the abdominals) 

Internal Obliques (on the sides of 
the abdominals) 

External Obliques (on the sides of 
the abdominals) 

Muscles of the rib cage Muscles of the hips 
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90-90 Touches 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Rectus Abdominus 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

 

            
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Lie with the back flat on the floor with the knees and hips 
both flexed at 90 degrees.  Cross the arms over the chest 
and keep them there for the duration of the exercise. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 
Motion 

Slowly and under control, lift the shoulders off the floor 
and move toward the knees.  The top position is reached 
when shoulder blades and upper back are lifted off the 
floor. 

3 
Downward 

Motion 

Slowly return to the starting position. 
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90-90 Alternating Touches 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

External and Internal Obliques, Rectus Abdominus 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

 

             
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Lie with the back flat on the floor with the knees and hips 
both flexed at 90 degrees.  Cross the arms over the chest 
and keep them there for the duration of the exercise. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Twisting and crunching simultaneously, try to touch one 
forearm to the opposite knee.   

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position and repeat this 
exercise to the other side. 
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Crunches 

 
Muscles 
Involved 

Rectus Abdominus 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

            

 

 
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Place the feet flat on floor, bent at the hips and knees.  The 
shoulders are in contact with the floor.  Cross the arms 
over the chest and keep them there for the duration of the 
exercise. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Slowly and under control, contract the abdominal muscles 
to lift the shoulders off the floor and move toward the 
knees.   

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position. 
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Alternating Crunches 

 
Muscles 
Involved 

External and Internal Obliques, Rectus Abdominus 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

        
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Place the feet flat on floor and bend at the hips and knees. 
The shoulders are in contact with the floor.  Cross the arms 
over the chest and keep them there for the duration of the 
exercise. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Slowly and under control, lift the shoulders off the floor 
and twist so that the left forearm moves towards the right 
knee.  Try to touch the elbow to the knee in the middle of 
the range of motion.   

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position and repeat this 
exercise to the other side. 
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Alternate Outside Calf Touches 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

External and Internal Obliques, Rectus Abdominus 

 
Exercise 
Technique  

 

        
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start with your feet and back flat on the floor.  Arms 
should be straight with one hand on top of the other over 
the abdominal muscles. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Reach up toward the outside of one calf with both hands 
rotating the torso.  Touch the outside of the calf to reach 
the top position.  

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position and repeat the 
exercise to the other side. 
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Ankle Touch Crunches 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Rectus Abdominus 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

 

        
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Place the feet flat on floor and bend the legs at the hips and 
knees.  The shoulders are in contact with the floor and the 
hands reaching toward the ankles. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Reach directly toward the ankles with both hands at the 
same time. 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position and repeat the 
exercise to the other side. 
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Straight Leg Crunches 

 
Muscles 
Involved 

Rectus Abdominus 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

 

      
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start lying with your legs straight and back flat on the 
floor.  Hands are held over the mid-section. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Slowly and under control, lift the shoulders off the floor 
and move toward the knees.  The top position is reached 
when shoulder blades and upper back are lifted off the 
floor. 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position. 
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Oblique Crunches 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Internal Obliques, External Obliques 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

      
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Lie down on your back and roll the hips to the right side so 
that the right leg and knee touch the floor.  The shoulders 
are in contact with the floor.  Cross the arms over the chest 
and keep them there for the duration of the exercise. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Contract the abdominal muscles, raising your shoulders off 
the floor. 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position.  Repeat this exercise 
to the other side. 
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Knees to Chest 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Rectus Abdominus 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

      
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start with the legs extended and the hips flexed between 
45 and 90 degrees.  Place the hands on the floor, shoulder 
width apart, and slightly behind the hips.  Lift both feet 6-
12 inches off the floor. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin in to the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

While contracting the abdominal muscles and keeping the 
feet off the floor, slowly draw the knees in towards the 
chest. 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position. 
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V-Ups 

 
Muscles 
Involved 

Rectus Abdominus, Iliopsoas 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

 

        
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start in a seated position with the legs directly in front of 
you.  Lay back so the torso is at a 45-degree angle with the 
ground.  Contract the abdominal muscles. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Keeping the hips stationary and the back flat, lift the feet 
up to shoulder level. 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position. 
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Toe Touches 

 
Muscles 
Involved 

Rectus Abdominus 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

 

        
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start flat on your back, with knees straight and above your 
hips.  Arms are straight and pointed toward both feet. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Slowly and under control, reach with both hands by lifting 
the shoulders off the floor.  Try to touch the toes 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position. 
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Side to Side Leg Raises 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Transverse Abdominus, Rectus Abdominus, Internal Obliques, External 
Obliques 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

      
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start with the legs extended and the hips flexed between 
45 and 90 degrees.  Place the hands on the floor shoulder 
width apart and slightly behind the hips.  Lift both feet 6-
12 inches off the floor. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Leftward 

Movement 

While contracting the abdominal muscles and keeping the 
feet off the floor, slowly move the legs approximately 2 
feet to the left. 

3 
Rightward 
Movement 

Repeat this motion to the right. 
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Hip Rollers 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Internal Obliques, External Obliques 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

      
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start by lying flat on the floor.  While keeping the legs 
straight, flex the hips so that the legs point straight towards 
the ceiling.  Spread the arms out to the sides to provide 
balance during the movement. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly, and under control, lower the legs to the right and 
stop when the feet are approximately 6 inches off the 
ground. 

3 
Upward 

Movement 

Contracting the abdominal muscles, raise the legs off the 
floor back to the starting position.  Without stopping, 
slowly lower the legs to the left side. 
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Straight-Legged Twists 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Internal and External Obliques, Rectus Abdominus 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

      
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start by lying flat on the floor.  While keeping the legs 
straight, flex the hips so that the legs point straight towards 
the ceiling.  Cross the arms over the chest and keep them 
there for the duration of the exercise. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Contract the abdominal muscles, raising your shoulders off 
the floor. 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position. 
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Back Extension 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Erector Spinae, Hamstrings (Semitendinosus, Semimembranosus, Biceps 
Femoris), Gluteus Maximus 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

        
 

 
Step Action 

Using a Roman chair, position the ankle supports so that 
the leg will be parallel to the floor when performing the 
exercise. 
Place your ankles under the ankle supports and rest the 
anterior thighs on the hip support pads. 
The pelvis should extend pass the end of the pads and 
allow the hips to flex and extend freely. 
Flex your hips so that your upper body hangs down 
towards the floor and cross your arms across your chest. 

1 
 
 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 
 
 Your eyes should be looking at the floor. 

With one smooth motion, lift your upper body by 
extending your hips until your upper body is parallel to the 
floor. 

2 
Upward 

Movement Maintain a constant position with your torso and head as 
you perform the motion. 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Hold the position briefly before slowly returning to the 
starting position. 
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Leg Lifts 

  
Muscles 
Involved 

Rectus Abdominus, Transverse Abdominus 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

 

      
 

 
Step Action 

1 
 

Start/Finish 
Position 

 
 

Start by lying flat on the floor.  Place the hands under the 
buttocks and lift the feet several inches off the ground. 
 
Note:   Do not tuck the chin into the chest.  There should 

be enough room between the chin and chest that an 
apple could be held there. 

2 
Upward 

Movement 

Contract the abdominal muscles, raising your legs off the 
floor until the feet are pointing to the ceiling. 

3 
Downward 
Movement 

Slowly return to the starting position. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 3 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

  
Item 1 Define what muscles make up the core of the body. 

 
 
 

 

 

 
Item 2 What is the primary function of the core musculature? 

 
 
 

 

 

  
Items 3 From the list below, circle the core exercises that involve the internal oblique 

muscles. 
 
a. Crunches 
b. V-ups 
c. Calf Touches 
d. Back Extension 
e. Alternating crunches 
f. Toe Touches 
g. Hip Rollers 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 The core muscles are the muscles that 

surround the body’s center of mass. 
5-23 

2 The core muscles stabilize the pelvis 
and provide a solid base of support for 
movements of the arms and legs. 

5-23 

3 c, e, g 5-27 through  
5-29 

 
Summary The core of the body is important for providing stability to the body.  As a 

result, good strength in the core muscles of the body is essential for 
developing speed and agility.  The drills outlined in this lesson should help 
you develop this core musculature while maintaining a good strength balance 
between the abdominal muscles and lower back muscles. These exercises 
should be treated as any other strength training exercise and be incorporated 
into your training program. 
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STUDY UNIT 4 

STRENGTH TRAINING PROGRAM DESIGN/PRINCIPLES AND 
METHODS OF TRAINING 

Overview 

  
Scope The importance of a well-designed strength training routine that complements 

the Marine’s specific training cannot be over-emphasized.  Strength training 
can supplement and enhance the performance of the Marine at all physical 
levels.  

  
A Science Strength training is a science.  There are some basic principles that should be 

followed to build strength.  However, depending on the goals of the training 
program, the Marine will want to do specific things.  Many of the activities 
the Marine engages in are explosive in nature and require muscular power, 
and not strength or endurance.   
 
Other Marines may find the need to develop muscular strength or muscular 
endurance.  The training guidelines these Marines follow will differ from 
those used to develop power. 

  
Personalize 
A Training 
Program 

This study unit outlines how Marines can improve their performance by 
training their muscles for power, strength or endurance.  Specifically, Marines 
will learn how to identify their training goals and implement a training plan to 
address those goals which follow the scientific principles that underlie 
strength and power development.  Sample exercise programs for power, 
strength and endurance are included. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Overview, Continued 

  
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons. 

 
Topic See Page 

Basic Concepts in Resistance Training 4-3 
Fundamental Principles of Training 4-15 
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LESSON 1 

BASIC CONCEPTS IN RESISTANCE TRAINING 

Introduction 

   
Scope Before jumping in and starting the process of designing a resistance-training 

program, it is important to have an understanding of the basic concepts and 
terminology that are used in this area.  This lesson presents an overview of 
specific strength training terminology and identifies several different goals of 
strength training.  In addition, this lesson also discusses the trade-offs 
between exercise quality and exercise quantity, and identifies the importance 
of proper record keeping and goal setting.  This information will serve as the 
foundation upon which the rest of this study unit is built. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to  
 
• Identify key terms of resistance training. 
 
• Identify different goals of the strength training program. 
 
• Identify the principles of goal setting. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 4-3 
Terms Used in Resistance Training 4-4 
Goals of Strength Training Programs 4-6 
Quantity vs. Quality 4-7 
Goal Setting and Record Keeping  4-9 
Lesson 1 Exercise 4-11 
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Terms Used in Resistance Training 

 
Repetition A repetition is one cycle of an exercise movement from start to finish.  

 
Example:  A repetition of the bench press begins when the weight is lowered 

to the chest and is not complete until the weight is pushed back to 
the starting position.  

  
Set  A set is a series of repetitions completed in succession.    

 
Example:  Ten repetitions completed on a bench press, each performed one 

after another, are defined as one set of ten repetitions. 

 
1 Repetition 
Maximum 
(RM) 

The term 1 repetition maximum (1RM) defines the maximum amount of 
weight that can be lifted one time by the Marine.  Many times, the amount of 
weight a Marine is asked to lift is expressed as a percentage of his 1RM. 
 
Example:  The most weight a Marine can lift in the leg press is 400 pounds.  

Therefore, his 1RM for the leg press is 400 pounds.  He is 
performing a set in which he is instructed to perform ten repetitions 
using a weight that represents 75% of his 1RM.  The Marine 
should lift 300 pounds or 75% of 400 pounds. 

 
Frequency Frequency describes how often a Marine engages in strength training. 

 
Example:  A Marine engages in strength training on Monday, Wednesday, 

and Friday.  This represents a frequency of three times per week. 

  
Volume Volume is a measure of work done.  The volume of work that a Marine 

performs in the weight room is equal to the number of sets multiplied by the 
number of repetitions performed multiplied by the amount of weight lifted.  
This measure is used to gauge how strenuous is a workout. 
 
Example:  A Marine performing the squat exercise, performs 2 sets and lifts 

300 pounds a total of ten times in each set.  The Marine has lifted a 
volume of 6,000 pounds (300 pounds x 10 repetitions x 2 sets). 

 
Continued on next page 
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Terms Used in Resistance Training, Continued 

  
Intensity Intensity is defined as the percentage of the 1RM weight that is lifted.  A 

1RM lift equals an intensity level of 100%.  Most lifts are performed at a 
percentage of a Marine’s maximal intensity. 
 
Example:  A Marine who has a 1RM of 100 pounds in the shoulder press, is 

performing a set in which he lifts 70 pounds for 15 repetitions.  
The Marine performs this exercise at an intensity level of 70% (70 
pounds is 70% of his 1RM). 

  
Rest Rest describes the time taken between sets, or between workouts, to allow the 

muscles to recover. 
 
General guidelines for incorporating the right amount of rest into your 
training plan are provided in the next lesson. 
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Goals of Strength Training Programs 

 
Goals of a 
Training 
Program 

The type of training that is performed in the weight room should be reflective 
of the needs and demands of the Marine.  Depending on these needs, specific 
training programs can target the desired results.  In general, strength-training 
programs can be created to enhance the following characteristics of muscle. 
 
• Power 
• Strength 
• Endurance 
• Size 
 
For the most part, the differences between the training programs designed to 
emphasize one of these variables involves manipulating the number of sets, 
repetitions, and rest intervals. 

 
Muscular 
Power 

Muscle power is the ability to move a weight or overcome a resistance 
quickly.   

  
Maximum 
Muscle 
Strength 

Maximum muscle strength is the greatest amount of force that a muscle can 
produce. 

 
Muscular 
Endurance 

Muscle endurance is the ability of a muscle to contract for a long period of 
time against a light to moderate resistance.   
 
Example:  Marathon runners, who run for hours at a time, require muscle 

endurance and are not as concerned with maximum strength or 
muscle size.  They would need a strength-training program 
designed to increase muscle endurance. 

 
Muscle Size For some individuals (e.g. bodybuilders), maximizing muscle size is the goal 

of their strength-training program.  While muscle size may be desirable and 
visually pleasing, it does not necessarily help to enhance performance.  For 
this reason, power, strength, or endurance training is preferred overtraining 
designed to strictly build muscle size. 
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Quantity vs. Quality  

  
Exercise 
Quality 
 

The quality of an exercise is how well the exercise is performed and is 
influenced by the technique and focus that are used when performing the 
exercise.  Never compromise exercise quality in an effort to perform more 
repetitions.  
    
Example:  A Marine is trying to develop power in his lower body by 

performing the squat exercise.  The Marine focuses on using 
proper technique and giving a maximal effort on every repetition to 
ensure that he/she maintains a high level of quality.  If the Marine 
is not able to maintain technique or give a maximal effort, he will 
stop the set. 

 
Rest Pause A simple means by which Marines can improve their training quality is to 

“rest pause” between repetitions.  Performing a single repetition and briefly 
pausing before starting the next repetition is termed rest-pause.  Execute each 
repetition with maximal effort in the freshest possible state. 

  
Improving the 
Quality of 
Marine 
Training 

Proper technique is enhanced by 
 
• Using a rest-pause technique 
• Slowly lowering the weight 
• Quickly accelerating the weight against gravity  
• Always being in control of the weight 

 
Continued on next page 
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Quantity vs. Quality, Continued 

   
Exercise 
Quantity  
 

Quantity refers to the volume of training or the total number of repetitions 
performed.  Many Marines often sacrifice the quality of their training in an 
effort to increase quantity.  Avoid this since it leaves you open to injury and 
does not train the muscles properly. 
 
Example:  A Marine wants to perform ten repetitions of the bench press 

exercise.  He completes the first five repetitions easily, but starts to 
really struggle at repetition number seven.  Even though he knows 
he may injure himself and is not performing the exercise correctly, 
he lifts his lower back off the bench so he can lift the weight on 
repetitions 7-10.  This is an example of a Marine sacrificing the 
quality of an exercise in an effort to achieve a greater quantity. 

  
Trade-Offs In strength training, you must make choices to train intelligently.  One of 

these choices is to perform exercises with quality rather than try to lift as 
much as possible for as many repetitions as possible, regardless of the 
technique that is used.   
 
Choosing quality over quantity will allow you to properly recover before the 
next training session and reduce the risk for injury.  At some point, if you 
strength-train too often or do too many repetitions, you will not be able to 
recover appropriately.  This will compromise your ability to exert high-level 
efforts in the future and will likely impair your ability to maintain proper 
technique when performing an exercise.  This may probably place you in a 
position where you are more open to injury. 
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Goal Setting and Record Keeping 

 
Importance of 
Goal Setting 

Goal setting is an important part of any exercise program.  It sets an end point 
you hope to achieve and provides a road map for getting there.    

  
Principles of 
Goal Setting 

Follow the principles below when setting strength training and performance 
goals.   

 
Principle Description 

Specific goals Express goals in specific, measurable, and behavioral 
terms.  A general “do my best” is an ineffective goal. 

Set challenging and 
realistic goals 

Effective goals are demanding but achievable. 

Set short-and long-
term goals 

Long-term goals are best achieved by planning a 
sequence of progressive, short-term sub-goals or 
objectives. 

Set process and/or 
performance 
outcome goals 

These goals are more effective since they depend on 
factors you can control.  Examples are winning, stay 
focused, and train quality. 

Seek reinforcement 
and help 

Whenever possible surround yourself with others – 
family, friends, teammates, superiors etc. – who share 
common goals and can help you achieve yours. 

 
Record Your 
Goals 

Once you establish your goals, do the following:  
 
• Record your goals and place them where they are visible.  
• Review them every day. 
• Plan and record how you will achieve those goals.   

  
Importance of 
Keeping 
Records 

Records help chart a path as you work to achieve your goals.  Record keeping 
is an important part of tracking the success (or failure) of a strength-training 
program.  Often, goals are not achieved exactly as planned.  With proper 
records, it is possible for you to see what works what does not work and make 
the appropriate changes to a training plan. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Goal Setting and Record Keeping, Continued 

  
The Training 
Log 

It is advisable for you to keep a training log to record information about your 
strength training.  The information recorded in the log should not be 
complicated, and can consist simply of the following information: 
 
• Date 
• Day-by-day training objectives 
• Exercises performed 
• Number of sets and repetitions performed 
• Weight lifted 
 
More advanced training logs can contain information about such things as 
your diet and comments about how the workouts feel.  The value of this 
information becomes more apparent as you progress to higher levels of fitness 
and plan future training goals. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 11 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

  
Item 1 Which is the term given to one cycle of a movement from start to finish? 

 
a. Repetition 
b. Set 
c. Exercise 
d. Bench Press 

  
Item 2 Which term is used to define the maximum amount of weight a Marine can 

lift at one time? 
 
a. Muscle power 
b. Volume 
c. Exercise quality 
d. 1RM 

  
Item 3 Strength training programs can be created to enhance a muscle’s 

 
(1) __________________. 
 
(2) __________________. 
 
(3) __________________. 
 
(4) __________________. 

 
Item 4 The ability of a muscle to contract for a long period of time against a light 

resistance is called 
 
a. maximal muscle power. 
b. muscular endurance. 
c. muscle strength. 
d. muscle intensity. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 5 The ability to move a weight or overcome resistance quickly is defined as  

 
a. muscular strength. 
b. muscular power. 
c. muscle endurance. 
d. muscle intensity.  

 
Item 6  
Through  
Item 10 

Matching:  For items 6 through 10, match the definitions in column 1 with the 
appropriate terms listed in column 2.  Place your response in the space 
provided. 

 
Column 1 Column 2 
  
Definition Term 
  
____ 6.  A series of repetitions completed 

in succession 
____ 7.  Measure of work done 
____ 8.  How well an exercise is performed 

and is influenced by the technique 
and focus that are used when 
performing the exercise 

____ 9.  The total number of repetitions 
performed   

____ 10. The percentage of the 1RM weight 
that is lifted  

a. Exercise Quantity 
b. Exercise Quality 
c. Set 
d. Intensity 
e. Volume 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 11 Identify five principles to effective goal setting. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(5) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

  
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 a 4-4 
2 d 4-4 
3 (1) Endurance 

(2) Strength 
(3) Power 
(4) Size  

4-6 

4 b 4-6 
5 b 4-6 
6 c 4-4 
7 e 4-4 
8 b 4-7 
9 a 4-8 

10 d 4-5 
11 (1) Set specific goals. 

(2) Set challenging goals. 
(3) Set short-and long-term goals. 
(4) Set process goals. 
(5) Seek reinforcement. 

4-9 

 
Summary This lesson has introduced you to some of the basic concepts and terms used 

in the world of strength training.  You can put together strength-training 
programs to focus on building muscle endurance, strength, power, or size.  
You will also want to maintain the quality of an exercise by focusing on 
maintaining the appropriate intensity level and maintaining proper technique.  
Never sacrifice good technique to complete a few more repetitions.   
 
Finally, the importance of good record keeping and goal setting were 
discussed, and a plan was presented to help you track your progress in 
achieving your goals.   
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LESSON 2 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF TRAINING 

Introduction 

 
Scope In the last lesson, we discussed many of the terms and identified some of the 

goals of a Marine’s strength training program.  In this lesson, we will discuss 
some of the scientific principles behind strength training and identify ways in 
which the Marine can train in the most effective manner. 
 
The goal of this lesson is to educate the Marine about the important principles 
of rest, training intensity, training frequency, ordering exercises within a 
workout, and choosing the appropriate exercise to achieve his training goals. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• List the five essential training principles. 
 
• Identify the function of rest. 
 
• Define the terms exercise intensity and volume. 
 
• Identify the number of times per week a Marine should strength train. 
 
• Identify guidelines effecting exercise order. 

 

In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 4-15 
Rest 4-16 
Volume and Intensity 4-18 
Frequency 4-20 
Exercise Selection  4-22 
Exercise Order 4-25 
Training for Muscular Power 4-28 
Training Plan for Strength 4-30 
Training Plan for Endurance 4-31 
Lesson 2 Exercise 4-32 
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Rest 

 
Training 
Principles 

The five essential training principles are listed below: 
 
• Rest  
• Volume and intensity 
• Frequency 
• Exercise selection 
• Exercise order 

  
When is Rest 
Needed? 

There are two times that rest is important for the Marine who strength trains. 
 
• Between sets (during a training session) 
• Between training sessions 
 
Each of these is important for different reasons. 

  
Between Sets Rest between sets is necessary for the body to perform the following 

functions:  
 

Function Description 
Restore the energy levels 
within the muscles and 
recover from fatigue. 

During a training session, muscles become 
fatigued and depleted of the energy sources 
they need to continue to strength train.   

Remove waste products. Muscles generate waste products when they 
contract.  Time is required for the body to 
“flush” these substances out of the working 
muscle before you start the next set. 

 
How Much 
Rest Between 
Sets? 

A general rule is that the more intense the exercise, the more time the Marine 
needs to take between sets to allow for the muscles to recover.  For heavy 
lifts, take between 2 to 5 minutes to recover before starting the next set. 

  
Rest Between 
Training 
Sessions 

Strength training causes damage to muscle and stresses the systems of the 
body.  Rest between training sessions is necessary to allow the body to repair 
damage to the muscles and recover from the stresses that were placed on the 
body. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Rest, Continued 

  
How Much 
Rest Between 
Training 
Sessions? 

There are several general rules that pertain to the amount of rest that should 
be taken between training sessions. 
 
• Do not train the same muscle group(s) on consecutive days.  Take at least 

48 hours between training sessions that involve the same muscle groups. 
 
• Give smaller muscle groups 48 hours rest between training sessions for 

recovery. 
 
• Allow 72 hours between training sessions that involve large muscles. 

Larger muscle groups, like the legs, require additional time to recover 
between workouts.   

 
• The greater the intensity of the exercise, preferably take 72 hours before 

training that muscle group again. 
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Volume and Intensity 

 
Relationship 
Between 
Volume and 
Intensity 

The body typically can only perform several repetitions at a high intensity 
before it becomes fatigued.  This limits the volume of work that you can 
actually accomplish in a training session. 
 
In addition to the physical limitations of the body, there are other factors that 
will influence the intensity and volume you should incorporate into a 
strength-training program. 

 
Importance of 
Training Status  

Most importantly, your training status influences the intensity and volume 
you should use.   
 
Some factors that effect training status are listed below: 
 
• Age 
• Previous training experience 
• Health status 
• Gender 
• Environmental conditions 
• Medications  
• Involvement in other stressful activities 
• Genetics 

   
Training 
Progression 

All Marines should begin at basic level and progress systematically over time.  
If the Marine has no experience strength training, he should begin with four 
or five basic exercises three times per week.  Each exercise should be 
performed for 2-3 sets of 8-12 repetitions.  This is an example of low 
intensity and low volume.  
 
As the Marine progresses, he can add additional training days, greater volume 
or intensity and start to train for power, strength, or endurance.  

 
Continued on next page 
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Volume and Intensity, Continued 

  
One Set vs. 
Multiple-Set 
Training 

There are a number of ways you can approach the time you spend strength 
training. 
 
• Perform several sets of an exercise at a moderate to high intensity level. 

• Perform one set at a very high intensity level, typically working the muscles 
“to failure” or until fatigue makes it impossible to lift the weights any more. 

 
A growing body of evidence supports the superiority of multiple-set training 
over a single-set training.   

  
Problems of 
Single-Set 
Training 

Single-set training is usually accompanied by a failure or fatigue oriented 
approach.  This presents two problems:   
 
• Single-set training often leads to extreme fatigue.  Fatigue is not the 

stimulus for strength and power gains.  In fact, fatigue limits both the 
quality and quantity that can be achieved in subsequent work.   

 
• It is difficult to perform skillful or powerful movements in these 

circumstances that are both important characteristics you want to address in 
your training.   
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Frequency 

  
Factors 
Affecting 
Exercise 
Frequency 

The frequency of strength training should be based on several factors 
including:   
 
• Exercise selection   
• Program structure  
• Training status  
• Other stressful activities 
 
It is important for you to assess your level of preparedness and honestly 
determine if you are a beginner, intermediate, or advanced level in regards to 
strength training.  This simple assessment will determine your tolerance for 
training stress and need for recovery between workouts.   

 
The Beginning 
Lifter 

Generally, three sessions of strength training per week are recommended for 
Marines who are beginning a strength-training program.   

 
The More 
Advanced 
Lifter 

As you adapt to training and your fitness level improves, it is appropriate to 
increase the frequency of training to four or more sessions per week.   
 
Adjust training frequency to allow more rest between sessions for those who 
regularly use maximal or near-maximal loads.  Alternate between “heavy” 
and “light” workouts.   

 
Continued on next page 
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Frequency, Continued 

  
Consider Other 
Sources of 
Stress 

Stressful events that occur outside the strength training room can also 
contribute to the need for rest and impact the frequency of training.  
Participation in other strenuous activities must be accounted for.   
 
Marine Corps duty involves regular physical activity, especially during boot 
camp, training maneuvers, and other intensive periods of preparation.  It is 
unrealistic to try to continue an aggressive strength-training schedule at these 
times for several reasons:   
 
• Time demands usually make it impractical. 
   
• Concurrent endurance and strength training hinder strength/power 

development.  
  
• If continued for several weeks, an overtraining syndrome can develop 

resulting in injury, a decrement in performance and/or illness.  
 
Instead, work to maintain strength and power during these times. 
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Exercise Selection 

  
Selecting 
Strength 
Training 
Exercises 

Select and prioritize strength training exercises with respect to  
 
• Physical needs and strength training goals 
• Training experience 
• Available equipment 
• Available training time  

 
Maintaining 
Muscle Balance 

It is beneficial to incorporate exercises into a program that will maintain 
muscle balance around a joint.  For every “push exercise,” there should be a 
corresponding “pull exercise.”   
 
Example:  A Marine performs four sets of the overhead press exercise in a 

training session.  To provide balance about the shoulder joint, it 
should be complemented by four sets of pull-ups (pull exercise). 

 
Multi-joint 
Exercises 

Multi-joint exercises are movements that incorporate flexing or extending 
multiple joints at the same time.  Multi-joint exercises are preferred for the 
Marine over single-joint exercises since they require the coordination of the 
entire body; similar to the tasks the Marine performs in the field. 
 
Another benefit of multi-joint exercises is that they are better for developing 
power.  The body is built as a number of “parts” that are meant to function 
together.  By using them together, the Marine will see a greater training 
effect. 
 
Example:  While using the leg press, the knee and hip both flex and extend to 

perform the movement.  This is a multi-joint movement. 
 

Continued on next page 
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Exercise Selection, Continued 

  
Muti-joint 
Exercise 
Example 

An example of multi-joint exercises is provided below.  
  

Examples of Multi-joint Exercises 
Lower Limb Exercises Upper Limb Exercises 

Squat (all types) Chest Press (all types) 
Lunges (all types) Shoulder Press 

Leg Press Pull-ups 
Step-ups Rowing 

  
Free Weight 
Exercises 

Free weight exercises are ones that involve using dumbbells and/or barbells.  
They are called free weights because the movement of the weight is not 
constrained by a machine to follow a specific path.   
 
Free weight exercises better reflect the demands that the Marine encounters in 
his physical training and field exercises and are generally preferable over 
similar machine exercises.  The most important difference is when the Marine 
lifts a dumbbell or a barbell; he needs to involve more muscles to provide 
balance and stability when moving the weight. 

  
Free Weight 
Example 

A Marine performs two chest press exercises:   
 
• A chest press exercise using a machine  
• A bench press exercise using a barbell   
 
Using the machine, the motion of the resistance is constrained and the Marine 
only has to try to push the weight away from the body.  However, in the 
bench press, in addition to pushing the weight away from the body, the 
Marine must also activate other muscles to try balancing the bar and holding 
the weight. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Exercise Selection, Continued 

  
Adding Variety  To maintain interest and even promote greater strength gains, it is best to vary 

the exercises performed in a training plan.  It is recommended that you 
perform some multi-joint strength training movements (like squats, overhead 
presses, lunges) at least once, if not 2 to 3 times per week. 
 
The Marine will want to accomplish specific goals in his strength-training 
program.  It is important to realize that every exercise in the book does not 
need to be performed to accomplish these goals.  Choose from a variety of 
exercises to train a specific muscle group. 

 
Example A Marine is interested in building strength in his chest muscles.  He finds a 

number of exercises that strengthen the chest.  Knowing that variety is 
important, he designs the following chest strength-training program. 
 
Monday:   Barbell bench press, Dumbbell fly’s 
Wednesday:  Dumbbell incline press, Push-ups, Dumbbell Pullovers 
Friday:   Dumbbell decline press, Barbell bench press 
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Exercise Order 

  
Is Exercise 
Order 
Important? 

To maximize the gains that you can achieve in a workout, it is important to 
organize the training session appropriately.  It may seem that it should not 
make any difference if the biceps curl exercise is performed before doing 
pull-ups, or if squats are done before the leg curl.   

  
  
Guidelines for 
Exercise Order 

Several general guidelines to consider when planning a training session 
include the steps in the table below. 

  
Steps Action 

1 Perform a warm-up before the strength training session begins. 
2 Train large muscles before training smaller muscles. 
3 Perform full-body, or multi-joint exercises before single-joint 

exercises. 

 
The Warm-Up Include warm-up activities before intensive training.  The two phases to the 

warm up are shown below:  
 

General Warm-up 
Begin each workout with one or more sub maximal effort, total-body 
exercises.  The general warm-up can include jogging lightly, riding a 
stationary bicycle, or performing some light callisthenic exercises such as, 
jumping jacks or jumping rope.  You should begin to perspire lightly during 
the general warm-up, and develop a flushed appearance.  The purpose is to 
 
• Increase core temperature of the body and muscles that improve the 

muscle’s function. 
• Increase range of motion around the joints.  
• Enhance both speed and strength during exercise. 
• Reduce the potential for injury. 

Specific Warm-up 
Begin the specific warm-up with a series of progressively heavier warm-up 
sets in the exercises that you plan to complete in the training session.  The 
specific warm-up is designed to prepare you to lift your training weight in 
the planned exercises.   

 
Continued on next page 
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Exercise Order, Continued 

  
Large Muscle 
Groups to 
Smaller 

Generally, the order of exercises during a training session should progress 
from large muscle group exercises to smaller.  Larger muscles place the 
greatest demands on the body and it is beneficial to train them when you are 
not fatigued.  

  
Large Muscle 
Groups to 
Smaller 
Example 

If a Marine intends to perform shoulder exercises, squats, and abdominal 
exercises in a training session, he should order them in the following 
sequence: 
 
(1) Squats (the largest muscles) 
(2) Dumbbell shoulder side raises 
(3) Abdominal training 
 
This sequence demonstrates training the legs, to the shoulders to the 
abdominal muscles.   

 
Multi-joint to 
Single Joint 
Exercises 

Perform full body exercises and exercises that involve the use of more than 
one joint before single joint exercises which only exercise one joint.  Many 
multi-joint exercises are performed to train power.  It is important to perform 
these exercises when your strength and power capabilities are maximal and 
fatigue is minimal.  

  
Multi-joint to 
Single Joint 
Example 

A Marine is only as strong as his weakest link.  Think about the pull-up and 
the arm curl exercises.  The pull-up is a multi-joint exercise involving the 
shoulder adduction and elbow flexion.  The ability to perform a pull-up is 
influenced by how much the muscles are fatigued at each of these joints.  The 
arm curl, on the other hand, is a single joint exercise and only involves 
flexion of the elbow.  If the Marine performs the arm curl as the first exercise 
in a training session, the muscles that flex the elbow will be fatigued and limit 
the Marine’s ability to perform pull-ups, and train the muscles that adduct the 
shoulder, later in the workout. 

  
Using a Split 
Routine  

A split routine is a program designed to train a different body part or muscle 
group in the different training session (e.g., leg and chest exercises on 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday and back and abdominal work on Tuesday 
and Thursday).   

 
Continued on next page 
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Exercise Order, Continued 

  
Using a Split 
Routine 
Example 

A Marine wants to design a split routine in which he trains each muscle group 
2 times per week while allowing 3 days of recovery for each muscle group.  
He could choose the following routine: 
 
Monday: Chest and Triceps 
Tuesday: Legs and Abdominal 
Wednesday: Back, Biceps, and Forearms 
Thursday: Chest and Triceps 
Friday: Legs and Abdominal 
Saturday: Back, Biceps, and Forearms 
 
Note: The Marine exercises specific body parts in each workout and does not 
 attempt to do everything in every training session.  This is not the only 
 way to set up a split program.  For example, a Marine wishing to only 
 train 4 days a week can split the exercises into 2 groups, such as 
 
(1) Chest, triceps, and abdominal muscles 
(2) Back, arms, and legs 

  
Using a Split 
Program 

A split program is where the same muscle groups are trained in every training 
session, but a variety of different exercises are used. 
 
Example:  As part of his training plan, a Marine exercises the chest and back 

in every workout.  A split program might look like 
 
Monday:  Barbell bench press and Pull-ups 
Wednesday:  Dumbbell incline press and Seated rows 
Friday:  Dumbbell fly’s and T-bar rows 
 
Each session trains the same body parts but the Marine uses different 
exercises. 

  
Training 
Programs 

The following pages will provide program examples of field routines for 
power, strength and endurance. 
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Training for Muscular Power 

  
Training for 
Muscular 
Power 

Perform power building exercises as rapidly as possible using a relatively 
heavy weight.  The weight should not be as heavy as the Marine would use to 
build maximum strength (see below) since the Marine wants to lift the weight 
as fast as possible.  Additionally, power lifts involve maximal efforts on each 
repetition.  The number of repetitions included in each set should be low and 
the rest between sets high to allow for recovery between sets. 

  
Training 
Guidelines 

Focus strength training for developing muscular power by performing multi-
joint movements  
 
Examples:  Squats, leg presses, pull-ups, and bench presses 
 
• Lowering the weight slowly 
• Accelerating the weight quickly and under control against gravity 
• Training with maximal mental focus 
• Briefly pausing the weight between each repetition 

  
Guidelines for 
Power Training 

The chart below outlines how you should perform power training, and 
provides guidelines on the number of sets and repetitions that should be 
performed as well as the load levels used. 

 
Training for Power 

Load Lifted 80 – 90% of 1RM 
Sets 3 – 5 sets 
Repetitions per Set 3 – 5 repetitions per set 
Rest Between Sets 2 to 5 minutes between sets 

 
Continued on next page 
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Training for Muscular Power, Continued 

  
Sample 
Exercise for 
Developing 
Power 

The table below shows a sample exercise table for developing power: 
 
Exercise Sets  Reps Rest Interval 
Partner Resisted Squats 5 5 - 8 2 to 3 minutes 
Partner Resisted Push-up 5 4 - 8 2 to 3 minutes 
Partner Resisted Pull-ups 5 4 - 8 2 to 3 minutes 
Hand Stand Press-ups 5 4 - 8 2 to 3 minutes 
Toe Raises 5 15 2 to 3 minutes 
90-90 Crunches 2 30 30 seconds 
90-90 Alternate Touches 2 30 30 seconds 
Crunches 2 30 30 seconds 
Outside Calf Touches 2 30 30 seconds 
Toe Touches 2 30 30 seconds  
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Training Plan for Strength 

  
Training to 
Build Muscle 
Strength 

Maximum strength is built by lifting very heavy weights for only a few 
repetitions per set.  The loads lifted should be greater than 85% of your 1RM.  
You should perform 3-6 sets of each exercise and each set should contain 
between 2-6 repetitions.  Since the effort exerted is so intense, the rest 
between sets should be between 2 to 5 minutes to allow for recovery. 

  
Guidelines for 
Strength 
Training 

The chart below outlines how to perform strength training, and provides 
guidelines on the number of sets and repetitions to perform as well as the load 
levels used. 

 
Training for Strength 

Load lifted 80 - 90% of 1RM 
Sets 3 - 5 sets 
Repetitions per set 3 - 5 repetitions per set 
Rest between sets 2 to 5 minutes between sets 

  
Sample 
Exercise 
Program for 
Developing 
Strength 

The table below shows a sample exercise program for strength development: 

Exercise Sets Reps Rest Interval 
Reverse Lunge 5 12 2 minutes 
Partner Resisted Squats 5 10 2 minutes 
Partner Resisted Push-ups 5 8 2 to 3 minutes 
Resisted Pull-ups 5 8 2 to 3 minutes 
Manual Shoulder Side Raises 5 8 2 to3 minutes 
Manual Shoulder Front Raise 5 8 2 to 3 minutes 
90-90 Crunches 2 30 30 seconds 
90-90 Alternate Touches 2 30 30 seconds 
Crunches 2 30 30 seconds 
Outside Calf Touches 2 30 30 seconds 
Toe Touches 2 30 30 seconds 
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Training Plan for Endurance 

  
Training to 
Build Muscular 
Endurance 

A program designed to train muscle endurance should use a lightweight that 
is lifted many times and with very little rest between sets.  The Marine’s 
muscles must get used to contracting often against a light resistance and 
recovering quickly. 

  
Circuit 
Training 

“Circuit training” is an effective means for building muscular endurance. 
 
The term “circuit” means the Marine should proceed through a series of 
exercises in a circuit style, moving from one exercise to the next with very 
little rest between exercises.  Perform one set on each machine until all the 
exercises have been completed, then return to the first exercise and repeat the 
circuit for the desired number of times. 

  
Guidelines for 
Endurance 
Training 

The chart below outlines how to perform circuit training and provides 
guidelines on the number of sets and repetitions to perform as well as the load 
levels used. 

 

Training for Endurance 
Load Lifted < 70% of 1RM 
Sets 2 – 4 sets 
Repetitions per Set 15 – 25 repetitions per set 
Rest Between Sets Less than 30 seconds between sets 

 
Sample 
Exercise 
Program for 
Developing 
Endurance 

The table below shows a sample exercise program for developing endurance: 

Exercise Sets Reps Rest Interval 
Single Leg Squats 4 20 None/ Circuit 
Body Weight Squats 4 30 None/ Circuit 
Push-ups 4 20 None/ Circuit 
Assisted Pull-ups 4 15 None/ Circuit 
Manual Shoulder Side Raises 4 10 None/ Circuit 
Sit-ups 4 30 None/ Circuit 
Single Leg Squats 4 20 None/ Circuit 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 7 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 List the five essential training principles for strength training. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________ 
 
(5) ___________________________________________ 

 
Item 2 Resting between sets performs two functions.  These functions are to 

 
1. ___________________________________________ 
 
2. ___________________________________________  

  
Item 3 Large muscle groups should be rested for ________ hours between workouts 

while smaller muscles should be rested for ________ hours between 
workouts. 
 
a. 48, 48 
b. 48, 72 
c. 72, 48 
d. 72, 72 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 4 Multiple-set exercise training is _______ than single set training. 

 
a. inferior 
b. superior 
c. more intense 
d. less intense  

 
Item 5 How many training sessions per week are recommended for the Marine who 

is beginning a strength-training program? 
 
a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 

  
Item 6 Exercise order should proceed from _________________ exercises to 

_______________ exercises within a workout. 
 
a. leg, upper body 
b. high intensity, low intensity 
c. large muscle, small muscle 
d. secondary, primary 

 
Item 7 A ______________ has the Marine exercise the same muscle groups in every 

workout, but uses different exercises in each session. 
 
a. split program 
b. split routine 
c. free weight program 
d. power lifting program 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Rest 

(2) Intensity and Volume 
(3) Frequency 
(4) Exercise Selection 
(5) Exercise order 

4-16 

2 (1) Restore muscle energy levels  
(2) Remove waste products 

4-16 

3 c 4-17 
4 b 4-19 
5 c 4-20 
6 c 4-26 
7 a 4-27 

 
Summary This lesson has introduced you to the fundamentals of designing resistance-

training programs and identified some basic training principals of training.  It 
also provides sample training exercise for your use. 
 
The combat Marine can be physically improved by enhancing their muscular 
endurance, strength and power by strength training.  The physical demands of 
the Marine’s personal safety and effective combat performances are founded 
upon muscular abilities.   
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STUDY UNIT 5 

AEROBIC FITNESS AND TRAINING 

Overview 

  
Aerobic  
Energy system 

The aerobic (with oxygen) energy system is the main body system that 
produces energy for activity lasting more than 3 to 4 minutes.  Regular 
cardiovascular training improves the ability of the body to take in, transport, 
and use oxygen.  In practical terms, activities that rely on the aerobic energy 
production can be performed at a higher intensity and for a longer duration 
before fatigue occurs. 
 
Cardiovascular or aerobic training improves the quality of life, changes body 
composition (reduces body fat), improves blood lipid profiles, and reduces the 
risk of developing heart disease.  For healthy and active people, an additional 
benefit of improving aerobic fitness is the ability to engage in physical 
activity without fatigue.  These benefits of exercise have been well 
documented as shown by the American College of Sports Medicine’s official 
position stand on the recommended quantity and quality of exercise.  This 
document provides recommendations for the frequency, intensity, and 
duration of exercise required to maintain and improve aerobic fitness.   

  
Content For Marines, a high level of aerobic fitness is necessary for success.  Less 

than optimal cardiovascular fitness can lead to inadequate performance, 
fatigue before completion of the task, or even injury.  A Marine, who follows 
the recommended training theories and procedures outlined in this study unit, 
will reach his optimal fitness level while minimizing the risk of injury.   

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

Benefits of Aerobic Training 5-3 
Components of an Aerobic Exercise Program 5-15 
Training Methods for Developing the Cardiovascular System 5-27 
Overtraining and Detraining 5-35 
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LESSON 1 

BENEFITS OF AEROBIC TRAINING 

Introduction 

  
Scope Regular aerobic training will decrease the risks of cardiovascular disease.  

Among the changes that allow this decrease are improvement cholesterol 
levels, improvement of lean body mass (with a simultaneous reduction in 
body fat), and decreased stress levels. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Define the term aerobic. 
 
• Identify the purpose of aerobic training. 
 
• Identify three immediate adaptations to aerobic training. 
 
• Identify seven long-term adaptations to aerobic training. 
 
• Compute maximum heart rate and heart rate reserve. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 5-3 
What is Aerobic Training? 5-4 
Immediate Adaptations  5-5 
Long-Term Adaptations  5-7 
The Importance of Heart Rate  5-10 
Lesson 1 Exercise 5-12 
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What is Aerobic Training? 

  
Definition Aerobic training is essentially another definition for endurance training.   

 
Endurance training relies primarily on aerobic (with oxygen) energy 
pathways to supply the working muscles with fuel.   

  
Alternative 
Terms Used  

The terms cardiovascular and cardiopulmonary are used to describe 
endurance training because this type of training places great demands on the 
heart (cardio), blood vessels (vascular), and lungs (pulmonary) to deliver 
blood and oxygen to the working muscles.   

  
Purpose of 
Aerobic 
Training 

The purpose of an aerobic conditioning program is to improve the ability of 
the body to produce energy for working muscles via aerobic metabolism.  
Cardiovascular training will improve aerobic energy production.   

 
Adaptations The two types of changes, called adaptations, that occur in the body as a 

result of aerobic training are listed below: 
 
• Immediate 
• Long-term 
 
These will be discussed in the following section. 
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Immediate Adaptations  

  
Short-Term 
Adaptations 

Acute, or short-term, changes occur over the course of a couple of weeks 
when beginning a cardiovascular training program.  The three primary short-
term adaptations are listed below: 
 
• Decrease in heart rate at rest or when exercising is the most noticeable 

change that can be detected by the Marine.  
 
• Measurable increase in the stroke volume, or the amount of blood that is 

pumped by the heart is an acute change.   
 
• Improvement in cardiac output after aerobic training. 

 
Heart Rate Within 16 weeks of starting an aerobic training program, heart rate (HR) at a 

given exercise intensity decreases.   
 
Example:  After 16 weeks of run training, a Marine finds that his HR while 

training for the 3-mile annual USMC physical fitness test dropped 
from 160 beats per minute to 153 beats per minute, while still 
holding the same running pace.  This is a result of his heart and 
lungs being better conditioned by weeks of aerobic training. 

  
Stroke Volume Stroke volume (SV) is the amount of blood pumped by the left ventricle of 

the heart each time the heart beats.  The increase in SV is a direct response to 
more blood being returned to the heart from the body.   
 
Aerobic training strengthens the heart muscle.  An increase in stroke volume 
is one of the ways this strengthening is seen.  In simple terms, the muscle of 
the heart becomes stronger and develops a more forceful contraction.  This 
enables it to pump more blood each time the heart contracts. 

 Continued on next page 
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Immediate Adaptations, Continued 

   
Cardiac Output Cardiac output is the amount of blood pumped by the heart each minute.  It is 

calculated by multiplying heart rate by the stroke volume (cardiac output = 
HR x SV).   
 
Cardiac output improves after aerobic training.  Although HR, at a given 
exercise, intensity decreases, there is a simultaneous increase in SV.  This 
enables more blood to be pumped by the heart each minute.  This delivers 
more blood along with the oxygen it carries to the working muscles. 

  
Influence of 
Genetics 

Genetics play a role in how well the Marine will be able to perform aerobic 
training.  Some individuals will see more dramatic improvements regardless 
of their training status than others.  This can be due to having one of the 
following: 
 
• Cardiopulmonary system that is better adapted to deliver large amounts of 

oxygen to the muscle  
 
• High percentage of Type I muscle fibers that effectively use the oxygen that 

is delivered to them.  Type I muscle fibers are those that are able to contract 
repeatedly with low force for long periods of time without fatigue.   

 
Remember, even if you do not have a high percentage of Type I muscle 
fibers, regular and correctly designed cardiovascular training will still 
improve your aerobic capability.   
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Long-Term Adaptations 

  
Long-Term 
Physiological 
Changes 

Long-term physiological changes to the cardiovascular system are those 
changes that occur after more than 16 weeks of training.  The changes 
commonly reported are listed below: 
 
• Increased number of red blood cells. 
• Increased plasma volume of the blood. 
• Increased arterial-venous oxygen difference (a-vO2 difference). 
• Increased capillary density and an increased number of mitochondria in the 

muscle cells. 
• Increased mitochrondrial density in muscle cells. 
• Decrease in resting heart rate. 
• Weight loss.   

  
Red Blood Cells Aerobic training increases the number of red blood cells in the body.   

 
Hemoglobin is a protein found in red blood cells and most of the oxygen 
carried through the blood is bound to hemoglobin.  The increased number of 
red blood cells from training and the accompanying increase in the 
hemoglobin concentration allows more oxygen to be carried through the 
blood.  This means that more oxygen is delivered to the working cells of the 
body. 

  
Plasma Volume Plasma is the liquid part of the blood, and aerobic training increases the 

amount of plasma in the blood.   
 
This makes the blood thinner or less “sticky” so that it flows through blood 
vessels with less resistance than blood with less plasma.  The lower resistance 
to blood flow allows easier oxygen delivery to working cells.   

 
Continued on next page 
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Long-Term Adaptations, Continued 

  
Arterial – 
Venous Oxygen 
Difference 

With regular aerobic training, the a-vO2 difference increases or improves.   
Arteries carry the oxygen-rich blood away from the heart and veins carry the 
blood back to the heart.  The arterial venous oxygen difference is the 
measurement of how much oxygen a tissue (muscle) is able to remove from 
the blood.   
 
The improved ability to extract oxygen from the blood occurs primarily 
because of an increase in the number of capillaries that supply the muscle and 
more mitochondria in the muscle cells.  These changes are discussed in 
greater detail in the following sections. 

  
Capillary 
Density 

Regular aerobic training increases the density of capillaries (the small arteries 
that deliver oxygen to the muscles) in muscle following aerobic training.   
 
The effect of this is that it takes more time for blood to travel through a 
muscle.  During exercise, the slower rate of blood flow allows the muscle 
tissue to remove more oxygen from the blood.  This enhances the ability of 
the muscle to produce energy aerobically. 

  
Mitochondria 
Density 

Aerobic training also increases the mitochondrial density in muscle cells.   
The mitochondria are small-specialized structures in a cell where aerobic 
energy production occurs.  They are commonly called the powerhouse of the 
cell.  A side benefit of increasing the number of mitochondria is an increased 
ability to use fats as a fuel.  This greatly enhances the Marine’s ability to 
exercise for long periods of time. 

  
Resting Heart 
Rate 

Your resting heart rate will decrease following participation in a long-term 
aerobic training program. 
 
This is another sign that the heart has become more efficient.  After aerobic 
training, the heart will be able to pump more blood with each contraction.  
Since the heart is more efficient, it will take fewer beats in each minute to 
meet the oxygen needs of the body.  

 
Continued on next page 
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Long-Term Adaptations, Continued 

  
Weight Loss Aerobic activity promotes weight loss.  Aerobic exercise tends to burn more 

fat than anaerobic (high-intensity without oxygen) activities.  As a result, it is 
not uncommon to see individuals who engage in regular aerobic training lose 
weight and improve their overall body composition. 
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The Importance of Heart Rate 

  
Why is Heart 
Rate 
Important? 

Heart rate is one of the best and easiest ways of monitoring the intensity of an 
exercise and gauging a Marine’s health status.   

  
Computing 
Maximum 
Heart Rate 
(MHR) 

Most Marines do not have access to a physiology laboratory where it is 
possible to measure their maximum heart rate (MHR) during exercise.  
However, it is possible to estimate your MHR using the equation 220, minus 
your age.   
 

MHR = 220 – your age 

 
MHR Does Not 
Change With 
Exercise 

With regular training, there will be no change or possibly a slight decrease in 
MHR.   

  
Recovery of 
Heart Rate 
After Exercise 

For a given pace or exercise intensity, that rate at which a Marine’s HR 
decreases or recovers to normal resting levels, after training will likely 
improve.   
 
Example:  A Marine can demonstrate this by periodically running a 3-mile 

distance while holding a specific HR.  The course should be flat 
and all runs should be performed under similar environmental 
conditions at the same time of day.  If the training program is 
properly designed, HR at a given running pace will drop and the 
runner’s time for the 3-mile course will decrease.  Perform this test 
no more than once every 4 to 6 weeks. 

 
Continued on next page 
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The Importance of Heart Rate, Continued 

  
Resting Heart 
Rate 

Resting heart rate (RHR) is the rate at which your heart beats when you are 
relaxed, and is a good predictor of how much stress the body is under.  
 
To get the most accurate estimate of RHR, it is best to measure it in the 
morning just after waking up. 

 
Heart Rate 
Reserve 

Heart rate reserve is equal to your maximum heart rate (MHR) minus your 
resting heart rate (RHR) and gives the Marine an idea of the range over which 
his heart can work. 
 

HRR = MHR – RHR 
 
This measure is used to set up training heart rate zones for aerobic training. 

 
Measuring a 
Pulse 

Pulse is most easily measured on the wrist or on the carotid artery of the neck. 
It is relatively easy to measure a pulse while exercising.  The steps are listed 
below: 

 
Step Action 

1 Stop exercising. 
2 Place your fingertips over the anterior portion of the wrist. 

 
Note:  Do not use your thumb to measure a pulse.   

3 Looking at a watch, count the number of times your heartbeats in 6 
seconds. 

4 Multiply that number by 10 to get your heart rate. 

  
Using a Heart 
Rate Monitor 

It is possible to buy a chest strap and wrist receiver heart rate monitor for a 
reasonable price.  More expensive models allow a person to program in his 
target heart rate zone and set the monitor to beep when the HR is not in the 
training zone.  The most expensive models come with computer software, 
which allows one to download the HR during exercise after the completion of 
the exercise session.  This can be beneficial, especially for persons who are 
inclined to exercise too intensely. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

  
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 5 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 What does the term aerobic means? 

 
a. Without oxygen 
b. With oxygen 

  
Item 2 Which is the primary purpose of aerobic training? 

 
a. Improve your ability to burn energy. 
b. Reduce weight and gain strength. 
c. Increase the amount of plasma in the blood. 
d. Improve the ability of the body to produce energy. 

  
Item 3 Identify three immediate adaptations to aerobic training. 

 
(1) ______________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ______________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ______________________________________________________ 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 4 Identify seven long-term adaptations to aerobic training. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(5) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(6) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(7) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 5 A 40-year-old Marine wants to estimate his maximum heart rate and heart 

rate reserve.  He knows his resting heart rate is 65 beats per minute.  His 
maximum heart rate is estimated to be ___________ and his heart rate reserve 
is  
 
a. 220; 155. 
b. 200; 135. 
c. 180; 115. 
d. 160; 95. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 b 5-4 
2 d 5-4 
3 (1) Heart rate decreases 

(2) Stroke volume increases 
(3) Cardiac output increases 

5-5 

4 (1) Increase in number of red blood 
cells 

(2) Increased plasma volume 
(3) Increased a-v oxygen difference 
(4) Increased capillary density 
(5) More mitochondria 
(6) Decreased resting heart rate 
(7) Weight loss 

5-7 

5 c 5-10 

  
Summary This lesson has presented you with many of the benefits you can expect to 

achieve after starting an aerobic training plan.  It also presents you with some 
useful information about heart rate and how you can use it to monitor 
training.  The importance of heart rate will become clearer in future lessons.  
As you learn about setting up training zones, the heart rate is expected to fall 
within a certain range to get the most out of an aerobic exercise. 
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LESSON 2 

COMPONENTS OF AN AEROBIC EXERCISE PROGRAM 

Introduction 

  
Scope In any cardiovascular conditioning program, the Marine needs to overload the 

cardiovascular system in order to improve aerobic fitness.  Combined with 
this, it is important to allow enough recovery or rest after each training 
session to reduce the risk of injury and or illness.   
 
Cardiovascular training requires the manipulation of frequency, intensity, and 
duration of whatever mode of exercise is chosen.  In addition, training 
sessions should incorporate warm up and cool down procedures as part of 
each session.  These items have been discussed regarding strength training in 
previous study units. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to  
 
• Identify the appropriate frequency of aerobic training sessions to achieve 

benefits to the cardiovascular system. 
 
• Identify the appropriate duration of aerobic exercise to achieve benefits to 

the cardiovascular system. 
 
• Identify three ways to measure exercise intensity. 
 
• Identify the appropriate range on the RPE scale to achieve a desirable 

aerobic training effect. 
 
• Identify different modes of aerobic training. 
 
• Compute a heart rate training zone. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 5-15 
Frequency and Duration 5-17 
Intensity  5-18 
Heart Rate and Intensity 5-20 
Mode  5-21 
Cool Down 5-23 
Lesson 2 Exercise 5-24 
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Frequency and Duration  

   
Warm-up The purpose of a warm-up prior to a training session is to increase the core 

temperature of the body and prepare it for the upcoming activity.  The goal is 
to increase the temperature of the working muscles, which will be done by 
increasing the blood flow to those muscles.  (Refer to Study Unit 2, Lesson 2) 

 
What is 
Aerobic 
Frequency? 

Frequency is the number of times per week the aerobic training occurs.   

  
Weekly Numerous research studies have determined that the frequency of aerobic 

bouts of exercise should be 3 to 5 times each week to achieve benefits to the 
cardiovascular system.   
 
It is possible to see increased cardiovascular benefits by training six or seven 
times a week, but there is a simultaneous increase in the occurrence of injury.   

 
Exercise 
Duration 

Exercise duration is how long each training session lasts.   
 
Intensity and duration or how hard the Marine works are related to one 
another.  Aerobic exercise involves performing an activity at a moderate 
intensity for longer periods of time to fully condition the cardiovascular 
system.   

  
Sessions Aerobic exercise sessions that are 20 to 60 minutes in length are necessary to 

ensure cardiovascular fitness improvement.   
 
Recently, additional research has indicated that the daily exercise session 
could be broken into two or more sessions of at least 10 minutes, and there 
would still be significant improvement in cardiovascular fitness. 
 
If the exercise duration is greater than about 60 minutes, it is beneficial to 
consume about 250 to 350 calories of carbohydrates per hour during the 
training session. 
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Intensity  

  
What is 
Intensity? 

Intensity is how difficult or how hard the body is working.   

  
Assessment The intensity of exercise can be assessed in a number of ways.  Specifically, 

three methods will be discussed in this lesson. 
 
• Rating of perceived exertion scale 
• Pace 
• Heart rate 
 
It is important to monitor the intensity of your training to ensure that you are 
improving your aerobic fitness.  Exercise that is not intense enough, or even 
activities that are too intense, will not allow you to improve your 
cardiovascular fitness.   

 
Rating of 
Perceived 
Exertion (RPE)  

RPE is a numerical 6 - 20 scale used to rank physical exertion, with an 
increased numerical rating as exercise intensity increases.  The scale was 
originally developed so the RPE multiplied by 10 would give a reasonable 
estimate of HR. 
 
Example:  RPE of 12 would correspond to a HR of 120 beats per minute.   

  
Continued on next page 
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Intensity, Continued 

  
How Hard is 
Hard Enough? 

Exercise intensity rated between approximately 12 - 14 on the rating of 
perceived exertion scale (see RPE table below) will allow individuals to 
achieve a desirable aerobic training effect. 

 
RPE Scale Perceived Exertion 

6 No Exertion at All 
7 
8 

Extremely Light 

9 
10 

Very Light 

11 Light 
12 
13 
14 

Somewhat Hard 

15 
16 

Hard 

17 
18 

Very Hard 

19 Extremely Hard 
20 Maximal Exertion 

 
Pace The pace (how fast one is moving) is a useful method for monitoring intensity 

in controlled environments.  A controlled environment is one in which all 
variables such as temperature, humidity, distance, and route remain the same. 
 
Example:  Running around a track or cycling the same road course is a 

controlled environment.  Introducing uncontrolled variables, like 
hills in a running course, makes pace ineffective at accurately 
gauging intensity. 

 
In uncontrolled environments, pace is not as useful as an intensity measure 
because environmental conditions vary.   
 
Example:  A run at an 8-minute per mile pace may be easy on a 60-degree 

day, but it is probably too intense on a 90-degree, high humidity 
day. 
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Heart Rate and Intensity 

 
Using Heart 
Rate to 
Monitor 
Intensity 

The most common way to measure intensity is by monitoring heart rate (HR) 
during the exercise session.  To improve aerobic fitness, exercise at 50 to 85 
percent of what is called your heart rate reserve (HRR).    

 
Heart Rate 
Training Zone 

To achieve the maximum aerobic benefit from an exercise, it is best for you 
to train between 50 to 85 percent of your heart rate reserve.  This is called the 
optimal heart rate training zone. 
 
An example of how to compute a heart rate training zone is shown below. 

  
Example of 
Computing 
Training Heart 
Rate Zone 

A 25-year-old Marine has a resting HR (RHR) of 60 beats per minute (BPM).  
What should his training heart rate zone be? 

 
Step Action 

1 Compute maximum heart rate. 
 

MHR = 220 - age 
MHR = 220 - 25 = 195 beats per minute 

2 Compute the heart rate reserve. 
 

HRR = MHR - RHR 
HRR = 195 BPM - 60 BPM = 135 beats per minute 

3 Compute 50 percent of the heart rate reserve and add this to the resting 
heart rate to find the low end of the target heart rate (THR). 
 

Low-end THR = (.50 x 135 BPM) + RHR  
Low-end THR = (68) + 60 = 128 beats per minute 

4 Compute 85 percent of the heart rate reserve and add this to the resting 
heart rate to find the high end of the target heart rate (THR). 
 

High-end THR = (.85 x 135 BPM) + RHR 
High-end THR = (115) + 60 = 175 beats per minute 

5 His training zone should be between 128 and 175 beats per minute to get 
an aerobic benefit from his training.   
 

If the heart rate is lower than that when training, he is not taxing the 
heart and lungs enough.  If the heart rate is higher than that during 
training, he is using a different energy system to supply fuel to the 
muscles and he will fatigue quickly. 
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Mode  

  
What is the 
Exercise Mode? 

Mode is another name for the type of exercise being performed. 

  
Modes of 
Aerobic 
Training 

Modes of aerobic training include: 
 
• Running/jogging 
• Walking 
• Swimming 
• Bicycling 
• Striding on an elliptical trainer 
• Rowing 

  
Rhythmic 
Movement 

Any exercise activity that involves rhythmic movement of large muscle 
groups at a sufficient intensity (50 – 85% HRR) and duration (20 to 60 
minutes) will improve cardiovascular fitness.   
 
One of the easiest and most common aerobic activities is running.  Running 
provides a convenient way to achieve aerobic fitness.  However, running is a 
high impact activity, which means that it has a higher risk of injury, 
especially in beginning exercisers.   

 
Continued on next page 
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Mode, Continued 

  
Cross Training Cross training is the term used to describe combining multiple aerobic 

activities into a training program.   
 
Alternating running with other activities, such as cycling, step training, 
swimming, can allow a higher level of aerobic conditioning without 
increasing the risk of injury.  Cross training also reduces boredom and makes 
exercise more enjoyable.  

  
Cross Training 
Example 

The table below provides an example of a cross training program that uses 
running, swimming, and bicycling to complement one another.  It also 
includes two days of rest, which are important in aerobic training to allow the 
body to recover. 

 
Day Mode Intensity Duration 

Sunday Running Intervals 
5 repetitions of 3 minute 
intervals with 3 minutes rest 
between each interval 

Monday Swimming Long and Slow 45 to 60 minutes 
Tuesday Running Long and Slow 45 to 60 minutes 
Wednesday Off Off Off 
Thursday Running Faster Pace 25 to 30 minutes 
Friday Bicycling Long and Slow 45 to 60 minutes 
Saturday Off Off Off 

  
Running 
Sessions for the 
Marine 

Since the USMC annual physical fitness test evaluates the 3-mile run, two or 
three of the training sessions (each week) should be running in order to ensure 
familiarity with that mode of exercise. 
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Cool Down  

  
What is Cool 
Down? 

Cool down is basically the opposite of a warm-up.  It is essentially a decrease 
in exercise intensity at the end of a workout. 
 
Example:  Walking to jogging over a 5 to 10 minute time period at the end of 

a run. 

  
Benefit of Cool 
Down 

Cool down causes a decrease in blood flow to the working muscles and 
restores a normal blood flow to the internal organs.   
 
Exercise increases the blood flow to the working muscles and decreases blood 
flow to the internal organs.  This is because the working muscles need 
additional blood during exercise to provide them with nutrients and oxygen, 
as well as to allow them to eliminate waste products such as carbon dioxide.  
At the conclusion of exercise, there is no longer a need to have so much blood 
delivered to the working muscles.   
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercise items 1 through 7 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 Which is the appropriate aerobic training frequency per week to achieve 

benefits to the cardiovascular system? 
 
a. 1 to 2 times  
b. 2 to 3 times 
c. 3 to 5 times  
d. Every day  

  
Item 2 The appropriate exercise duration for aerobic training to achieve benefits to 

the cardiovascular system is _______________ minutes per training session. 
 
a. 10 to 20  
b. 20 to 60  
c. 60 to 120  
d. over 120 

  
Item 3 List three ways to monitor exercise intensity. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 4 The appropriate range for aerobic training on the RPE scale is 

 
a.   8 - 14. 
b. 10 - 16. 
c. 12 - 14. 
d. 16 - 20. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 5 To achieve a desirable aerobic training effect based on the RPE scale, which 

is the equivalent perceived exertion? 
 
a. Hard 
b. Very hard 
c. Light 
d. Somewhat hard 

  
Item 6 Compute your heart rate training zone. 

 
1.  Maximal Heart Rate = _______________ beats per minute. 
 
2.  Resting Heart Rate = ________________ beats per minute. 
 
3.  Heart Rate Reserve = ________________ beats per minute. 
 
4.  Low Target Heart Rate = ______________ beats per minute. 
 
5.  High Target Heart Rate = ______________ beats per minute. 

  
Item 7 Identify three different modes of aerobic activity. 

 
(1)____________________________________________________________ 
 
(2)____________________________________________________________ 
 
(3)____________________________________________________________ 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

 
Item Number Answer Reference 

1 c 5-17 
2 b 5-17 
3 (1) Rating of perceived exertion scale 

(2) Pace 
(3) Heart rate 

5-18 

4 c 5-19 
5 d 5-19 
6 (1) MHR = 220 – your age 

(2) RHR = heart rate measured first 
thing in the morning. 

(3) HRR = MHR - RHR 
(4) THRlow = 0.50 x HRR + RHR 
(5) THRhigh = 0.85 x HRR + RHR 

5-20 

7 Any three of the following are correct: 
 
(1) Running/Jogging  
(2) Walking 
(3) Swimming 
(4) Bicycling 
(5) Striding on an elliptical trainer  
(6) Rowing 

5-21 

  
Summary This lesson identified the components of a properly designed aerobic training 

plan.  As you found with strength training exercises, it is necessary to adjust 
the intensity, frequency, and volume of a workout to achieve optimal results 
and still recover for the next training session.  The same principles hold true 
for aerobic training.  Since it is not straightforward to gauge intensity during 
aerobic training, this lesson also sets forth several different methods for 
assessing how hard is a training session.  The topics of cross training and 
multiple modes of training were also discussed. 
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LESSON 3 

TRAINING METHODS FOR DEVELOPING THE 
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM 

Introduction 

  
Scope This lesson is designed to provide you with some training options to use when 

designing an aerobic training program.  Beginning an aerobic training 
program by following the recommendations of a friend, or a schedule found 
in a magazine article is not necessarily the best approach.  Sample programs 
found in magazines often present idealized training programs that most 
people with jobs, families, and other responsibilities are not able to follow 
without significantly disrupting their lives.  
 
The basic purpose of any type of aerobic training program is to improve 
aerobic production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), the source of energy for 
muscle contractions.  But from an immediate practical standpoint, the purpose 
is to increase how long and how fast you can perform an aerobic activity.   
 
Most well designed aerobic training programs use at least three types of 
training sessions: long slow distance (LSD), pace training, and interval 
training. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify three methods of aerobic training. 
 
• Identify the appropriate duration for an interval-training bout. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 5-27 
Long Slow Distance Training 5-28 
Pace Training 5-30 
Interval Training 5-31 
Lesson 3 Exercise 5-32 
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Long Slow Distance Training 

  
Methods of 
Aerobic 
Training 

The three methods of aerobic training that will be discussed in this lesson are: 
 
• Long slow distance (LSD) 
• Pace 
• Interval 

  
What is LSD 
Training? 

LSD training is aerobic training at an intensity of 50 to 85 percent of your 
heart rate reserve.  The activity should be performed for a duration ranging 
from 30 minutes to several hours.  

  
Major Benefit  The main benefit of LSD training is increased aerobic production of ATP due 

to an increase in the number of capillaries going to the working muscles and 
the number of mitochondria in the muscles themselves. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Long Slow Distance Training, Continued 

  
Training for 
the 3-Mile Run 

The USMC annual testing uses a 3-mile run.  LSD training sessions of 30 to 
60 minutes are appropriate to prepare for this run.  The table below outlines a 
sample program to help you improve your performance on the 3-mile run. 

 
Day Mode Intensity Duration 

Sunday 
 

Running 
 

LSD 45 to 60 minutes 

Monday 
 

Off 
 

Off Off 

Tuesday 
 

Running 
 

Intervals 

5 repetitions of 3 
minute intervals 
with 3 minutes 
rest between 
each interval 

Wednesday 
 

Off 
 

Off Off 

Thursday 
 

Running 
 

LSD 30 to 45 minutes 

Friday 
 

Running 
 

Tempo 25 to 30 minutes 

Saturday 
 

Off 
 

Off Off 

   
 All training sessions should incorporate a warm up and cool down, which will 

add an additional 10 to 20 minutes to each session. 
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Pace Training 

  
What is Pace 
Training? 

Pace training refers to exercise sessions that are at the pace you wish to run 
the USMC 3-mile run or slightly faster.   
 
Pace training “presses the envelope” and challenges the body to adapt.  Just as 
in strength training, the body will respond to the demands placed upon it.  If a 
Marine always runs at the same pace, the body will not be stimulated to adapt 
and become more efficient. 

  
Differences 
From LSD 
Training 

Unlike LSD training, in which the working muscles derive almost all of their 
energy needs from aerobic metabolism, pace training does not rely 
predominantly on aerobic ATP production.  Rather it relies on a combination 
of aerobic and anaerobic (without oxygen) ATP production.   

  
Major Benefit 
of Pace 
Training 

The main benefit of pace training is to improve running economy and teach 
you how to run with high intensity. 
 
Pace training sessions condition the body to exercise at intensities that are 
similar to what the Marine will use when tested.  Training at a high intensity 
will often cause a rapid increase in breathing rate, and a burning or heavy 
sensation in the working muscles.  This burning or heavy sensation is from an 
increased production of lactate, a product of anaerobic energy production.    
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Interval Training 

  
What is 
Interval 
Training? 

Interval intensity training is short duration bouts of 30 seconds to a few 
minutes, but at intensities close to the maximum level for that duration.   
 
This type of training conditions your body to be able to turn up the speed, like 
a sprint at the end of a run. 

  
Purpose The purpose of interval training is to train the body to exercise at very high 

intensities.   
 
Example:  Interval training would enhance a person’s ability to sprint the final 

quarter mile of a testing session.   

  
Rest Between 
Intervals 

After each interval session, an equal period of rest or low intensity exercise 
should be used to recover from the interval.   

  
Number of 
Intervals 

An interval session may use 5 - 10 interval and recovery sessions.   

  
Risk of Injury Remember that interval training is very stressful.  Limit interval training to a 

small portion of your overall training program.  Too much interval training 
results in fatigue and carries an increased risk of injury. 
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercise items 1 through 2 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 Identify three methods of aerobic training. 

 
(1) ____________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ____________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ____________________________________________________ 

 
Item 2 Interval training should consist of short bouts of high intensity exercise that 

last _____________ seconds. 
 
a. 10  
b. 15  
c. 20  
d. 30  

  
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Long slow distance 

(2) Pace  
(3) Interval  

5-28 

2 d 5-31 

  
Summary A properly designed cardiovascular or aerobic training program will allow 

you to maximize your performance in the USMC annual fitness testing 3-mile 
run.  This lesson provided you with the information necessary to begin such a 
training program.  Consistent performance of 3 to 5 weekly aerobic training 
sessions, including LSD, pace, and interval training will provide you with a 
strong aerobic fitness level.  This fitness will show during the 3-mile test, and 
through improved performance during your daily physical activities.   
 
As mentioned earlier in the study unit, a heart rate monitor is beneficial to 
ensure that you are training within your target heart rate zone.  Training too 
hard, or at too high a HR, will not allow you to maximize the benefits of your 
aerobic training.  Consistent, moderate intensity (50 to 85 percent of HRR) 
aerobic training is the key to improving performance in the 3-mile running 
test and overall aerobic fitness. 
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LESSON 4 

OVERTRAINING AND DETRAINING 

Introduction 

  
Scope Overtraining and detraining are two conditions that can affect any Marine.  

Detraining results in a loss of conditioning, and can result when you take time 
off from your training plan – possibly after the PFT test or during a holiday 
leave.  Both strength and endurance are affected by detraining.  Overtraining, 
on the other hand, occurs when you do too much and do not allow enough 
time for your body to recover.  This is a serious condition and should be 
avoided if possible.   
 
The information presented in this lesson is designed to educate you about 
detraining and overtraining.  You will be able to use this information to 
maintain a high level of performance. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the physiological effects of overtraining. 
 
• Identify four ways to prevent overtraining. 
 
• Identify the duration of inactivity required for detraining to occur. 

  
In This Lesson This section contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 5-35 
Overtraining 5-36 
Detraining 5-38 
Lesson 4 Exercise 5-40 
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Overtraining 

  
What is 
Overtraining? 

A Marine who gives a 100 percent effort every time he trains will likely see 
his performance suffer over an extended period of time.  This is a 
phenomenon called overtraining, and it can have far reaching effects.    

  
Signs of 
Overtraining 

There are a number of signs that can indicate that you have overtrained.  The 
signs and symptoms include, but are not limited to, the following: 
 
• Feeling tired all the time - Workouts become a chore and you feel tired even 

outside of training.   
 
• Performance stagnates – You are stuck at the same resistance or speed, or 

may even experience a decrease in performance.   
 
• Sleep patterns are disrupted. 
 
• Resting heart rate is increased. 
 
• Muscles may twitch or spasm.  
 
• Change in mood - You may become irritable, angry, or depressed. 
   
• Injury - You may become more prone to injuries due to fatigue or less 

mental preparedness. 
 

Continued on next page 
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Overtraining, Continued 

  
Preventing 
Overtraining 

There are numerous ways you can prevent overtraining.  Four different 
methods are listed in the table below:  

Action Description 
Get rest Incorporate an appropriate amount of rest 

into your training plan. 
Listen to your body If your body does not feel quite right, do 

not push it.  Many times your body will 
let you know when it is getting worn 
down and tired. 

Eat a healthy diet Nutrition plays an important role in the 
prevention of over training.  Eat balanced 
meals that contain all of the essential 
nutrients 

Monitor your resting heart rate If your resting heart rate, measured first 
thing in the morning, goes up 
unexplainably and stays elevated for 
several days, it may mean that the body is 
under stress.  The Marine should reduce 
the amount of training until the heart rate 
returns to normal levels. 

  
Combating 
Overtraining 

If you are overtrained, getting adequate rest is critical.  If overtraining is 
severe, it may take two or more weeks of rest before retraining can start.  
Additionally, any nutritional deficiencies should be addressed.   
 
After a period of rest, you should gradually start an exercise program again, 
this time making certain to follow periodized plan that emphasizes adequate 
rest. 
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Detraining 

  
What is 
Detraining? 

Detraining is a loss of strength and conditioning that begins once a Marine 
stops training. 

  
What Happens 
in Detraining? 

Post PFT or during a holiday, it is often tempting to take a break from 
training.  However, there are negative consequences to stopping training 
altogether.  Specifically, 
 
• Muscles begin to lose the strength that they developed. 
 
• Endurance performance is affected.  The heart and lungs lose their 

conditioning and become less effective at delivering oxygen to the working 
muscles throughout the body. 

 
Strength Losses While short rest periods between strength training sessions promotes muscle 

recovery and increased strength, long period of rest between training sessions 
can lead to large loses in muscle strength.   
 
Remember that muscle responds to the demands placed on them.  If the 
demands are reduced significantly, or removed all together, the muscle will 
adapt, losing size and strength.   

  
Amount of 
Strength Loss 

The amount of strength a muscle or muscle group loses depends on the 
muscle and length of the period of inactivity. 
 
To maintain strength and not build additional strength, it is recommended that 
you continue to strength train each muscle group two times per week.  You do 
not have to perform many exercises for each muscle group, but do enough so 
the muscles can maintain their strength. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Detraining, Continued 

  
Decreases in 
Endurance  

In endurance training, noticeable decreases in performance have been shown 
to occur after 2 weeks of inactivity.  
 
After 4 to 8 weeks of inactivity, the body (primarily the muscles, heart, and 
lungs) becomes completely detrained.  This means that even if a Marine were 
a highly trained marathon runner, after 8 weeks of not doing any endurance 
running, his body would look like someone who had never trained for a 
marathon in the first place. 

  
Endurance 
Training: 
Doing Just 
Enough 

To maintain your level of aerobic fitness, you do not have to continue to run 
every day.  You can do a minimal amount of aerobic training to prevent a 
drop-off in your conditioning.  Specifically, you can do either of the 
following: 
 
• Decrease the frequency of running to 1/3 of what you normally do if you 

still keep the intensity high. 
 
• Maintain the same training frequency and intensity, but decrease the 

amount of time you run by 1/3 to 2/3. 

  
Endurance 
Training 
Example 

A Marine normally runs three times per week, running 6 miles each time.  He 
will not be able to run as much for a period of time, but does not want his 
body to become detrained.  To minimize the detraining effects, he can: 
 
• Cut his running back to once a week, while still running 6 miles at the same 

pace on the day that he does run. 
 
• Continue to run three times per week at the same pace, but instead of 

running 6 miles he can run between 2 and 4 miles. 
 
If he does not improve his aerobic fitness with either of these plans, he will 
minimize the amount of deconditioning his body goes through. 
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Lesson 4 Exercise 

 
Direction Complete exercise items 1 through 3 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 List seven signs that can indicate you may be overstrained. 

 
(1) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(2) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(3) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(4) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(5) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(6) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(7) _____________________________________________________ 

 
Item 2 List four ways you can prevent overtraining. 

 
(1) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(2) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(3) _____________________________________________________ 
 
(4) _____________________________________________________ 
 

  
Item 3 Bodies return to detrained levels after ____________ weeks. 

 
a. 1 to 2 
b. 2 to 4 
c. 4 to 8 
d. 8 to 12 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 4 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Tired all the time. 

(2) Plateaus in performance. 
(3) Sleep disrupted. 
(4) Resting heart rate is increased. 
(5) Muscles twitch or spasm. 
(6) Change in mood. 
(7) Possible injury. 

5-36 

2 (1) Get Rest. 
(2) Eat a healthy diet. 
(3) Monitor resting heart rate. 
(4) Listen to your body. 

5-37 

3 c 5-39 

 
Summary This lesson outlined two conditions that can affect any Marine:  detraining 

and overtraining.  Overtraining is the more serious condition health-wise of 
the two, but both will have a negative impact on performance.   
 
The information presented in this lesson is intended to help you know more 
about these topics.  However, some practical guidelines are also presented to 
help you minimize the effects of detraining and also recognize when over-
training may be occurring. 
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STUDY UNIT 6 

MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURIES AND REHABILITATION 

Overview 

  
Transfer of 
Energy 

Injuries are a fact of life when performing any physical or athletic activity.  If 
you do anything for a long enough time, the likelihood is that you will 
encounter some sort of injury.  All injuries involve the transfer of energy from 
the environment to your bodily structures.  The force of an impact, whether it 
is the impact with the ground during running or the force of two Marines 
colliding, must be absorbed by the body.  If this force is too large to be 
effectively absorbed, damage to muscles, ligaments, tendons, or bones may 
occur. 
 
No Marine wants to be injured.  An injury as simple as a low back muscle 
strain can limit the training a Marine can perform and make life increasingly 
more difficult.  However, the fact remains that very few Marines will go 
through life without having at least one significant injury.  So it begs the 
question, “Why do Marines get injured and what can the Marine do to prevent 
an injury?”  And then, if an injury does occur, “What can be done to recover 
quickly and effectively?” 

  
Avoid Injury There are certain things the Marine can do to avoid injury.  Additionally, 

there are a number of things the Marine can do to help the healing process 
along so that it proceeds more rapidly and is completed.  This study unit looks 
at injury and how the body responds to trauma, and tries to provide answers 
to the questions asked above. 
 
You play a significant role in remaining injury free, and it is important for 
you to be informed about all that you can do to achieve this goal.  Injury 
prevention should always be the goal, and that point will be mentioned 
multiple times throughout this course.  This unit presents guidelines that you 
can follow to prevent an injury from happening.  However, should an injury 
occur, you will be instructed on the best way to deal with it. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Overview, Continued 

  
Scope This study unit is designed to give you insight into how the body is injured 

and how it recovers from an injury.  Specific attention is given to damaged 
muscles, tendons, and ligaments since these parts of the body are most 
frequently injured.  Practical guidelines are presented to first help you identify 
when an injury has occurred, and then instruct you how to take care of the 
injury.  The unit begins with a basic introduction to the types of tissue that are 
commonly injured and proceeds to outline the characteristics of a number of 
common injuries.  The final lesson of the study unit deals with injury 
considerations when running. 

  
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

Soft Tissue Injury 6-3 
Treatment and the Healing Response 6-15 
Injury Prevention  6-25 
Running and Injury 6-37 
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LESSON 1 

SOFT TISSUE INJURY 

Introduction 

  
Scope Soft tissue injuries to muscles, tendons, and ligaments are the most common 

injuries suffered by Marines.  This study unit discusses the different types of 
tissues that can be injured and highlights specific injuries that can occur in 
each type of tissue.  Information on injury prevention, identification, and 
treatment of some of the more common injuries are in this lesson. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to  
 
• Identify the three types of soft tissue. 
 
• Classify the type of muscle strains. 
 
• Identify the two types of tendonitis. 
 
• Identify common injuries and symptoms. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 6-3 
Soft Tissue 6-4 
Injuries to Muscle 6-5 
Injuries to Ligaments – Sprains 6-7 
Injuries to Tendons – Tendonitis 6-8 
Common Injuries 6-10 
Lesson 1 Exercise 6-12 
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Soft Tissue 

 
Types Muscle, ligaments, and tendons are commonly referred to as soft tissues, and 

injuries to these tissues are often called soft tissue injuries.   
 
Each of these tissues is discussed in greater detail below. 

  
Muscle Muscles are long cells that contract when stimulated and produce motion.  

Skeletal muscle is one of the most adaptable tissues in the body.  Muscles will 
get stronger when progressively overloaded.  Conversely, if muscles are not 
worked to their current strength levels, they will lose strength and get smaller.   

  
Tendon Tendon is a type of connective tissue that “connects” muscles to bones.   

 
The load largely determines the strength the tendon is required to bear.  Like 
muscle, the strength of the tendon can be increased by progressive 
overloading the tendon (and muscle) in a properly designed training program. 

 
Ligaments Ligaments are short bands of tough connective tissue that bind bones together 

and support internal organs in the body.  The function of most ligaments is to 
constrain the movement at a joint.  The most commonly known ligaments are 
the ligaments of the knee.  Listed below are these ligaments: 
 
• Anterior cruciate  
• Posterior cruciate  
• Medial collateral  
• Lateral collateral 
 
Like muscles and tendons, ligament strength can be increased through 
progressive overloading. 
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Injuries to Muscle 

 
Types of 
Injuries 

There are a number of ways a muscle can become injured.  Three of the most 
common are 
 
• Muscle contusions 
• Muscle strains 
• Delayed onset muscle soreness 
 
Each of these types of injuries is discussed in greater detail in the following 
sections. 

  
Muscle 
Contusions 

A muscle contusion is damage to a muscle that usually results from a direct 
blow.  A contusion is also known as a muscle bruise. 

  
Muscle Strains A muscle strain is the correct term for describing a muscle pull.  A strain can 

occur when a muscle is stretched too rapidly or pass its range of motion, or if 
an applied force is too large for a muscle to bear (for example, imagine 
jumping down a 10-foot ledge carrying a fully loaded pack). 
 
Muscle is designed to stretch.  However, when a muscle is strained, fibers 
within the muscle actually tear. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Injuries to Muscle, Continued 

  
Classifying 
Muscle Strains 

Muscle strains are classified according to the severity of the muscle pull.  The 
grading range from a small tear, where only a few fibers are torn and causes 
little pain to a complete muscle tear, where the pain is extensive and all 
function is lost.  The grading and their characteristics are listed in the table 
below: 
 

Grade Characteristics 
Grade I • Few muscle fibers tear 

• Small amount of swelling 
• Minimal loss of strength 
• Normal movement 

Grade II • Moderate number of muscle fibers tear 
• Bleeding occurs in the muscle 
• Swelling 
• Weakness 

Grade III • Tear of many muscle fibers 
• Partial tearing of the connective tissue surrounding the   

muscle 
• Diffuse bleeding occurs within the muscle   
• Inflammation and swelling is severe 
• There is a noticeable loss in strength and function 

Grade IV • Complete tearing of the muscle and surrounding connective 
tissue 

• Extensive bleeding occurs within the torn muscle and 
between muscles 

• Severe swelling 
• Loss of muscle function 

 
Delayed Onset 
Muscle 
Soreness 
(DOMS) 

Muscle is damaged to some extent even when it undergoes an eccentric 
(lengthening) contraction.  The eccentric contractions likely cause 
microscopic damage to muscle fibers, which contribute to a phenomenon 
know as delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS).  This soreness typically 
arises as late as 24 to 48 hours after the “damaging exercise” was completed.   
 
Following damage via an eccentric contraction, the muscle’s ability to 
produce force can be reduced by as much as 66-percent. 
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Injuries to Ligaments - Sprains 

  
What is a 
Sprain? 

A sprain is a partial or complete tear of a ligament as identified in the diagram 
below:   
 

  
Ankle Sprains The most common type of sprain is an ankle sprain.  Approximately 1 million 

ankle injuries occur each year and 85-percent of them are ankle sprains.  The 
most common type of ankle sprain is called an “inversion sprain” in which 
the ankle rolls over the lateral part of the foot. 

 
Characteristics The most common symptoms of an ankle sprain are  

 
• Ankle pain 
• Swelling and bruising 
• Loss of ankle function 

  
Treatment For moderate sprains, you should 

 
• Follow the established PRICE guidelines discussed further in lesson 2. 
 
• Follow doctor recommendations for taking anti-inflammatory medication. 
 
• Treat the injured area carefully, and do not participate in any activities that 

may further injure the area. 
 
For a more severe sprain, see a doctor for treatment, and to rule out the 
possibility of additional damage like broken bones. 
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Injuries to Tendons - Tendonitis 

 
What is 
Tendonitis? 

Tendonitis is the inflammation or irritation of a tendon.  The pain associated 
with tendonitis usually results from a small tear or micro-trauma to the tendon 
that occurs with overuse. 

  
Types of 
Tendonitis 

The two general types of tendonitis are shown in the table below.  The most 
common form, and the one that likely will affect Marines the most is chronic 
tendonitis, which results from repetitive use of a joint. 

 
Type  Description 
Acute Damage to the tendon that occurs after one large force is applied.  

Typically called an overuse injury and results from repetitive 
micro trauma. 
 
Example: The force on the patellar tendon when jumping down 

from a height of 10 feet might be large enough to 
damage the tendon.  This damage results from one 
sudden event called acute tendonitis. 

Chronic Damage to the tendon that occurs over a longer period of time. 
 
Example: A swimmer places stress on the tendons in the 

shoulder every time he takes an arm pull.  The 
repetition of doing these thousands of times every 
workout can cause chronic tendonitis. 

  
Major 
Symptom 

The primary symptom of tendonitis is pain.  Usually you can feel the pain 
when the skin overlying the tendon is touched or when the muscle that is 
attached to the tendon is used.  Once the muscle is rested, the pain will 
decrease or disappear. 
 
Example:  When tendonitis occurs in the patellar tendon below the kneecap, it 

usually hurts when the tendon is touched (tender to the touch) and 
when the quadriceps muscles are used (the muscles that attach to 
the tendon). 

  
Continued on next page 
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Injuries to Tendons - Tendonitis, Continued 

  
Common Sites  Tendonitis is common in athletics, and depending on the activity being 

performed can occur at almost any joint. 
 

Location  Activities Affected 
Achilles Tendonitis (heel) Running and jumping 
Patellar Tendonitis (knee) Running and jumping 
Shoulder Tendonitis (shoulder) Swimming and throwing 
Tennis Elbow (elbow) Tennis and throwing 
Biceps Tendonitis Swimming and throwing 

 
Causes Typically tendonitis occurs as the result of overuse.  In running, for example, 

the muscles and tendons are required to absorb large forces every time the 
foot contacts the ground.  Each time this impact occurs, there is the potential 
for small tears to form in the tendon.  Other factors that can lead to tendonitis 
are: 
 
• Increasing your workload too much or too fast 
• An imbalance in muscle strength 
• Poor exercise/running technique 

  
Long-Term 
Care 

If the pain associated with tendonitis has not disappeared after 2 weeks, 
consult your physician to begin more aggressive treatment.  In extreme cases 
where the tendonitis has gone untreated for some time, surgery may be 
necessary to repair the damaged tendon.   
 
CAUTION: If tendonitis is left untreated, the tendon will weaken and could 

 tear completely.  Additionally, scar tissues will likely form 
 around the inflamed tissue, possibly restricting motion and 
 causing additional pain once the swelling disappears. 
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Common Injuries 

  
Table of 
Injuries 

The table below lists the injury, symptoms, potential causes and prevention 
methods.  Information on treating injuries is found in the next lesson.   

 
Injury Symptom Cause Prevention 

Muscle Strain Muscle soreness • Too much weight 
lifted 

• Tight muscles 

• Warm-up 
• Train smart and 

don’t lift too much 
weight 

Ankle Sprain • Pain in the ankle 
• Swelling 

Twisted ankle Wear shoes that 
better support ankle 

Plantar Fasciitis Pain on the bottom of 
the heel, especially in 
the morning 

• Over pronation 
• Tight calf muscles 
• Flat feet 

• Wear orthotics 
• Calf Stretching 
• Foot massage 

Patellar Tendonitis • Pain in the front of 
the knee, especially 
when jumping 

• Swelling 

• Repeated jumping 
• Hard landing 
• Running on a hard 

surface 
• Strength imbalance 

• Quadriceps stretch 
• Leg strengthening 
• Run on softer 

ground 

Achilles Tendonitis • Pain in the back of 
the heel 

• Swelling 

• Flat feet 
• Over pronation 
• Hill running 
• Poor running 

mechanics 

• Wear orthotics 
• Stop hill running 
• Better shoes 

Iliotibial Band 
Syndrome 

• Pain on the lateral 
side of knee when 
the knee bends 

• Swelling 

• Too much running 
too fast 

• Over pronation 
• Old shoes 
• Poor running 

mechanics 

• Reduce running 
mileage 

• New shoes 
• Wear orthotics 

 
Continued on next page 
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Common Injuries, Continued 

  
Table of Injuries, 
continued 
 

Injury Symptom Cause Prevention 
Tennis Elbow Pain on the lateral 

side of the elbow 
Repetitive use of the 
muscles in the 
forearm (like tennis 
or painting) 

• Strengthen the 
muscles of the 
forearm 

• Lift objects with 
palms facing 
medially 

• Stretch the forearm 
muscles 

Swimmer’s Shoulder • Pain in the anterior 
shoulder 

• Swelling 

• Poor swimming 
mechanics 

• Muscle fatigue 
• Increasing 

swimming distance 
too fast 

• Use proper 
technique 

• Do not make big 
jumps in swimming 
intensity 

Stress Fracture  
(small fracture in the 
bone) 

Pain in the foot, 
ankle, tibia, or hip 

Repetitive trauma 
that comes from 
running 

• Slow, progressive 
increase in running 
intensity 

• Do not wear worn-
out shoes 

• Eat a healthy diet 
Shin Splints • Pain in the front of 

the shin, especially 
when running 

• Sometimes pain in 
the back of the shin 

• Too much running 
without enough rest 

• Poor running 
mechanics 

• Calf muscle 
tightness 

• Slow, progressive 
increase in running 
intensity 

• Calf stretching 
• Do not wear worn-

out shoes 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 11 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 List the three types of the soft tissue. 

 
(1) _______________________________________________________ 
 
(2) _______________________________________________________ 
 
(3) _______________________________________________________ 

 
Item 2  
Through  
Item 5 

Matching:  For items 2 through 5, match the muscle strain grade in column 1 
with its characteristic in column 2. 

  
Column 1 
 
Grade 

Column 2 
 
Characteristic 

___ 2.  I 
___ 3.  II 
___ 4.  III 
___ 5.  IV 

a.  Tear of many muscle fibers 
b.  Complete tearing of the muscle 
c.  Few muscle fibers tear 
d.  Moderate number of muscle 

fibers tear 

 
Item 6 List the two types of tendonitis. 

 
(1) _______________________________________________________ 
 
(2) _______________________________________________________ 
 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 7  
Through  
Item 11 

Matching:  For items 7 through 11, match the injury in column 1 with the 
location it occurs, in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
Column 1 
 
Injury 

Column 2 
 
Location 

___ 7.  Stress fracture 
___ 8.  Tennis elbow 
___ 9.  Achilles tendonitis 
___ 10.  Patellar tendonitis 
___ 11.  Iliotibial band syndrome 

a.  Lateral side of the knee 
b.  Front of the knee 
c.  Back of the heel 
d.  Foot, ankle, tibia, or hip 
e.  Lateral side of elbow 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Muscle 

(2) Tendon 
(3) Ligament 

6-4 

2  c 6-6 
3 d 6-6 
4 a 6-6 
5 b 6-6 
6 (1) Acute tendonitis – occurs from one 

large force that damages the 
tendon.  

(2) Chronic tendonitis – is typically 
called an overuse injury and 
results from repetitive 
microtrauma. 

6-8 

7 d 6-11 
8 e 6-11 
9 c 6-10 

10 b 6-10 
11 a 6-10 

 
Summary In this lesson, you have learned about the different types of tissue in the body 

frequently injured during physical activity.  Specifically, the lesson looked at 
sprains, strains, stress fracture, and various forms of tendonitis.  After 
working through this lesson, you should be able to avoid soft tissue injuries, 
but also identify one if it does occur. 
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LESSON 2 

TREATMENT AND THE HEALING RESPONSE 

Introduction 

  
Scope Muscles, tendons, and ligaments are remarkable in that they are able to heal 

themselves relatively rapidly after an injury.  This lesson discusses the 
process that the body goes through to recover from an injury.  In addition, 
guidelines are presented to the Marine about what he can do to help the 
recovery process, both physically and mentally. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to  
 
• Identify the three phases of the healing process. 
 
• Identify the five steps for treating a soft tissue injury. 
 
• Identify three psychological factors that are associated with rapid healing. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 6-15 
Tissue Healing Response 6-16 
Treatment of Soft Tissue Injuries 6-18 
Psychological Aspects of Injury Rehabilitation 6-21 
Lesson 2 Exercise 6-22 
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Tissue Healing Response 

 
Injury Muscles, tendons, and ligaments are able to withstand great forces, but in 

some instances they can be overloaded and injured.  The injury can be an 
acute injury, like when the muscle is required to generate one large force that 
causes a muscle strain or tear, or an overuse injury where a tendon is damaged 
bit by bit over a prolonged period of time. 

  
Response  The body’s initial response to almost any injury is to remove the damaged 

tissue so that new and healthy tissue can be formed.   
 
Damage to one of the body’s tissues starts a chain of events designed to repair 
and restore normal function.  All tissues go through three phases during the 
repair process:   
 
• Inflammation  
• Repair  
• Remodeling 
 
While the amount of time spent in each of these phases may differ from tissue 
to tissue, the process remains similar.  

  
Inflammation 
Phase 

After an injury, the injury site typically becomes red and swollen as part of 
the body’s response to remove or repair the damaged tissue.  The swelling 
occurs because extra blood flows into the injury site and additional fluid is 
also retained.  
 
The inflammation response is necessary to start the healing process, but if it 
lasts too long (longer than 48 hours), adverse effects, such as scar tissue 
formation can result.   

 
Repair Phase During the repair phase, new tissue is formed and is reorganized.  The cells 

needed for healing and the creation of new undamaged tissue move into the 
injury site.   

  
Continued on next page 
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Tissue Healing Response, Continued 

  
Remodeling 
Phase 

The remodeling phase starts when all of the new tissue has been created and 
lasts until the new tissue functions normally.  This time taken to complete this 
phase is highly variable and depends on the extent of the injury and the type 
of rehabilitation that is performed. 

 
Formation of 
Scar Tissue 

It is not uncommon for some scar tissue to form during the healing process.  
Scar tissue is weaker than normal tissue, and depending on the extent of the 
scar tissue formation, it can restrict function. 
 
Example:  Following surgery to the shoulder, which can be viewed as a type 

of injury since tissue is damaged during the surgical process, it is 
important to try to move the shoulder passively through its full 
range of motion.  Otherwise, scar tissue may form and bind the 
shoulder in one position.  Massage can be used in combination 
with passive motion to help minimize the formation of scar tissue. 
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Treatment of Soft Tissue Injuries 

 
Immobilization Immobilization is the term used to describe a muscle, or muscle group that is 

constrained so it cannot move.  Many times body parts are immobilized to 
allow an injury to heal. 
 
Example:  A cast is used to keep a broken bone, or joint from moving.  It 

immobilizes the bone and any muscles that would normally move 
that joint.  

  
When Is 
Immobilization 
Recommended? 

Immobilization of an injured muscle is not recommended for extended 
periods of time.  If a muscle is not used, it begins to lose strength.    

  
Strength Losses All muscle fibers (Type I, IIa, and IIb) decrease in size when immobilized, 

and consequently the amount of force they are able to generate decreases as 
well.  Some muscles can lose as much as 80 percent of their initial strength 
after only 5 weeks of immobilization. 

  
Stretching 
While 
Immobilized 

Stretching the muscle while it is immobilized can help to reduce the strength 
deficits.  Many times when a Marine suffers a muscle injury, he will not have 
the damaged area immobilized completely.  It is important to stretch the 
muscle lightly during the immobilization period to minimize strength loses. 
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Treatment of Soft Tissue Injuries, Continued 

 
What to Do The first step towards recovering from a soft tissue injury is to follow the 

PRICE method of treatment.  PRICE is an acronym used to describe the first 
basic steps you should take for treating a soft tissue injury. 

 
Price 

Step Action 
P – Protection Immobilize the area that is affected to encourage 

healing and to minimize any additional damage to the 
area.   

R – Rest Avoid performing any activity that causes pain in the 
injured area.  If your patellar tendonitis acts up when 
running, do not run.  However, resting does not mean 
complete inactivity.  Look for other activities like 
cycling or swimming to maintain conditioning. 

I – Ice Apply ice to the injured area for 15 to 20 minutes 
every 2 to 3 hours during the first 72 hours after the 
injury has occurred.  This will help to minimize 
inflammation. 
 
Note:   To minimize the risk of cold injury, do not 

apply the ice directly to the skin.  Use a 
washcloth or piece of fabric between the ice 
and your skin. 

C – Compression Compression will help to minimize inflammation.  
Wrap the injured body part firmly with an elastic 
bandage, but do not wrap the bandage so tight that it 
interferes with proper circulation.  Start wrapping at 
the point farthest from the heart and loosen the 
bandage if you feel numbness or increased pain. 

E – Elevation Reduce swelling by elevating the injured area above 
the level of your heart.  This is especially important at 
night. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Treatment of Soft Tissue Injuries, Continued Continued 

  
Anti-
Inflammatory 
Medication 

You can take anti-inflammatory medication such as Advil or Motrin to reduce 
swelling.  These medications are recommended for short-term use, and should 
not be used to treat long-lasting injuries without a doctor’s permission.   
 
You can usually start taking anti-inflammatory medication after the injury has 
occurred.  
 
CAUTION: Use as instructed on the product label and potentially seek 

 prescription anti-inflammatory medication if the injury is 
 severe.  Individuals with liver problems should consult their 
 physician prior to taking any drug containing acetominephine. 

  
Other 
Treatments  

Other treatments like ultrasound or massage therapy can be used in some 
cases, but these types of treatments should be prescribed by a health care 
professional. 

  
Take Home 
Message 

Work with your health care provider to determine the appropriate course of 
action for treating a muscle injury. 
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Psychological Aspects of Injury Rehabilitation 

  
Can Psychology 
Influence 
Recovery? 

Psychological factors can influence how well and how fast you recover from 
an injury.  
 
Your attitude and approach to the rehabilitation process will affect the 
outcome, either positively or negatively. 

 
Factors 
Associated with 
Rapid Healing 

A research study surveyed athletic trainers to ascertain the differences in 
athletes’ ability to cope with injuries.   
 
Athletic trainers who have worked with many injured athletes have identified 
several factors that help athletes recover rapidly from an injury.  These factors 
are important for Marines as well.  Specifically, Marines will recover faster if 
they:  
 
• Maintain a positive attitude about the injury and rehabilitation. 
 
• Exhibit internal motivation and set goals for their recovery. 
 
• Demonstrate a willingness to listen to the trainer and learn about the 

rehabilitation process. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 7 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

  
Item 1Through 
Item 3 

Matching:  For items 1 through 3, match the healing phase in column 1 with 
its characteristic in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
Column 1 
 
Healing Phase 

Column 2 
 
Characteristic 

___ 1.  Inflammation 
___ 2.  Repair 
___ 3.  Remodeling 
 

a.  New tissue is formed and 
reorganized 

b.  Starts when all the new tissue 
has been created 

c.  Site typically becomes red and 
swollen 

 
Item 4 The inflammation response is typically complete after 

 
a. 12 hours. 
b. 24 hours. 
c. 48 hours. 
d. 1 week. 

  
Item 5 Apply ice to the injured area for ____________ every _____________ during 

the first 72 hours after injury occurs. 
 
a. 5-15 minutes; 1-2 hour  
b. 15 minutes; 6 hours 
c. 15-20 minutes; 2-3 hours 
d. 1 hour; 12 hours 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 6 Identify the five steps in treating a soft tissue injury. 

 
(1) ______________________________________________ 
 
(2) ______________________________________________ 
 
(3) ______________________________________________ 
 
(4) ______________________________________________ 
 
(5) ______________________________________________ 

 
Item 7 What three psychological factors can improve rehabilitation from injury? 

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2)___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3)___________________________________________________________ 

  
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 c 6-16 
2 a 6-16 
3 b 6-17 
4 c 6-16 
5 c 6-19 
6 (1) P - Protection 

(2) R - Rest 
(3) I -  Ice 
(4) C - Compression 
(5) E - Elevation 

6-19 

7 (1) Positive attitude 
(2) Intrinsic motivation 
(3) Willingness to listen 

6-21 

  
Summary The body has a very advanced and sophisticated response for dealing with 

injury.  Within minutes, the body has started to remove damaged tissue and 
started building new healthy tissue.  This lesson discussed the process the 
body goes through to recover from an injury.  In addition to what the body is 
doing, you can also take some steps to help the body heal.  Namely, follow 
the PRICE treatment method to bring down swelling and reduce pain.  An 
equally important, but often overlooked, aspect of rehabilitation is the mental 
aspect.  The mind plays a significant role in the rehabilitation process and this 
information is conveyed in this lesson. 
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LESSON 3 

INJURY PREVENTION  

Introduction 

  
Scope No Marine wants to get injured, so it is important for him to do everything 

possible to minimize the risk of injury.  There are a number of factors that 
may predispose a Marine to injury.  There are exercises that are seen in 
strength training rooms across the country that simply are not healthy to 
perform.  This lesson looks at all of those risks and outlines a plan for injury 
prevention.   
 
The body is remarkable in how it was designed.  When the Marine stands up 
straight or sits with good posture there is very little the muscles have to do to 
maintain balance in the body.  However, if the Marine walks with poor 
posture or has a muscle imbalance, it opens the door for injury.  This lesson 
also discusses how posture impacts injury and outlines why it is important to 
always maintain proper posture.  

 
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to  
 
• Identify risk factors that may lead to future injury. 
 
• Identify contraindicated exercises and techniques that could lead to injury. 
 
• Identify the importance of proper posture and muscle balance. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 6-25 
Risk Factors Associated With Injury 6-26 
Contraindicated Exercises 6-28 
Posture 6-30 
Muscle Balance 6-32 
Lesson 3 Exercise 6-33 
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Risk Factors Associated With Injury 

 
Risk Factors There are a number of factors that can make it more likely that you can 

become injured.  Some of these factors are controllable, and others are not.  
Some of the most prominent risk factors for injury are as follows: 
 
• Low physical fitness level 
• History of previous injury 
• Increasing exercise intensity too much, too fast 
• Overtraining 
• Improper technique 
• Wearing improper or worn out equipment 
• Unhealthy lifestyle (smoking) 
• Fatigue 

 
Previous 
Injuries and 
Risks 

Avoid certain exercises if you have suffered a previous injury or have some 
other risk factor that would make an exercise dangerous.  Some injuries and 
risk factors, along with a list of exercises to avoid or approach with care are 
listed in the table below:  

 
Risk/ Injury Exercises to Avoid 

Separated Shoulder  Overhead lifts or pressing movements like the 
bench press or the shoulder press. 

Torn Anterior Cruciate Ligament Any exercise that puts a lot of shear force on 
the knee, such as the seated knee extension.   

Tendonitis Heavy lifts that place stress on the injured 
tendon.  Tendons may be weakened by 
tendonitis, and there is a greater risk of tendon 
tear. 

Steroid Use Presents a significant risk.  They promote 
adding muscle mass, but steroids can actually 
lead to injury.  With steroids, muscle strength 
can outgrow the strength of the tendons, 
giving rise to the potential for tendon tears. 

 
Important:  The information presented is recommendations.  ALWAYS seek 

medical clearance from a physician before returning to exercise 
following an injury.  Direct all questions regarding safety of an 
exercise to a physician. 

Continued on next page 
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Risk Factors Associated With Injury, Continued 

 
Prevention Just as there are a number of things that make it more likely to suffer an 

injury, there are many things you can do to head off an injury before it 
happens.  Some of these are listed below: 
 
• Maintain a healthy, well-balanced diet to keep muscles strong. 
• Maintain a healthy weight. 
• Wear appropriate and properly fitted equipment (shoes, safety gear). 
• Stretch muscles regularly. 
• Maintain a regular strength and conditioning program. 
• Pay special attention to your techniques when fatigued. 
• Run on even surfaces. 
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Contraindicated Exercises 

  
Definition Contraindicated exercises are exercises that are not recommended for any 

Marine due to the injury potential and the stresses they place on the body. 

  
Exercises There are a number of exercises to avoid because of the excess stress they 

place on the joints.  Some of these exercises are fairly common and seen 
frequently in the weight room.  A short list of some contraindicated exercises 
are provided below: 

 
Exercise Description 

Behind the Neck 
Shoulder Press 

Places excessive stress on the anterior part of the 
shoulder, specifically the anterior joint capsule. 

Behind the Neck Lat 
Pull Downs 

Places excessive stress on the anterior part of the 
shoulder, specifically the anterior joint capsule. 

Hurdlers Stretch Requires you to sit on the ankle of one leg while 
stretching the hamstrings of the other leg.  Sitting on 
the ankle places added stress on the patellar tendon 
and can cause injury. 

Quadriceps Stretch Involves sitting on both ankles and leaning back to 
stretch the quadriceps.  This exercise places added 
stress on the patellar tendons and can cause injury. 

Plow Stretch This is a stretch of the back, which involves lying 
down in a supine position and flexing the back so 
the toes touch the ground above the head.  This 
places added stress on the neck and spine and can 
cause injury. 

Partner Shoulder 
Stretch 

Involves a partner grasping your hands and trying to 
touch the hands behind the back.  This is a very 
common stretch with swimmers.  The stretch places 
added stress on the anterior joint capsule in the 
shoulder; performing it can lead to injury. 

Continued on next page 
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Contraindicated Exercises, Continued 

  
Technique 
Considerations 

The previous list outlined exercises that are inappropriate for Marines to 
perform.  However, there are just as many, if not more, technique related 
items to avoid.  Some of the most common mistakes seen in the weight room 
are listed in the table below:  

 
Exercise Technique Description 

Standing on plates (heel risers) 
while performing squats 

Places added shear stress on the knee and 
patellar tendon 

Overweight – Partial range of 
motion sets 

Places added stress on the body and 
really do not produce added results.  
Muscle gains are greatest when the 
muscle is able to work through the entire 
range of motion. 

Swinging weights Commonly done to build momentum 
when the weight is too heavy to lift. 

Initiating a lift with another part 
of the body 

Creating momentum to help with the lift.  
For example, when performing shoulder 
shrugs, many lifters will initiate the lift 
with the legs. 

Rounding of the back in rowing 
exercises 

The back is strongest and most stable 
when in its natural curvature.  Rounding 
of the back places a large amount of 
stress on the intervertebral disks and 
muscles. 

Bouncing the weight off the 
chest 

Commonly seen when performing bench 
press or incline press exercises.  The 
sudden deceleration and acceleration 
places tremendous strain on the shoulder 
and can easily lead to injury. 
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Posture 

 
Importance of 
Proper Posture 

The skeleton is designed to transmit the “normal” forces encountered in 
everyday life.  The way the body is designed, the muscles have to generate 
very little force to maintain posture and balance.  The majority of the forces 
are borne by the bones.  Proper posture reduces the risk of injury to the back. 

 
Good Body 
Alignment 

These images show an example of good posture.  From the diagrams, it is 
easy to see that the force of the body weight is directed through the spine, 
pelvis, and lower limb. 
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
Continued on next page 
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Posture, Continued 

  
Poor Posture Poor posture can also lead to injuries, particularly in the back.  A Marine, 

who has poor posture, places added stresses on structures that were not meant 
to handle them.   

  
Poor Body 
Alignment 

The figures below show examples of poor posture. 
 
From the diagrams, it is possible to see a slight inward curvature in the spine.  
This abnormal curvature places abnormal loads on the muscles of the lower 
back and the lower limb. 

 
Force 
Transmission  

When body posture is altered, the majority of the forces are no longer borne 
by the spine and the bones of the lower limb.  Instead, muscles must be 
activated to greater levels to maintain balance.   
 
Additionally, other structures like the disks between the vertebrae will 
experience abnormal load possibly leading to pain and dysfunction. 
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Muscle Balance 

  
Definition Muscle imbalances are strength imbalances and believed to be a leading cause 

of injury.   
 
Muscle imbalances result when a Marine works one muscle group and 
neglects its antagonist.  A strength imbalance would result at the elbow, for 
example, if a Marine always performed bicep curls and never any triceps 
extensions.  A strength imbalance would result because the biceps would 
become much stronger than the triceps. 

 
Force 
Production 

Force production in any task is affected by several factors including posture, 
movement pattern, and type of muscle action.   

 
Program 
Design for 
Muscle Balance 

In principle, a sound program includes exercises for all major muscle groups.   
 
This is best achieved with a movement oriented approach.  A useful rule of 
thumb is to include a “pulling” or flexion exercise for every “pushing” or 
extension exercise, addressing each movement plane equally in both 
directions.   
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 6 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

  
Item 1 Identify eight risk factors that may lead to an injury. 

 
(1) __________________________________________ 
 
(2) __________________________________________ 
 
(3) __________________________________________ 
 
(4) __________________________________________ 
 
(5) __________________________________________ 
 
(6) __________________________________________ 
 
(7) __________________________________________ 
 
(8) __________________________________________ 

 
Item 2 The plow stretch is contraindicated because it places stress on the  

 
a. anterior shoulder capsule. 
b. neck and spine. 
c. knees. 
d. ankle. 

  
Item 3 Standing on plates while performing a squat exercise is contraindicated 

because it places added stress on the  
 
a. knee and patellar tendon. 
b. lower back. 
c. shoulder. 
d. neck. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 4 Which of the following exercises does not place added stress on the shoulder 

joint? 
 
a. Behind the neck shoulder press 
b. Partner assisted shoulder stretch 
c. Bent over barbell row 
d. Behind the neck lat pull down 

  
Item 5 A Marine has developed a strength imbalance in the lower limb because he 

always performs knee extension exercises but never exercises the antagonist 
muscles.  Which muscle groups are likely to be weak in this Marine? 
 
a. Hip extensors 
b. Hip flexors 
c. Knee extensors 
d. Knee flexors 

  
Item 6 Which is the primary importance of proper posture? 

 
a. Places stress on the muscular structures 
b. Transmits the normal forces encounter in every day life 
c. Reduces the risk of injury to the back 
d. The majority of the forces are borne by the bones 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Low level of physical fitness. 

(2) History of previous injury. 
(3) Increasing exercise intensity too 

much, too fast. 
(4) Over-training. 
(5) Improper technique. 
(6) Improper or worn out equipment. 
(7) Unhealthy lifestyle (i.e. smoking). 
(8) Fatigue. 

6-26 

2 b 6-28 
3 a 6-29 
4 c 6-28 
5 d 6-32 
6 c 6-30 

  
Summary This lesson has provided you with a list of risk factors that increase the 

likelihood of injury, but also provides you with something you can do to 
minimize those risks.  Specifically, this lesson identified exercises and 
activities that are potentially hazardous.  There are many exercises performed, 
and techniques used, in strength training centers across the country that are 
simply dangerous. 
 
You have learned which techniques and exercises to avoid, while also 
learning how to take proactive steps toward maintaining a balanced body and 
minimizing the risk of injury. 
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LESSON 4 

RUNNING AND INJURY 

Introduction 

  
Scope The average runner makes 1,000 to 1,500 foot falls in each mile.  A Marine, 

running 10 miles a week, will make between 500,000 and 750,000 foot falls 
in a year.  That is 500,000 to 750,000 times that your legs will have to 
withstand the impact of your body landing on the ground.  While each one of 
these impacts alone is not enough to injure your body, impact after impact can 
eventually take a toll on your body.  This is especially true if you run with 
poor technique.  
 
Not all Marines are suited to being efficient runners.  One study of 3,500 
runners showed that only 10 percent of them had lower limbs that were 
optimally suited for transmitting the forces that are developed while running.  
This means, 90% of all Marines will have some anatomical deficiency that 
predisposed them to injury.  Additionally, most runners will have slightly 
different styles and look different when they run. 
 
This lesson looks at how Marines should run and suggests some alternatives 
that may make their running more efficient while also reducing the risk for 
injury. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Define basic running terminology. 
 
• Define ground reaction force and braking force. 
 
• Identify six common running injuries. 
 
• Identify the role of fatigue in causing injury. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 6-37 
Basic Running Terminology 6-39 
Forces Generated While Running 6-40 
Injuries in Running 6-42 
Lesson 4 Exercise 6-43 
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Basic Running Terminology 

  
Running 
Mechanics  

The term running mechanics is used to describe the forces and movement 
patterns that the body experiences during running. 

 
Stride Length Stride length (SL) is the distance traveled with one full stride.  Stride length is 

measured as the distance from one-foot contact to the next foot contact of the 
same foot. 

  
Stride 
Frequency 

Stride frequency (SF) is the rate at which the legs move.  Stride frequency is 
commonly measured in strides per minute. 
 
Both stride length and stride frequency contribute to running speed. 
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Forces Generated While Running 

 
Ground 
Reaction Force 

This contact force between the foot and the ground is called the ground 
reaction force (GRF).   
 
The greatest force the lower limb experiences during running occur when the 
foot contacts the ground.  When walking, the magnitude of this ground 
reaction force is only slightly larger than the athlete’s body weight.  However, 
when running, the magnitude of the GRF increases 2.2 - 3.2 times the 
runner’s body weight. 

 
Running Shoes Choosing the proper running shoe can help improve running efficiency and 

reduce the risk of injury.  Some general guidelines to follow when shopping 
for shoes are presented below: 
 
• Select shoes with more cushioning or gel in the soles.  This decreases the 

“shock” that the leg feels when the foot hits the ground and can actually 
improve efficiency. 

 
• Select for “motion control shoes,” especially if you have flat feet or over 

pronates when you run.  Shoes with this designation control the motion of 
the foot better than other shoes. 

   
Orthotics Additionally, orthotics (shoe inserts prescribed by an orthopedist or a 

podiatrist) can also reduce the amount of pronation that occurs during running 
and reduce the risk of injury. 

  
Braking Forces Typically we think of the ground reaction force as the force being transmitted 

vertically through the leg, but there are also ground reaction forces that act as 
braking forces.  These forces work to slow you down.   

  
Continued on next page 
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Forces Generated While Running, Continued 

  
Avoid Braking 
Forces 

Several steps that can be taken to reduce these braking forces and make you a 
more efficient runner are listed below: 
 
• Do not overstride.  The further your foot hits in front of your body, the 

larger the braking forces.  Put your foot down closer to your body. 
 
• Try to run so you land on the middle part of the foot or on the ball of your 

foot.  Hitting the ground heel first generates a larger rear-directed force and 
will generally slow you down to a greater degree than if you hit the ground 
with the mid or forefoot. 
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Injuries in Running 

 
Rates of Injury Regardless of how good your running technique is, there is still the likelihood 

that you will encounter an injury.  At some time 37 to 56 percent of all 
runners experience an injury.  A summary of some of the most common 
injuries is shown in the table below: 

 
Injury Reported Incidence 

Knee Pain 14 - 29% 
Shin Splints 8 - 13% 
Achilles Tendonitis 3 - 11% 
Plantar Fasciitis 4 - 7% 
Stress fractures 5 - 9% 
Iliotibial Band Syndrome 3 - 8% 

  
Role of Fatigue As the muscles in the leg fatigue during a period of running, it is likely that 

your running technique will change.  Muscles act as shock absorbers and 
absorb a large percentage of the force that is generated when the foot hits the 
ground.   
 
When muscles become fatigue, they cannot contract properly and force the 
bones and other structures to absorb the forces associated with impact.  This 
can lead to injury. 

  
Maintain 
Mental Focus 

It is important to recognize when muscles are becoming fatigued so you can 
focus on your technique and protect yourself against injury.   

  
Signs of Fatigue The following characteristics often signify that a runner is becoming fatigued: 

 
• Stride length will decrease and stride rate will increase. 
• The feet will spend a greater amount of time on the ground.   
• The body will lean forward more. 
• The foot will hit the ground farther in front of the body. 
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Lesson 4 Exercise 

 
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 6 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 Define the term stride length. 

 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 

 
Item 2 Define the term stride frequency. 

 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________  

  
Item 3  
Through  
Item 4 

Matching:  For items 3 through 4, match the running related force terms in 
column 1 with the definition in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces 
provided. 

 
Column 1 Column 2 

  
Term Definition 
  
___ 3.  Ground Reaction Force 
___ 4.  Braking Force 
 

a. Force that slows the body down, 
usually resulting from a poor 
foot contact.  

b. Force between the foot and the 
ground. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 4 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 5 Identify six common running injuries. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 

(2) ___________________________________________________________ 

(3) ___________________________________________________________ 

(4) ___________________________________________________________ 

(5) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(6) ___________________________________________________________ 

  
Item 6 What role does fatigue play in causing injuries? 

 
______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________ 

  
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 4 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 Stride length is the distance traveled 

with one full running stride 
6-39 

2 Stride frequency is the rate at which 
the legs move/cycle. 

6-39 

3 b 6-40 
4 a 6-40 
5 (1) Knee Pain  

(2) Shin Splints 
(3) Achilles Tendonitis 
(4) Patellar Tendonitis 
(5) Stress Fractures  
(6) Iliotibial Band Syndrome  

6-42 

6 When muscles become fatigue, they 
cannot contract properly and force the 
bones and other structures to absorb 
the forces associated with impact.  
This can lead to injury. 

6-42 

  
Summary This lesson has presented you with some basic information about running and 

techniques to use to run injury free.  Your legs and body undergo a small 
amount of trauma every time the foot hits the ground.  However, all of these 
small traumas can add up and lead to an injury after a period of time.  It is 
important for you to focus on your technique while running at all times, but 
especially when you become fatigued; that is when the risk of injury 
increases.   
 
By following the guidelines presented in this lesson, you will become better 
equipped to perform the training needed to complete the 3-mile run in the 
PFT without having to worry about injury. 
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STUDY UNIT 7 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Overview 

 
Scope  Marines are called to serve the United States in a variety of environmental 

conditions.  From the cold and wind of mountainous terrain to the heat and 
oppression of the desert, Marines must be prepared to perform anywhere.  
Each of these environments poses certain health risks.  It is important for you 
to understand these dangers and be able to identify the signs and symptoms of 
heat, cold, or altitude-related illness or injury.  This study unit describes many 
of the illnesses and/or injuries a Marine might encounter in a hostile 
environment. 
 
The purpose of this study unit is to prepare you for training and combat in 
adverse conditions.  Listed below are the three different environmental 
conditions.  The dangers associated with each are discussed in this study unit. 
 
• Hot  
• Cold  
• High altitude  

 
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following topics: 

 
Topic See Page 

Hot Environments 7-3 
Cold Environments 7-19 
High Altitude Environments 7-39 
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LESSON 1 

HOT ENVIRONMENTS 

Introduction 

 
Scope Living in a hot environment presents four stresses to your body: 

 
• Increased internal body temperature 
• Decreased body water 
• Loss of salt (sodium) 
• Added strain on the heart and blood vessels   
 
Performing duties or PT in the heat can create a sharp rise in body 
temperature, a loss of body fluids, and impair the functions of various organs 
in the body.  It is important for the Marine to understand the dangers of 
training in the heat and be able to identify the signs and symptoms of a heat 
related illness. 

 
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the physical effects of heat on the body. 
 
• Identify the mental effects of heat on the body. 
 
• Identify the symptoms of heatstroke. 
 
• Identify the symptoms of heat related illnesses. 
 
• Identify general guidelines a Marine can do to adapt to the heat. 
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Introduction, Continued 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 7-3 
Effects of Heat on the Body 7-5 
Heatstroke 7-6 
Heat Exhaustion 7-8 
Heat Syncope 7-9 
Heat Cramps 7-10 
Dehydration  7-11 
Acclimatization to the Heat 7-14 
Lesson 1 Exercise 7-16 
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Effects of Heat on the Body 

 
The Body and 
Heat 

Heat can cause a wide range of responses in the body.  The human body is 
very adaptable.  In many instances, it begins adapting to the heat even before 
you are aware of it.  There are instances when the body cannot fully adapt to 
the heat, and physical and mental performance suffers.  In extreme conditions, 
this may lead to a heat related injury or illness.  

 
Physical 
Response to 
Heat 

A Marine’s stamina and endurance are the first physical capabilities to suffer 
when body temperature increases greatly or becomes dehydrated.  The body’s 
response to prevent excess body temperature is to attempt to eliminate excess 
heat.  Two responses the body uses to remove excess heat are listed in the 
table below: 

 
Response Description 

Cardiovascular 
system adapts 

Blood flow is diverted away from internal organs and 
towards the skin and working muscles.  The skin is a 
giant cooling mechanism for the body.  When the warm 
blood is diverted to the skin, it is able to release some of 
its heat to the surrounding environment.  If this heat is 
not removed from the body, the internal organs will 
overheat and start to malfunction. 

Sweat is 
produced 

As sweat evaporates from the skin, it cools the body. 

 
Impaired 
Mental 
Performance  

Mental performance can be negatively affected by the stresses brought about 
by increased temperature.  The most likely tasks affected are:  
 
• Communication  
• Command activities 
• Repetitive tasks 
• Concentration  

 
Injury and 
Illness 

A Marine whose body is under a prolonged period of stress such as sleep 
deprivation may be more susceptible to heat related illnesses, especially 
heatstroke, heat exhaustion, heat cramps, heat syncope and dehydration.   
 
Exercising in the heat can further increase the risk of each of these conditions, 
as described in the following sections. 
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Heatstroke 

 
Definition 

 
Heatstroke, also known as hyperthermia (high temperature), is a life 
threatening condition that occurs when the internal body temperature rises to 
harmful levels. 
 
WARNING: Heatstroke is a life threatening condition.  It is a medical 

emergency.  If body temperature remains elevated for a long 
period of time, especially when the Marine is unconscious, 
death or permanent disability can occur.  Contact medical 
personnel immediately if any Marine is suspected of having 
heatstroke. 

 
Causes Heatstroke usually occurs during exercise in a hot or hot-humid environment 

and can develop within a few minutes or take as long as a few hours.  
Production of a great amount of heat in exercising muscles, and insufficient 
heat loss, causes this heat to be stored in the organs of the body.  When the 
temperature of the body rises beyond 104ºF (40ºC), organs begin to 
malfunction.   
 
Because the brain and nerves are very sensitive to hyperthermia, mental 
sharpness declines and the central nervous system is impaired.  Thus, a 
heatstroke patient may be unconscious or act in a bizarre manner.    

 
Signs  It is important to be aware of the signs and symptoms of a Marine with 

heatstroke.  While not all Marines will exhibit the same symptoms, the list 
below outlines many of the most common signs of heatstroke: 
 
• Rectal temperatures above 104o F (40o C) 
• Hot, red skin 
• Rapid and strong pulse 
• Excessive weakness 
• Dizziness 
• Vomiting and diarrhea 
• Convulsions 
• Coma or unconsciousness 
• Impairment of mental function 
• Sweating may or may not be present 

 
Continued on next page 
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Heatstroke, Continued 

 
Treatment  The Marine with heatstroke needs immediate medical attention.  Call health 

professionals even if heatstroke is suspected.  When heatstroke is suspected, 
follow the 2-step action plan. 
 
Step Action 

1 Immerse the body in cold water or ice water.  These areas include the  
 
• Groin  
• Armpits 
• Head and neck 
• Hands 
• Abdominal  
 
Ice water immersion reduces the core body temperature by 0.1-0.2o C 
a minute. 

2 Send for Emergency Medical Personnel or call 911.  
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Heat Exhaustion 

 
Definition  Heat exhaustion is defined simply as the inability to continue to exercise in 

the heat. 

 
Causes  Heat exhaustion occurs because of fluid loss from the body.  Heavy sweating 

causes dehydration and the body’s blood volume to shrink.  This dehydration 
may occur rapidly, in several hours or less, or more slowly over the course of 
a few days.  Consequently, usually you are unable to continue exercise, at 
least at a moderate to high intensity level.  Another possible complication is 
the blood may pool in the legs and arms, reducing circulation to other areas of 
the body.   

 
Signs  Heat exhaustion is a less serious condition than heatstroke.  However, it is 

still important to recognize the signs of heat exhaustion so it can be treated.  
Some of the most common symptoms of heat exhaustion are: 
 
• Great fatigue 
• “Rubbery” legs 
• Rapid, weak pulse 
• Chills or shivering 
• Tingling or numbness on the head, neck, back, arms and legs 
• Pale, wet skin 
• Headache   
• Rectal temperature of 102o F (39o C) 
• Profuse sweating 
• Mild impairment of mental function 

 
Treatment To avoid heat exhaustion, replace both fluid and salt as you train, or replenish 

water and salt after the training session.  A Marine may lose as much as 6 
liters of fluids and 8 grams of table salt (sodium chloride) in a typical 4-hour 
training session in the heat. 
 
With rest and fluid replacement, recovery from heat exhaustion is complete 
within 12-48 hours. 
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Heat Syncope 

 
Definition Heat syncope is a condition that is characterized by fainting because of the 

heat.  This condition does not occur frequently in well-conditioned 
individuals such as Marines, but it is still important to know about this illness. 

 
Causes Heat syncope occurs when blood supply (and oxygen delivery) to the brain is 

insufficient.  Also, it is associated with low levels of sodium in the body and 
does not always occur during or after exercise.   
 
Non-acclimatized Marines, who stand upright for a long period of time, may 
experience syncope because blood pools in the legs.  If they remain upright, 
even highly trained, acclimatized Marines can experience heat syncope after 
brief, intense exercise in the heat.   

 
Signs  The most obvious symptom of heat syncope is fainting.  However there are 

other signs that can alert you to an oncoming fainting spell: 
 
• Slow pulse 
• Slowed breathing rate 
• No increase in rectal temperature 
• Feelings of nausea, weakness 
• Sensation of spinning, vertigo, or tunnel vision before fainting 

 
Treatment  Lay the Marine in the shade and elevate his or her feet above the level of the 

head.  The Marine should drink water mixed with salt (two 10-grain salt 
tablets per liter of water) and avoid prolonged standing. 
 
Take the time to properly acclimatize yourself to the heat before engaging in 
strenuous activity or spending long amounts of time in the heat.  Heat 
acclimatization allows the cardiovascular system to adapt during 3-5 days of 
exposure to heat, and reduces the risk of heat syncope.   
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Heat Cramps 

 
Definition Heat cramps are excruciating muscle contractions (cramps) that typically 

result when the body has lost a great deal of sodium (salt) through sweating. 

 
Cause  Heat cramps usually occur in individuals who sweat heavily, for a long period 

of time, and consume only pure water.  Salt is necessary for muscles to 
contract properly.  When body fluid and salt levels change drastically, muscle 
contractions can be altered, especially in exercising muscles, and painful 
cramps result.  Salt and fluid replacement stops heat cramps. 
 
You must continually replace salt in your diet that is lost through sweat.  If 
salt is not replaced for 3-5 consecutive days, heat cramps are likely to result.   

 
Signs  Individuals suffering from heat cramps will feel like they have muscle 

cramps.  Typically these cramps will occur in the abdominal muscles and/or 
the large muscles of the arms and legs.  Many times it will feel like these 
cramps “wander” through the muscles and do not stay in the same place all 
the time. 

 
Treatment  Rest and consume water and salt.  Dissolve table salt in normal drinking 

water to provide the necessary relief.  Dissolve two10-grain salt tablets in 
each liter of water. 
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Dehydration 

 
Definition  Dehydration is the term used to describe a loss of fluid from the body, and 

technically is not considered a heat illness.  Still, dehydration can be a serious 
condition.  Dehydration is typically associated with water loss due to 
sweating in hot environments, but can occur in cold environments as well.   

 
Information  Dehydration occurs when the fluid lost by sweating or urination is not 

replaced.  This condition can occur over the course of several hours or take a 
few days.   
 
Water is necessary for the body to properly regulate core temperature.  As a 
result, dehydration often underlies many of the other heat illnesses described 
already (heatstroke, heat exhaustion, heat syncope, and heat cramps). 

 
Fluid Loss and 
the Marine 

It is not uncommon to see Marines and athletes lose between 2-8% of their 
body weight during a training session.  The body commonly sweats at a rate 
of 0.8-1.4 liters per hour, but rates higher than this have been observed.  All 
the fluid that is lost should be replaced. 

 
Fluid Loss and 
Impaired 
Performance 

Studies have shown that fluid losses of only 3% of a Marine’s body weight 
can negatively impact physical performance.  A Marine dehydrated by 3% 
will experience a loss in endurance by 3-6%.  Fluid losses of 5% negatively 
affect muscular strength and power. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Dehydration, Continued 

 
Using Body 
Weight to 
Assess 
Dehydration 

The most obvious sign of dehydration is a loss of body weight.  Weight lost 
during a workout is all due to water/fluid loss.  It is advisable to periodically 
weigh yourself before and after a training session to see how much water 
weight is lost through sweat.  Many people believe that the weight lost during 
a workout is fat that has been burned off—this is not true. Almost all of the 
weight lost during a training session is water weight.  Use the chart below to 
determine how many pounds equate to a 3% or 5% fluid loss. 
 

Body Weight 3% loss 5% loss 
100 pounds 97 pounds 95 pounds 
125 pounds 121.3 pounds 119 pounds 
150 pounds 145.5 pounds 142.5 pounds 
175 pounds 169.8 pounds 166.3 pounds 
200 pounds 194 pounds 190 pounds 
225 pounds 218.3 pounds 213.8 pounds 
250 pounds 242.5 pounds 237.5 pounds  

 
Using Urine 
Color to Assess 
Dehydration 

The color of your urine can also serve as an indicator of dehydration.  The 
urine of a well-hydrated body will be very pale, almost clear.  As you become 
more and more dehydrated, the color of your urine becomes darker and 
darker. 

 
Other Signs of 
Dehydration 

Other signs of dehydration include: 
 
• Loss of endurance 
• Increased heart rate 
• Weakness 
• Diarrhea 

  
Continued on next page 
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Dehydration, Continued 

 
Treatment of 
Dehydration 

The best thing to do to treat dehydration is to replace the fluids lost in a 
training session.  Weigh yourself before and after a workout or training 
session to get a feel for individual sweating rates.  Drink between 1-1.5 liters 
of water/fluid for each pound of body weight that was lost during the training.  
Remember to remove any sweat soaked garments before weighing, since they 
will add to the weight that is measured. 
 
Also, monitor the color of urine to assess the level of dehydration.  As 
mentioned, urine will be pale yellow in color, and almost clear, in the 
properly hydrated body.  If your urine color is darker, drink water until it 
becomes clear. 
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Acclimatization to the Heat 

 
Getting Used to 
the Heat 

If you start physical training slowly and gradually increase the heat stress 
over consecutive days, it is possible to adapt the body to performing in the 
heat.  Realize that regardless of the adaptation the body has undergone, 
outdoor physical activity should be monitored and/or restricted in severe 
conditions. 

 
“Goals” of the 
Body 

There are a number of adaptations the body goes through automatically when 
it is placed in a hot environment.  These adaptations involve many different 
organ systems.  The two primary goals of heat adaptation are the listed below: 
 
• Improve heat dissipation. 
• Reduce the strain placed on the cardiovascular system from the hot 

environment. 

 
How the Body 
Adapts to the 
Heat 

Some of the ways the body adapts to heat are listed below: 
 
• Heart rate decreases 
• Plasma volume increases 
• Rectal temperature decreases 
• The level of perceived exertion decreases 
• Sweat rate (and cooling rate) increases 

 
Length of 
Adaptation 

Complete adaptation to a hot environment can take as long as 14 days, but 
many of the adaptations occur within the first 7 days of being exposed to the 
heat. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Acclimatization to the Heat, Continued 

 
What the 
Marine Can Do 
to Adapt 

General guideline have been set forth to help individuals acclimate to the heat 
more rapidly.   
  
Step Action 

1 Exercise in the heat some each day at an intensity that is greater 
than 50% of your maximum effort.  Start slowly and increase the 
time spent exercising in the heat from 90 to100 minutes over a 14-
day period. 

2 Exercise with a partner, especially on very hot days. 
3 Alter your high intensity training so that it is performed in the 

cooler parts of the day – preferably in the morning or evening.   
4 If you know you are going to a hot environment, heat adaptation 

can be started even in a cooler environment by exercising in a 
heated room or by wearing insulated clothing. 

 
The Buddy 
System – Use It 

Many times heat related injuries could be avoided if everyone simply looked 
out for each other.  Keep tabs on what your fellow Marines are doing.  
 
Specifically, monitor the following items: 
 
• Watch for the warning signs of heat illness, especially a red or flushed face, 

inability to perform work, confusion, disorientation, fainting, or collapse.  
When in doubt, take action. 

 
• If a Marine becomes a heat casualty, move him/her into the shade, remove 

heavy clothing, and begin to administer water by mouth.  The water should 
be cool but not cold.  Up to 3 quarts may be needed. 

 
• If a Marine seems unconscious or confused, call for medical attention 

IMMEDIATELY. 
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

 
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 12 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 List two ways in which the body physically responds to heat. 

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 2 List four mental tasks affected by the heat.  

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 3  
Through  
Item 6 

Matching:  For items 3 through 6, match the heat related illness in column 1 with 
the symptoms in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided.  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continued on next page 

Column 1 Column 2 
 

Heat Related Illness/Injury Symptoms 
  

___ 3. Heat stroke 
___ 4. Heat exhaustion 
___ 5. Heat cramps 
___ 6. Heat syncope 

a. Red, hot skin 
b. Vertigo 
c. Leg cramps  
d. Profuse sweating 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 7 Identify four things a Marine can do in adapting to the heat.  

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Blood flow diverted away from 

skin. 
(2) Sweat produced. 

7-5 

2 (1) Communication 
(2) Command activities 
(3) Repetitive tasks 
(4) Tasks requiring concentration 

7-5 

3 a 7-6 
4 d 7-8 
5 c 7-10 
6 b 7-9 
7 (1)  Exercise in the heat each day. 

(2)  Exercise with a partner. 
(3)  Perform intense training in the 

morning. 
(4)  Adapt before you enter the hot 

environment. 

7-15 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

The risk of heat illness and injury is very real to the Marine.  Avoid situations 
that lead to heat injury and know how to treat heat related injuries and 
illnesses if they do occur.  There are things you can do to minimize your risk 
for injury while still allowing you to perform your duties.  Your risk of 
becoming a heat casualty can be reduced greatly if the items discussed above 
are considered. 
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LESSON 2 

COLD ENVIRONMENTS 

Introduction 

 
Scope Cold conditions exist that can present significant challenges to a Marine.  

Cold environments challenge the human body with stresses that may cause 
damage to human tissues in a matter of hours, minutes, or even seconds.  As a 
result, it is important to be trained in how to prepare for cold weather 
environments and recognize the dangers of cold weather injuries and 
illnesses.   

 
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to  
 

• Identify how cold affects physical performance. 
 

• Identify how cold affects mental performance. 
 

• Identify the signs and symptoms of cold weather injuries.  
 

• Identify ways for treating a Marine with hypothermia. 
 

• Identify adaptations the body makes to the cold. 
 

• Identify how the buddy system can prevent cold weather injuries. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 7-19 
Effects of Cold on the Body 7-20 
Hypothermia 7-22 
Frostbite  7-25 
Frostnip 7-27 
Immersion Foot and Trench Foot 7-28 
Other Cold Related Injuries and Illnesses 7-29 
Wind Chill 7-31 
Adjusting to the Cold 7-32 
Lesson 2 Exercise 7-34 
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Effects of Cold on the Body 

 
Introduction Performing duties or training in a cold environment presents the body with a 

number of unique problems.  This section will look at some of the general 
ways in which the cold will affect you.  In later sections, we will look at 
specific cold related illnesses and injuries and how they can be recognized 
and treated. 

 
Physical 
Performance 

If your body muscle temperature drops even a few degrees, muscular 
endurance and peak muscle power will both decline.  Similarly, tasks that 
involve precise control and coordination between the hand and arm, like 
firing a weapon, will also be impaired.   
 
Some other ways that cold affects physical performance are outlined below:  

 
Effect Description 

Shivering Shivering is a mechanism the body uses to generate heat.  
It results when muscles rapidly contract and relax.  Each 
time a muscle contracts some heat is produced.   
 
However, there is a down side to shivering - shivering 
decreases fine muscle coordination.  This impairs normal 
movements and muscle coordination that are necessary 
for marksmanship and other skills. 

Cooling skin and 
muscle 

Cold skin becomes numb and dexterity declines.  This 
impairs muscle coordination.  Skin can actually freeze if 
exposed to cold temperatures for too long. 

Decreasing 
Performance 

Running endurance decreases when air temperature 
drops from 52ºF to 39ºF or less. 

Additional 
Clothing 

If the weight of insulated clothing increases, the energy 
required for work also increases because of reduced joint 
mobility (at the knee, hip, and shoulder) and increased 
friction between layers of clothing.   Insulated clothing 
also may make duties seem more difficult to accomplish. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Effects of Cold on the Body, Continued 

 
Mental 
Performance 

Mental performance may degrade because of cold temperatures.  During 
prolonged labor or daily exposure to a cold environment, negative 
psychological or emotional effects such as impaired thinking or clinical 
depression may occur.  Monotonous duties that require concentration are 
most likely to be affected. 

 
Importance of a 
Proper Warm-
Up 

To combat the cold, take time to accomplish a proper warm-up prior to 
exercising in frigid conditions.  A proper warm-up raises the temperature in 
the body’s muscles, increases blood flow, and enhances the utilization of 
fuels used in muscle contraction.   

 
Injury and 
Illness 

Marines living and working in cold environments are at risk of developing 
two severe cold illnesses:  hypothermia and frostbite, or freezing of the skin.   
 
Marines may encounter other less severe cold illnesses, such as frostnip and 
immersion foot.  Each of these illnesses and injuries are described in greater 
detail in the following sections. 
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Hypothermia 

 
Definition  Hypothermia is a reduction in body temperature, and technically means low 

temperature.  The prefix “hypo-“ means low and “thermia” means 
temperature.   
 
WARNING:  Hypothermia is a life threatening condition and a medical 

emergency.  If body temperature remains low for a long period 
of time, especially when the Marine is unconscious, death or 
permanent disability can occur.  Contact medical personnel 
immediately if any Marine is suspected of having hypothermia. 

 
Causes Hypothermia occurs when the body is exposed to cold air or water, and the 

heat that the body loses exceeds the amount of heat that can be produced 
internally.  This imbalance can cause the body temperature to drop from a 
normal temperature of 98.6ºF to 95ºF or lower.   

 
Impaired 
Mental 
Performance 

Because the brain and nerves are very sensitive to hypothermia, mental 
sharpness declines and the central nervous system is impaired.  Thus, a 
Marine suffering from hypothermia may be uncoordinated, unconscious, or 
act in a bizarre manner.    

 
Contributing 
Factors  

Two factors that most often contribute to hypothermia are listed below: 
 
• Unanticipated wet clothing  
• A lengthy exposure to cold or cold-wet conditions.  
 
Temperature losses are especially rapid when the body and/or clothing are 
wet, either because of sweating or immersion in the water.  An important fact 
is that water cools the body 23 times faster than air alone does.   

 
Continued on next page 
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Hypothermia, Continued 

 
Signs  Hypothermia is a dangerous condition that is accompanied by a number of 

symptoms.  Some of the major symptoms that characterize hypothermia are 
listed below: 
 
• Uncontrollable shivering 
• Sensation of being cold 
• Immobile fingers 
• Rigid muscles 
• Staggering, stumbling 
• Unable to walk 25 feet along a straight line 
• Vague, slow, slurred speech 
• Gray or ashen skin color 
• Exhaustion 
• Feeling sleepy 
• Irritability 
• Mental impairment 
• Inability to stand or move after sitting 
• Coma 

 
Treatment  If a Marine is unconscious or confused, drowsy, has slow or slurred speech, 

or shivers uncontrollably, you should suspect that he/she has a very low body 
temperature and is suffering from hypothermia.    
 
Note:  The Marine suffering from hypothermia will not generate body heat on 

their own.  Therefore, the body must be rewarmed using an external 
heat source. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Hypothermia, Continued 

 
Five Methods 
for Rewarming 

Hypothermia requires that the entire body be rewarmed by using one of the 
following five methods:  
 
• Wrap the Marine in a blanket or sleeping bag. 
• Huddle with the Marine in close body-to-body contact. 
• Allow warm room air to slowly rewarm the body. 
• Immerse the body in warm water (104ºF).  
• Warm the skin with a hot water bottle or heating blanket placed on the groin 

and/or armpits. 
 
Keep the Marine dry and away from cold air drafts.  Provide warm fluids only 
if the Marine is alert and can swallow. 
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Frostbite  

 
Definition Frostbite results when water in the skin and adjacent tissues actually freeze.  

The ice crystals that form in body fluids can cause damage to cells and small 
blood vessels.  Frostbite may result from contact with cold metal, very cold 
liquid, or very cold air.   

 
Causes Frostbite occurs most often on the toes and feet, but also commonly occurs on 

the fingers, hands, nose, and ears.  Patients often report that frostbite begins 
with cold hands and feet, after which the pain changes to numbness.  
 
When severely frozen, the hand or foot may appear pale and feel as solid as 
frozen meat.   
 
WARNING:  Frostbite is a medical emergency and a medical professional 

should perform rewarming of the damaged skin.    

 
Categories of 
Frostbite 

Frostbite can be classified into four categories depending on the severity and 
extent of the damage as listed in the table below: 

 
Degree Description 

First Numbness, redness, local swelling.  A firm white or yellow 
plaque forms at the site of the injury. 

Second Blisters containing a clear or milky fluid form.  They will be 
surrounded by redness and swelling.   Solid black masses form 
within 10-24 days. 

Third Deep blisters containing purple bloody fluid form.  All skin 
layers and blood vessels have been affected.  Healing takes 
approximately 2 months. 

Fourth Gangrene sets in.  All layers of skin are affected.  Muscle and 
bone likely will be lost.  The affected part of the body will 
likely have to be amputated. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Frostbite, Continued 

 
Signs  While not as serious as hypothermia, frostbite is still a dangerous condition.  

The following symptoms characterize frostbite: 
 
• Pain in the frostbitten body part 
• Initial numbness or redness 
• Loss of sensation 
• White splotches appear on skin 
• Blisters containing a clear or milky fluid 
• Serious blisters containing deep purple fluid 

 
Treatment  Frostbite requires rapid treatment to minimize damage to the frozen tissues.  

The following guidelines serve as a good protocol to follow when treating 
frostbite. 

 
Step Action 

1 If possible, evacuate the Marine with frostbite and get him medical 
attention as soon as possible. 

2 Rewarm the damaged area only if evacuation is impossible.  If 
there is any possibility that the damaged skin will be frozen again, 
do not rewarm the frostbitten area; leave it frozen until the 
patient's safety is ensured. 
 
WARNING:  Avoid refreezing and infection at all costs. 

Additional damage and severs may occur if the skin 
is allowed to refreeze. 

 
Rewarm frostbitten skin by moving your buddy into a warm 
shelter, and prepare warm (not cold nor hot) water at a temperature 
of 100-108ºF.  Water that is hotter than 111ºF may burn the skin. 

3 Place frostbitten fingers or toes in the warm water.  Pour warm 
water on a frostbitten nose, ear, or cheek.   

4 Protect the injured skin and treat it delicately.   
 
CAUTION: Do not rub the injured area.  Place snow on it and 

 move it near a heat source (e.g., a stove), or cover it 
 with a hot object. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Frostnip 

 
Definition Frostnip is a condition similar to frostbite, but involves only the outer layer of 

skin and produces less tissue damage. 

 
Causes  While there are many factors that contribute to frostbite and frostnip, the 

following are considered major contributors. 
 
• Cold air * 
• Fast wind speed * 
• Exposed skin * 
• Bare skin touches a super cooled metal or liquid 
• Wet skin or clothing 
• Clothing with insufficient insulation 
• Tight gloves, boots, or clothing * 
• Cramped position or posture * 
 
* Denotes that this factor impairs the circulation of warm blood through the 

skin. 

 
Symptoms  Frostnip can potentially lead to frostbite.  The following symptoms are 

characteristics of frostnip: 
 
• Pain 
• Numbness and redness 
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Immersion Foot and Trench Foot 

 
Immersion Foot 
Defined 

Immersion foot results from exposure to wetness for a prolonged period of 
time.  Immersion foot develops slowly, during a period of 12 hours or more 
when feet are covered by wet boots or immersed in cold, but not freezing 
water (temperature of 33-50ºF).  The immersion in the cold water causes 
damage to small nerves and blood vessels without actually freezing cells.   

 
Trench Foot 
Defined 

Trench foot is similar to immersion foot, and their names are often used 
interchangeably.  However, trench foot occurs exclusively on dry land when a 
Marine wears wet footgear. 

 
Infection Marines with immersion foot or trench foot are very susceptible to infection.  

This should be considered if a Marine is diagnosed with immersion foot. 

 
Stages  Immersion foot and trench foot usually evolves in the three stages listed 

below:  
 

Stage Description 
1 Feet feel cold, swollen, and numb for a few days. 
2 Blood vessels are damaged, and blisters or ulcers appear for 2-6 

weeks. 
3 Feet may be very sensitive to cold, or may show obvious signs, 

such as pain, itching, swelling, numbness, loss of sensation, for 
weeks or months.   

 
Signs  If a Marine suffers from immersion foot, he will experience the following 

symptoms in the affected foot: 
 
• Cold or swollen feet and toes. 
• Pain and numbness in feet and toes. 
• Skin color is irregular. 
• Skin may itch or tingle. 
• The pulse throbs and it is very strong. 

 
Treatment  Evacuate a Marine suffering from immersion foot or trench foot to a medical 

facility immediately.  Failure to act could mean that the Marine will lose toes. 
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Other Cold Related Injuries and Illnesses 

 
Dehydration 
and the Cold 

In contrast to hot environments, dehydration is not usually associated with 
living in the cold.  However, dehydration can be a threat to health and 
performance even in cold environments.  When a Marine is not vigilant about 
water consumption, or becomes preoccupied with duties and other daily 
activities, he may experience a gradual loss of body water over several days.  
Decreases in both physical performance, such as stamina and endurance, and 
mental performance may occur when dehydration is moderate or severe.    

 
Treatment of 
Dehydration 

When dehydration occurs in the cold, fluid replacement should be 
accomplished slowly and consistently.  Because cold fluids lower internal 
body temperature and cause shivering, fluids should be warmed (77-86ºF) and 
contain carbohydrates (less than 7%) to delay fatigue.  It is likely that 
consuming 3 quarts of fluids per day will sustain performance and health 
during extended living in a cold environment (e.g., 5 days at -10ºF). 

 
Snow Blindness Snow blindness is a condition caused when the sun’s ultraviolet rays are 

reflected into the eyes resulting in pain, irritation, and difficulty seeing. 
 
As the name suggests, snow blindness frequently occurs after a snowfall.  
Sunlight reflects off the snow and most often is caused by the failure to wear 
sunglasses with ultraviolet protection. 

 
Symptoms of 
Snow Blindness 

Snow blindness is characterized by the following symptoms: 
 
• Pain in the eyeball that is made worse with eyeball movement. 
• A sensation of grit in the eyes. 
• Watering of the eyes. 
• Redness of the eyes. 
• Headache. 
• Increased pain in the eye when exposed to light. 

 
Prevention of 
Snow Blindness 

Wear sunglasses when snow blindness conditions exist for prevention. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Other Cold Related Injuries and Illnesses, Continued 

 
Treatment of 
Snow Blindness 

First aid measures for treating snow blindness consist of blindfolding the eyes 
and covering them with a damp cloth.  The condition typically heals in a few 
days without causing any permanent damage to the eyes. 

 
Sunburn Sunburn occurs when skin is “burned” by the ultraviolet rays of the sun.  

Sunburn can occur in cold weather and can intensify when the sun’s rays are 
reflected off the snow.  Sunburn can occur in as little as 10 minutes in severe 
conditions. 

 
Prevention of 
Sunburn 

Prevent sunburn by using sunscreen with a high SPF (Sun Protection Factor).  
Use sunscreen and lip balm with an SPF of at least 30 to protect against 
sunburn.  When snow is on the ground, apply sunscreen even to areas that 
may not normally get burned, such as the underside of the nose, ears, and lips.  
Marines with fair skin will burn faster than Marines with darker skin tones. 
 
Note:  Clouds do not block the sun’s ultraviolet rays.  So even though a day is 

overcast, you can still get sunburned.  Wet clothing, especially wet 
cotton, can allow UV rays to pass through the fabric. 

 
Treatment of 
Sunburn 

Treat sunburn by covering the damaged skin and minimizing its exposure to 
additional ultraviolet rays.  If the skin has blistered, cover the blister and do 
not pop.  Sunburn will heal in several days. 
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Wind Chill 

 
Wind Chill 
Factor 

The wind chill index is a way to tell how cold it feels.  It is based on the 
actual temperature and wind conditions.  Wind chill influences how fast a 
Marine may get frostbite or suffer from hypothermia. 

 
Wind Chill 
Chart 

Because both cold air and wind movement causes heat loss through the skin, 
the wind chill chart offers a method to determine the risk of frostbite from 
frozen skin.   
 
Wind chill charts have been constructed to help you determine the wind chill 
temperature based on the wind speed and actual temperature.  These charts 
have been developed for the Fahrenheit and Centigrade temperature scales. 
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Adjusting to the Cold 

 
The Body and 
Cold 
Environments 

When placed in a cold environment, the body attempts to adjust to the new 
temperature.  However, the amount of protection from the cold that the body 
can provide is limited, since there is only so much the body can do to increase 
heat production.  The adaptations the body does make provide little shelter 
against cold injuries.  In addition, any adaptations to the cold that a Marine’s 
body does make are lost in about 14-21 days if he is not consistently exposed 
to cold air. 

 
The Body’s 
Adaptation to 
the Cold 

The body takes a three-pronged approach to dealing with the cold.  Each of 
these adaptations takes place automatically and is not under conscious 
control.  

 
Adaptation Description 

Increase internal 
heat production 

Accomplished primarily through shivering.  As 
mentioned previously, shivering involves rapid muscle 
contractions to generate additional heat. 

Reduce heat loses Veins close to the surface of the skin are partially closed 
to limit the amount of warm blood that flows to the cold 
skin. 

Mobilize fuel 
within the body 
is used as energy 

Several glands within the body secrete hormones that 
make glucose and free fatty acids available for use as 
fuel. 

 
Dressing for the 
Cold 

The Marine will also undergo behavioral regulation in response to the cold.  
In other words, you will begin dressing differently and drinking warm liquids 
to combat the cold. 
 
When dressing to combat the cold, dress using layers, as opposed to putting 
on one heavy layer of clothes.  The different levels of clothing trap a small 
thickness of air between each layer.  This air acts as an insulator for the body 
and makes it easier for the body to regulate its heat production. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Adjusting to the Cold, Continued 

 
The Buddy 
System – Use It 

Whenever Marines are operating in cold environments, it is often useful to 
utilize the “buddy system.”  Keep an eye on your fellow Marines and look for 
the signs and symptoms that might indicate a cold related injury or illness.   
 
By following the two simple suggestions listed below, you can help to reduce 
the number of cold related injuries experienced by Marines. 
 
• Watch your buddies for the warning signs of cold illness.  When in doubt, 

take action. 
 
• Make sure that your buddies eat, drink, and sleep well.  Teamwork benefits 

everyone. 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

 
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 9 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1  List four ways that cold affects physical performance. 

 
(1) ________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ________________________________________________________ 

 
Item 2 List two ways mental performance is affected by the cold.  

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 3  
Through  
Item 7 

Matching:  For items 3 through 6, match the cold related illness in column 1 
with the symptoms in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided.  
There can be more than one correct choice from column 2 for each of the 
illnesses/injuries listed in column 1. 
 

Column 1 
 
Cold Related Illness/ Injury 

Column 2 
 
Symptoms 

 
___ 3. Hypothermia 
___ 4.  Frostbite 
___ 5.  Immersion foot 
___ 6.  Snow blindness 

 
a. White splotches on skin 
b. Itch, tingle in foot 
c. Gray skin 
d. Feeling of grit in eyes 
e. Blisters containing a clear or 

milky fluid 
 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 7 Identify five ways that a Marine suffering from hypothermia can be 

rewarmed. 
 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3)___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(5)____________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 8 List three adaptations that the body makes to adjust to the cold. 

 
(1)____________________________________________________________ 
 
(2)____________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 

 
Item 9 State two ways in which the Marine can use the buddy system to protect 

against cold injuries and illnesses. 
 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Shivering – impairs normal 

movement and muscle 
coordination. 

(2) Cooling skin and muscle – impairs 
muscle coordination 

(3) Decreasing performance – running 
endurance decreases. 

(4) Additional Clothing – energy 
required for work increases 
because of reduced joint mobility. 

7-20 

2 (1) Impaired thinking 
(2) Clinical depression 

7-21 

3 c 7-223 
4 a, f 7-26 
5 b 7-28 
6 e 7-29 
7 (1)  Warm the skin with a hot water 

bottle. 
(2)  Wrap the Marine in a blanket or 

sleeping bag. 
(3)  Huddle with the Marine in close 

body-to-body contact. 
(4)  Allow warm room air to heat the 

body. 
(5)  Immerse the body in hot (104oF) 

water. 

7-24 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions, 
continued 

 

 
Item Number Answer Reference 

8 (1) Increase internal heat production 
(2) Reduce heat loses 
(3) Mobilize fuel within the body for 

use of energy 

7-32 

9 (1) Watch buddies for signs of cold 
illness/injury. 

(2) Make sure your buddies eat, drink 
and sleep well. 

7-343 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

Cold injuries can be devastating to the Marine, especially if the Marine is 
unaware of the dangers associated with the cold and the proper steps to 
protect him from the cold.   
 
This lesson has outlined the risks that are presented by a cold environment 
and details how the body responds to the cold.  Most importantly, you should 
be aware of the signs and symptoms of the most common cold injuries and 
illnesses as well as the steps to take to treat them.  Adhering to the 
information presented in this lesson should make you better equipped for 
performing in the cold and minimizing the risk of injury. 
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LESSON 3 

HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS 

Introduction 

 
Scope High-altitude environments are defined as those locations between 4,921 and 

11,483 feet (1500 - 3500 meters) above sea level.  Very high-altitude 
environments lie between 11,483 and 18,045 feet (3500 - 5500 meters).  
 
At high elevations, air has less weight (per cubic yard) and there is lower 
oxygen content than air at sea level.  Air is often thought of as being “thinner” 
at high altitudes.  Because of the lower oxygen content in the air, less oxygen 
enters the lungs with each breath and consequently less oxygen enters the 
blood stream.  As a result, body organs can become starved for oxygen.  This 
condition is known as hypoxia or low oxygen.  

 
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 

• Identify the effects high altitude has on physical performance. 
 

• Identify the effects high altitude has on mental performance. 
 

• Match high altitude illnesses with their symptoms. 
 

• Identify the time frame for physical adaptations to high altitude 
environments. 

 

• Identify the importance of nutrition for performance at altitude. 

 
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 7-39 
Effects of Altitude on the Body 7-40 
High Altitude Pulmonary Edema (HAPE) 7-42 
High Altitude Cerebral Edema (HACE) 7-43 
Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS) 7-44 
Acclimatizing to Altitude 7-46 
Nutrition at Altitude 7-47 
Lesson 3 Exercise 7-48 
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Effects of Altitude on the Body 

 
Physical 
Performance 

Compared to exercise at sea level, physical performance declines at high 
altitudes.  This occurs because the amount of oxygen entering the lungs and 
the amount delivered to muscles by the blood is inadequate to support high 
intensity exercise.   
 
Endurance activities that require a steady supply of oxygen are especially 
affected.  As a result of the low oxygen content in the air, a greater percentage 
of the body’s energy needs are met through anaerobic metabolism, which 
results in increased lactic acid production and a more rapid onset of fatigue. 
 
Physical performance also declines because the air is cold in mountainous 
regions of the world.  The negative effects of cold on physical performance 
were described in the Cold Environments lesson.   

 
Specific 
Physical 
Changes 

Four specific physical changes that occur in response to being at altitude are 
listed below: 
 

 
Physical Change Description 

Ventilation increases  This increase comes in an attempt to meet the 
oxygen needs of the brain and working muscles.  
At sea level, normal resting ventilatory rates are 
approximately 12 breathes per minute.  At 
increased altitudes, this increases and can get to 
over 60 breathes per minute. 

Cardiac output (the 
amount of blood that is 
pumped in each minute) 
increases  

This response is designed to drive more blood, 
which carries oxygen, through the body. 

Erythropoietin (EPO) 
increases. This hormone 
stimulates the formation 
of new red blood cells. 

This response occurs in an effort to increase the 
oxygen carrying capacity of the blood.  If the 
blood can carry more oxygen, the cardiac output 
and ventilatory rate can return to more normal 
values. 

Weight loss The body does not do this naturally.  Rather, it 
comes about due to a decrease in appetite that is 
typically seen at altitude.  It is important for the 
Marine to focus on eating enough calories each 
day to retain weight at altitude. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Effects of Altitude on the Body, Continued 

 
Mental 
Performance 

Mental performance declines at altitude because the brain and nerves are very 
sensitive to low oxygen conditions.  This explains why Marines sometimes 
experience changes in memory and vision at high altitude.  Another common 
abnormality is that Marines often complain of the following: 
 
• Trouble falling asleep 
• Disturbed frequently during the night 
• Do not feel refreshed when they wake in the morning 

 
Specific Mental 
Changes 

Specifically, the central nervous system may be affected in the following 
ways: 
 
• Forgetting simple things 
• Difficulty in expressing thoughts 
• Errors during mental tasks   
• Mood changes, such as being less friendly, sleepier, and having less energy 

 
Injury and 
Illness 

Because both hypoxia and cold are commonly present at high altitudes, 
visiting or living at high altitude may lead to illnesses that are seen only 
above 8,200 feet (2500 meters).  Hypoxia and cold can cause each of the 
following three illnesses: 
 
• Acute mountain sickness 
• High-altitude cerebral edema 
• High-altitude pulmonary edema  
 
These illnesses are discussed in greater detail in the following sections. 
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High Altitude Pulmonary Edema (HAPE) 

 
Definition High Altitude Pulmonary Edema (HAPE) occurs when the lungs begin to fill 

with fluid as a result of the body adapting to a high elevation. 
 
The word “edema” refers to fluid accumulation and swelling in a specific part 
of the body.   
 
The word “pulmonary” refers to the lungs, which allow oxygen and other 
gases to pass into the blood stream. 
 
Put together, pulmonary edema means swelling of, and fluid filling the lungs. 
 
WARNING:   While HAPE is not immediately dangerous, it can progress to 

 a life-threatening illness if not treated promptly. 

 
Affects  HAPE affects breathing and oxygen delivery to the blood because of the fluid 

that accumulates in the lungs.  This illness develops between 6 hours and 4 
days at altitude and is rare at altitudes below 16,400 feet (5000 meters).   

 
Warning Signs 
of HAPE 

The warning signs for HAPE include the following symptoms: 
 
• Breathlessness or breathing difficulty 
• Rapid breathing 
• Rapid heart rate 
• A dry, persistent cough 
• A cough that produces a pink, frothy fluid 
• Skin, lips, or mucous membranes appear dark blue or purple 

 
Treatment  Mild cases of HAPE can be treated with bed rest and by receiving 

supplemental oxygen.   
 
WARNING:  HAPE can be a life threatening condition and affected 

 Marines exhibiting severe symptoms should descend from 
 the high altitude.  
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High Altitude Cerebral Edema (HACE) 

 
Definition High altitude cerebral edema (HACE) is a swelling of the brain that results 

from exposure to high altitudes, usually above 12,000 feet. 
 
The word “edema” refers to fluid accumulation and swelling in a specific part 
of the body.   
 
The term “cerebral” refers to a part of the brain known as the cerebrum, 
which controls thinking, movement, speech, sight, and hearing.   
 
Putting these terms together, cerebral edema refers to the swelling of the 
brain. 
 
WARNING:   While HACE is not immediately dangerous, it can progress 

 to a life-threatening illness if not treated promptly. 

 
Affects HACE involves fluid accumulation in and around the brain.  Marines with 

HACE will experience a severe headache, mental confusion, or 
hallucinations.  When walking or marching, Marines with HACE will stagger 
as though they were drunk and unable to walk along a straight line.  Exercise 
exaggerates HACE.  Fine movements of the hands, fingers and eyes also are 
altered.   

 
Warning Signs  The warning signs for HACE include the following symptoms: 

 
• Severe headache 
• Mental confusion 
• Hallucinations 
• Severe weakness, fatigue 
• Staggering 
• Gray ashen skin color 

 
Treatment Have an affected Marine descend to a lower altitude and breathe in 

supplemental oxygen.   
 
WARNING:  If left untreated, HACE can be fatal.   
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Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS) 

 
Definition Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS) is a complex illness characterized by nausea 

and vomiting that typically hits unacclimatized, sea level residents who 
ascend rapidly to high altitude. 

 
Affects  AMS affects individuals who rapidly ascend to elevations above 8200 feet 

(2500 meters).  Victims may experience headache, weariness, loss of appetite, 
nausea, or vomiting.  These symptoms typically develop within 6 to12 hours 
of arriving at the high altitude. 

 
Warning Signs  Even if the precautions listed above are followed, it is still possible to get 

AMS.  Therefore, it is important to know the signs and symptoms of AMS. 
The major symptoms to look for include the following: 
 
• Severe headache 
• Inability to sleep 
• Nausea, vomiting 
• Indigestion 
• Loss of mental sharpness 
• Loss of appetite 
• Decreased urine output despite normal fluid consumption 
• Staggering 
• Inability to walk along a straight line 

 
Is AMS 
Serious? 

While AMS is unpleasant, it is not a serious condition.  However, 
occasionally when left untreated, AMS may progress to HACE.   

 
Continued on next page 
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Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS), Continued 

 
Prevention Consuming a diet that is rich in carbohydrates and performing a graded ascent 

when climbing to a high altitude can help to prevent AMS.  It is 
recommended that 2 to 3 days be spent at an altitude of 2500 to 3000 meters 
if you are ascending to an altitude that is higher than this.  AMS can be 
controlled to some extent with medication prescribed by a physician. 

 
Treatment  Returning the affected individual to sea level can usually treat acute mountain 

sickness. 
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Acclimatizing to Altitude 

 
Adjusting 
Depends on the 
Marine 

Marines will gradually adjust to altitude over time and be able to perform at 
levels that come close to what they were able to accomplish at sea level.  
These changes begin almost immediately once the Marine arrives at high 
altitude.  Some adaptations occur after several days, while others may take 
years to fully change.  The most significant changes occur over a period of 10 
to14 days. 

 
Adaptations The specific adaptations that occur are meant to increase the amount of 

oxygen that is delivered to the muscles, organs, and brain.  Some of these 
adaptations are: 
 
• Increased number of red blood cells that can carry oxygen to the working 

muscles and brain. 
 
• Increased rate of breathing that will get more oxygen into the lungs. 
 
• Increased heart rate to pump more blood through the lungs. 
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Nutrition at Altitude 

 
Nutrition 
Important  

The Marine must concentrate even more on maintaining proper nutrition at 
altitude.  Consumption of both food and fluids may suffer when a Marine 
moves into mountainous areas.  Scientists report that humans may lose 1 to 4 
pounds of body weight per week because of a decreased appetite.  Also, the 
need to concentrate on physical tasks and climbing often shifts a Marine's 
concentration away from eating and drinking properly. 

 
The High 
Altitude Diet 

Just like at sea level, eating three complete meals per day, plus snacks, is the 
proper way for the Marine to eat.  Living at high elevations requires much 
strenuous work.  Consume enough calories each day to support your daily 
activities. 
 
Most adults who move to high altitude report that they crave carbohydrates.  
High carbohydrate diets are thought to improve endurance functions at high 
altitudes.   

 
Drinking and 
Fluid Intake 

The average daily water loss at high altitude ranges from 2.1 to 2.6 quarts in 
sedentary adults, but can increase up to 6 quarts per day for the Marine.  
Water intake rarely reaches this level; therefore, become conscious of 
drinking enough water at high altitudes.   
 
Body fluid losses and dehydration often are misjudged, because the air on 
high peaks is cool (air temperature drops about 1ºF for each 300-foot increase 
in elevation).   
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

 
Direction Complete exercises 1 through 7 by performing the action required.  Check 

your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 List four ways in which the body is physically affected in high altitude 

environments. 
 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Item 2 List four ways mental tasks are affected by high altitude.  

 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 3  
Through  
Item 5 

Matching:  For items 3 through 5, match the altitude related illness in column 
1 with the symptoms in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces 
provided.  There can be more than one correct choice from column 2 for each 
of the illnesses/injuries listed in column 1. 

 
Column 1 Column 2 
  
Altitude Related Illness Symptoms 

  
___ 3.  Acute Mountain Sickness 
___ 4.  High Altitude Pulmonary Edema 
___ 5.  High Altitude Cerebral Edema 

a. Cough producing pink froth 
b. Gray ashen skin color 
c. Nausea, vomiting 

 
Item 6 How many days does it take for the Marine to typically adapt to a high 

altitude environment? 
 
a. 7-10 
b. 10-14 
c. 14-21 
d. 21-28 

 
Item 7 Why is nutrition important for performance at high altitude? 

 
a. Rapid weight loss due to decrease in appetite 
b. To maintain muscular strength 
c. Craving of carbohydrates 
d. Craving of fluids 

  
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

 
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

 
Item Number Answer Reference 

1 (1) Ventilation increases 
(2)  Cardiac output increases 
(3)  Erythropoietin production increases 
(4)  Weight is lost 

7-40 

2 (1) Forgetting simple things 
(2)  Difficulty expressing thoughts 
(3)  Errors during mental tasks 
(4)  Mood changes 

7-41 

3 c 7-44 
4 a 7-42 
5 b 7-43 
6 b 7-46 
7 a 7-47 

 
Lesson 
Summary 

High altitude offers many challenges to the Marine.  The low oxygen content 
in the air makes it very difficult to engage in any high intensity activities or 
training.  It also presents a number of health hazards you should be aware of.  
 
This lesson presented the difficulties that exist in high altitude environments 
and identified three common high altitude illnesses.  Take the time to become 
familiar with the signs and symptoms of these illnesses, because while none 
of them are immediately life threatening, they can lead to death if ignored.   
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STUDY UNIT 8 

BASIC NUTRITION 

Overview 

  
Introduction Proper nutrition is one of the basic building blocks of maintaining health and 

effective training.  If you eat and drink correctly, your body will perform like 
a well-oiled machine.  Eat incorrectly and the entire machine can break down. 
 
It is beneficial to think of the body as a high performance car; each requires 
the right fuel to perform at its optimal level.  Just as you would want to put 
high-octane gas in your car to maintain optimal performance, you want to fuel 
your body to perform effectively and avoid illness.  It is very easy to go 
through life without thinking about what we put into our bodies.  However, 
the body has very specific nutritional requirements.  If one component of your 
diet is off, all aspects of how your body functions may be affected.   

  
Scope This study unit outlines the basics of nutrition and the nutritional 

requirements of the Marine.  The purpose of this study unit is to provide you 
with a basic understanding of the different nutrients and how they impact 
health and performance.  Basic guidelines are also provided for Marines who 
are looking to lose weight. 

  
In This Study 
Unit 

This study unit contains the following lessons: 

 
Topic See Page 

Nutrition and Disease Prevention 8-3 
The Nutrients 8-13 
Nutrition and the Performance of the Marine 8-37 
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LESSON 1 

NUTRITION AND DISEASE PREVENTION 

Introduction 

  
Scope Getting too much or not getting enough of the nutrients we need in our diet 

can cause diseases.  During the 16th century, sailors on long voyages across 
the ocean often developed a disease called scurvy.  In 1741, James Lind, a 
British Naval doctor conducted an experiment to try to find a cure for scurvy.  
Sailors, who were sick with scurvy, were given either cider, vinegar, sulfuric 
acid, seawater, oranges and lemons, or a strong laxative mixed with spices.  
The sailors also ate the ship’s basic diet.  The men receiving the oranges and 
lemons got well almost at once.  This was how we learned that scurvy is a 
disease caused by not getting enough vitamin C.   
 
In similar ways, proper nutrition plays a significant role in the prevention of 
other diseases and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.  The following lesson will 
identify the major causes of death in the United States and outline how proper 
nutrition is important in the maintenance of a healthy lifestyle. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the common illnesses associated with poor nutrition. 
 
• Compare the relationship between a balanced diet and disease prevention. 
 
• Identify guidelines for safely losing weight. 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 8-3 
Chronic Illnesses 8-4 
Body Weight and Disease 8-7 
Losing Weight 8-8 
Lesson 1 Exercise 8-10 
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Chronic Illnesses 

  
Categories of 
Nutritional 
Illnesses 

Nutritional illnesses can be placed into one of two categories listed in the 
table below: 
  

Category Description 
Deficiency 
Illnesses 

Caused by not getting enough of a nutrient in our diet.  
Diseases like scurvy, where the body is not getting enough of 
an essential nutrient, are called deficiency diseases.  Most of 
the early research on nutrition focused on identifying nutrients 
in foods that would prevent deficiency diseases. 

Chronic 
Illnesses 

Caused, in part, by our diet and exercise habits.  Today, the 
focus of nutrition research is on chronic diseases such as heart 
disease and cancer.   

 

 
Leading Causes 
of Death in the 
U.S. 

The Center for Disease Control (CDC) has said that our diet is associated 
with four of the 10 leading causes of death in the United States.  The table 
below presents the leading causes of death in the United States.  
  

Rank Cause of Death 
1 Heart disease 
2 Cancers 
3 Stroke 
4 Chronic obstructive lung disease 
5 Accidents 
6 Diabetes Mellitus 
7 Pneumonia and Influenza 
8 Alzheimer’s Disease 
9 Kidney disease 
10 Septicemia (bacteria in the blood) 

 
The remainder of this lesson covers four of these chronic diseases and their 
links to nutrition:  heart disease, cancer, stroke, and diabetes. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Chronic Illnesses, Continued 

  
Heart Disease Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States, killing about 

725,000 people each year.  Although the cause of death is usually a heart 
attack, a long-developing artery disease known as atherosclerosis, sometimes 
called hardening of the arteries, often precedes the attack.  While many 
people consider atherosclerosis to be a disease that happens only to older 
people, this condition often begins to develop in childhood. 

  
Nutrition and 
Heart Disease 

A healthy lifestyle, including a balanced diet, getting enough exercise, and 
not smoking, can help reduce the risk of heart disease.  A diet low in fat and 
cholesterol, high in fruits and vegetables, and grains can help decrease your 
chances of heart disease. 

  
Cancer Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the United States, with a 

prediction of more than 550,000 cancer deaths in year 2002.   

  
Nutrition and 
Cancer 

It is estimated that about one-third of the deaths due to cancer will be linked 
to poor diet.  Studies show the link between diet and some cancers is strong.  
Health experts believe that a balanced diet, together with exercise and a 
healthy weight, can reduce cancer risk by 30 to 40 percent.   
 
Getting enough fruits and vegetables in your diet is also important.  People 
who eat five or more servings of fruits and vegetables a day have about half 
the cancer risk of those who eat two or less servings. 

  
Stroke Stroke is the third leading cause of death in the United States.  According to 

the CDC, about 600,000 people have a stroke each year.       

  
Nutrition and 
Stroke 

Eating fruits and vegetables may reduce the risk of stroke by decreasing high 
blood pressure, which is one of the major risk factors for stroke.   
 
Studies have shown that a diet with at least five servings of fruits and 
vegetables, and three servings of low-fat dairy products, will lower blood 
pressure in people with normal or high blood pressure. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Chronic Illnesses, Continued 

  
Diabetes Diabetes is the sixth leading cause of death in Americans and is associated 

with other serious health problems including heart disease, stroke, 
hypertension, blindness, and kidney disease.  During the past 10 years, 
diabetes has increased almost 50% among adults.   

  
Types of 
Diabetes 

The two types of diabetics are listed in the table below:  
  

Type Description 
Type I (insulin 
dependent diabetes)  

Individuals with type I diabetes take care of their 
blood glucose levels through diet, insulin shots, and 
exercise.  Insulin is a hormone produced by the 
pancreas. 

Type II (non-insulin 
dependent diabetes) 

Individuals with type II diabetes benefit most from 
following a diet moderate in carbohydrate and fat 
and maintaining a healthy weight.   

 
Nutrition and 
Diabetes 

A diet with lots of fruits and vegetables may help reduce the risk of 
developing diabetes. 
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Body Weight and Disease 

  
Weight 
Concerns 

Being overweight increases your chances of developing diseases such as heart 
disease, cancer, stroke, and diabetes.  Some concerning statistics illustrate the 
declining health of the U.S. population.   
 
• Over half of the adults in the United States are overweight.   
 
• About 25% of children between the ages of 6 and 17 are overweight or at 

risk of becoming overweight.   

  
How Does One 
Become 
Overweight? 

Being overweight during childhood and adolescence greatly increases your 
chances of being overweight or obese when you are an adult.  The causes of 
obesity and overweight are eating more calories than you burn off.   
 
To loose weight, you have to expend more calories than you take in.  
Maintaining a healthy body weight involves a proper balance of exercise and 
food intake. 

 
Energy Balance  There is an “energy balance” within the body that takes into account the 

number of calories eaten and the number of calories burned off.  The energy 
balance equation is shown below.   
 

Energy Balance = Calories Eaten – Calories Burned 
 

If you have a positive energy balance, meaning you eat more calories than 
you burn off, you are going to gain weight. 
 
If you have a negative energy balance, meaning you burn off more calories 
than you eat, you are going to lose weight. 

  
Calories and 
calories 

Throughout this study unit you will see two terms used that look the same but 
mean something different. 
 
• The unit of energy stored in food is calorie, with a lowercase “c.” 
 
• Calorie, with a capital “C” equals 1,000 calories.  This is also called a 

kilocalorie, abbreviated kcal. 
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Losing Weight 

  
Calories In and 
Calories Out 

Although Americans have used many different techniques and diets to lose 
weight, the bottom line is to burn off more calories than you eat.  It is the 
same as balancing your checkbook.  Eating is like making deposits in your 
checking account.  Burning calories is like making withdrawals.  And we all 
know that if we make more deposits than we do withdrawals, we end up with 
a big, fat checking account.  That is good when it comes to your checkbook.   
 
Put another way, weight loss results only when you eat fewer calories and/or 
exercise more.  The most successful approach to weight loss is eating a 
balanced diet, decreasing calories a little, and exercising a little more each 
day.  This approach has been shown to result in loss of body fat, without 
muscle loss.   

 
Guidelines for 
Losing Weight 

Health experts generally recommend a weight loss of 1 to 2 pounds per week.  
Losing more than this, in most cases, means you are losing muscle also.   
 
To lose 1 to 2 pounds per week, you need to consume 500 to 1000 Calories 
below your caloric requirement each day.   
 
Note:  One pound of body fat is equal to about 3500 calories.   

  
Considerations 
for Dieting 

If it is determined that you need to lose weight, focus the goal of a weight loss 
plan to decrease body fat while maintaining lean body mass.  Before 
attempting to lose weight, the following should be determined by a health 
care professional: 
 
1. What is your ideal weight range?  
2. Do you weigh more than you should, or just more than you want to?  
3. How many pounds do you need to lose to be in your healthy weight range?  
4. How are you going to do it? 

  
Continued on next page 
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Losing Weight, Continued 

  
Intelligent 
Weight Loss 

Eating a little less and exercising is the best approach to losing weight.  It 
typically is not a good idea to give up entire food groups or even specific 
foods.  If you give up the foods you enjoy, it will be much harder to achieve 
your weight loss goals.   
 
Include foods from the major food groups in a weight loss plan.  Diets that 
rely on special food products or eliminate one or more food groups often do 
not provide all the essential nutrients.     

 
Rapid Weight 
Loss 

 

Rapid weight loss is very different from gradual weight loss, and not 
recommended in any case.  Do not confuse the two.  Rapid weight loss most 
often occurs by drastically cutting back on all foods or not eating at all 
(fasting).   
 
Rapid weight loss can result in three times more lean tissue (muscle, water) 
than fat tissue loss. Exercise, saunas, pills, and other techniques are also 
sometimes used in addition to fasting or food restriction.   
 
CAUTION:  If you lose too much weight, you can suffer heat illness, 

 muscle cramping, fatigue, dizziness, weakness, and decreased 
 concentration.   
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Lesson 1 Exercise 

  
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 4 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 Identify four common illnesses that lead to death in the United States that are 

related to nutrition. 
 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 

 
Item 2 What are the characteristics of a diet that can help reduce the risk of heart 

attack? 
 
(1) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________________________ 
 

  
Item 3 Which of the following equations represents an energy balance in which you 

will not gain or lose weight? 
 
a. Energy In – Energy Out = 100 Calories 
b. Energy In – Energy Out = -100 Calories 
c. Energy In – Energy Out = 0 Calories 
d. Energy In – Energy Out = 1000 Calories 

 
Continued on next page 
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 Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

 
Item 4 To lose weight, you should focus on losing __________ pound per week. 

 
a. 1 - 2 
b. 2 - 3 
c. 3 - 5 
d. 5 - 10 

  
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 (1) Heart disease 

(2) Cancer 
(3) Stroke 
(4) Diabetes 

8-4 

2 (1) Low fat 
(2) Low cholesterol 
(3) High in fruits and vegetables 
(4) Grains 

8-5 

3 c 8-7 
4 a 8-8 

  
Summary It has been said that you are what you eat.  There is no doubt, that what you 

eat can make a difference.  A healthful diet can reduce your chances of heart 
disease, cancer, high blood pressure, stroke, and diabetes.  Your diet can help 
provide the energy you need to make it through a long hard day, and can 
make the difference in cramping up or running strong.  Knowing the nutrition 
basics and choosing foods that make up a well-rounded diet, are important not 
only for your health, but to maximize your performance.   
 
This lesson has identified the importance of nutrition in a healthy lifestyle.  
By recognizing the dangers of being overweight and not eating a proper diet, 
you have taken a huge step towards remaining healthy throughout life. 
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LESSON 2 

THE NUTRIENTS 

Introduction 

  
Scope Nutrients are the essential elements of nutrition you need to stay healthy.  

Almost every food you eat contains some of the basic nutrients: 
 
• Carbohydrates 
• Proteins 
• Fats 
• Vitamins 
• Minerals 
• Fluids/Water 
• Electrolytes 
 
This lesson looks at each of these nutrients and describes why they are 
important to health and performance. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the definition of the seven basic nutrients. 
 
• Identify key food sources for the seven basic nutrients.  
 
• Identify key factors on food labels. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 8-13 
Carbohydrates 8-15 
Protein 8-17 
Fats 8-20 
Vitamins 8-22 
Minerals 8-23 
Fluids and Hydration 8-25 
Electrolytes 8-26 
Supplements 8-27 
Stimulants 8-29 
Reading Food Labels 8-30 
Lesson 2 Exercise 8-33 
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Carbohydrates 

  
Carbohydrates 
Defined 

Carbohydrates are sugars.  Carbohydrates can be further classified as simple 
or complex sugars.  Sugars occur naturally in fruits, vegetables, milk, and 
other foods, as well as in a refined state such as table sugar or sucrose.   

 
Carbohydrates 
in the Diet 

Carbohydrates are the major source of calories (55 to 65% of total daily 
energy) in the American diet, and they are important for providing energy for 
physical activity.   
 
Studies on distance runners and cyclists have shown that a high carbohydrate 
intake increases the time they can exercise before becoming exhausted, and 
can exercise at a higher intensity than when eating a low carbohydrate diet.  
Thus, a high carbohydrate diet is important to physically active people, 
especially when the activity is non-stop for long periods.  The body cannot 
distinguish between naturally occurring and added sugars and digests both in 
exactly the same manner. 

  
Simple 
Carbohydrates 

Simple carbohydrates are also called simple sugars.  They are easily broken 
down by the digestive system and enter the blood stream rapidly. 

  
Complex 
Carbohydrates 

Complex carbohydrates, found in grain foods, fruits and vegetables, get their 
name from their complex chain-like structure of many sugar units.  Included 
in this category are starches and dietary fiber.  During digestion, starch is 
broken down into sugars and used by the body for energy. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Carbohydrates, Continued 

  
Importance of 
Fiber 

Fiber is a type of carbohydrate that is typically found in fruits, vegetables, 
nuts, seeds, beans, and whole-grain products.  Diets low in dietary fiber can 
increase your chances of getting certain conditions and diseases, such as 
constipation, heart disease, colon cancer, and diabetes.   
 
Health experts recommend a high-fiber diet.  The National Cancer Institute 
suggests consuming between 20 and 30 grams per day of dietary fiber.  Most 
Americans do not get that much fiber in their diet.   
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Protein 

  
Protein Defined Protein is the nutrient that is needed to build and repair muscle tissue after a 

workout or injury.  The more physically active you are, the more protein you 
may need.   

 
Protein 
Requirements 

Because we hear so much about getting enough carbohydrates, protein needs 
are often overlooked.  It is often said that all Americans get enough protein.  
However, this is not always the case.  Do not assume that everyone is getting 
enough protein.  This is especially true if you are watching calories to control 
weight or if you are not eating animal foods, like in some vegetarian diets.   

  
Strength 
Training and 
Endurance 
Needs  

Studies on athletes have shown that their protein requirements are higher than 
requirements of sedentary people, and can reach 0.6 grams of protein per 
pound of body weight per day (gm/lb bw/d).   
 
Strength training increases protein requirements to 0.9 gm/lb bw/day.  
Therefore, a general recommendation of 1.2 to 2.0 gm/lb bw/day for 
physically active people is appropriate. 

  
Protein Factor The protein factor is a way of determining how much protein a person should 

eat daily.  Multiply this factor by body weight, measured in pounds, to 
determine the grams of protein you should eat per day. 

 
Activity Level Protein Factor 

Grams needed per pound of body weight 
Sedentary Adult 0.4 grams 
Endurance Athlete 0.6 - 0.9 grams 
Strength Training Athlete 0.6 - 0.9 grams 

 
Continued on next page 
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Protein, Continued 

  
Amino Acids All proteins are comprised of substances called amino acids.  Humans need 

20 different amino acids for growth and repair of body cells and tissues.  The 
two types of amino acids are listed in the table below: 

 
Type Description 

Non-essential More than half of the amino acids are called nonessential 
amino acids, which means the body can make them, and 
they do not need to be consumed in the diet.   

Essential There are nine amino acids our body either cannot make at 
all, or cannot make in sufficient amounts to meet our needs.  
These nine amino acids are called essential.   

 
High Quality 
Proteins 

The protein found in both animal foods and plant foods are made up of amino 
acids, but the protein in animal foods is of higher quality because it more 
closely resembles the amino acid content found in human tissue.  Animal 
protein is considered of higher biological value to humans than protein 
coming from plants. 
 
For the body to use protein for building and repairing tissue, you must eat 
enough calories and get at least 65% of your protein from animal products, 
such as meat, milk, and eggs (animal foods).   

  
Protein and the 
Vegetarian Diet 

Vegetarians are at risk of eating protein deficient diets.  A person eating a diet 
that does not contain meat, milk, or eggs may need more protein because 
plant protein does not contain all of the essential amino acids.  Proteins low in 
one or more of the essential amino acids are called incomplete protein, low-
quality protein, or protein of low biological value. 
 
To ensure the body is receiving adequate amounts of the amino acids, 
especially the essential amino acids, it is important you consume protein from 
a number of different sources. 
 
People consuming a strict vegetarian diet and/or restricting calories may need 
as much as 2.5 grams of protein per pound of body weight per day. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Protein, Continued 

  
Dangers of Too 
Much Protein 

It is often said that high protein diets can stress the kidneys or liver.  These 
concerns, for the most part, are unfounded, especially in healthy individuals.   
 
The body breaks down protein consumed in excess of amounts needed for the 
synthesis and repair of tissue and either uses it for energy or converts it to 
body fat, as are all extra calories. 
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Fats 

  
Fats Defined Fats, also known as lipids, are high-energy nutrients made of a glycerol 

molecule and three fatty acids.  Fats, while often receiving negative publicity, 
are necessary in small quantities for the body to function normally. 

 
Types of Fat Fat in food can come in one of three types: 

 
• Saturated fat  
• Monounsaturated fat  
• Polyunsaturated fat   
 
No matter the type of fat, they all provide the same number of calories.  For 
example, fat in margarine has the same number of calories as the fat in butter, 
which has the same number of calories as animal fat.   

 
Dietary 
Requirements 

The World Health Organization has issued a dietary fat recommendation of 
up to 30% of calories from fat for sedentary individuals, but recommends that 
physically active people consume up to 35% of their calories as fat.   

  
Is Fat Good? While much has been written about the negative effects of high fat diets, you 

need a certain amount of fat in your diet and on your body for good health 
and to train.  Fat is an important source of energy during exercise. 
 
In general, saturated fats pose a health risk while polyunsaturated fats can 
actually provide a health benefit.  Different sources of saturated, 
monounsaturated and polyunsaturated fats are listed in the following table. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Fats, Continued 

  
Fats in Food Different foods contain different types of fat.  The table below lists the three 

types of fat, where they come from, and what effects they may have on the 
body. 

 
Type of Fat Characteristics Derived from Examples Health effects 

Saturated fatty 
acids 

Solid at room 
temperature 

Animal 
sources 

Butter, coconut 
oil, beef tallow, 

palm oil and 
lard 

Raise blood 
cholesterol 

levels 

Monounsaturated 
fatty acids 

Liquid at room 
temperature 

Plant sources 
Olive oil, canola 
oil, and peanut 

oil 

Help lower 
blood 

cholesterol 
levels 

Polyunsaturated 
fatty acids 

Liquid at room 
temperature Plant sources 

Safflower oil, 
sunflower oil, 

corn oil, 
soybean oil, and 
cottonseed oil 

Help lower 
blood 

cholesterol 
levels 

 
Energy in Fat The fat in our food is the most concentrated source of calories in our diet.  

That is one reason why many people lose weight when they go on a low fat 
diet.  There are about 115 calories in an ounce of pure carbohydrate, and the 
same number in an ounce of pure protein.  However, an ounce of pure fat has 
about 250 calories. 

 
Fat and Disease Some studies have found an association between high-fat diets and diseases 

such as heart disease and some types of cancer.  Health agencies such as the 
American Heart Association and the American Cancer Society recommend fat 
intakes of no more than 30% of calories.  These recommendations are based 
on research conducted on sedentary individuals.  

 
Family History 

 
People with a family history of heart disease or who have high blood 
cholesterol levels should limit saturated fats to one-third of all fat in the diet.  
This should be about 10 percent of total calorie intake.  Also, you should 
increase the amount of healthier fats – the monounsaturated fats.  
Monounsaturated fats are in foods like canola oil, olive oil, nuts, and avocado. 
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Vitamins 

  
Vitamins 
Defined 

Vitamins are organic substances (meaning they contain the element carbon) 
that are essential for normal bodily function.  Our bodies cannot make 
vitamins.  As a result, we must consume vitamins in the foods we eat. 

  
Vitamins in the 
Body 

Vitamins are needed in very small amounts, and each vitamin has specific 
functions to perform.  For example, vitamin C is one of the nutrients needed 
by our body to heal wounds.  It is also needed for our bodies to make red 
blood cells.  Folic acid helps prevent neural tube defects (a type of birth 
defect) in newborns and thus it is important for women who are, or might 
become pregnant to get enough folic acid. 

 
Vitamins as 
Antioxidants 

Antioxidants help protect cells from oxidative damage that can result from 
exercise.  The three antioxidants are Beta-carotene and vitamins C and E. 
 
Oxidative damage increases our chances of developing heart disease, some 
cancers, and cataracts.  Thus, antioxidant vitamins can be protective against 
such diseases.   
 
Research has shown the antioxidant vitamins in pills are not as protective as 
those in food.  This is one of many ways fruits and vegetables help protect us 
against some diseases. 
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Minerals 

  
Minerals 
Defined 

Minerals are inorganic substances needed by the body to perform a wide 
variety of metabolic functions.  

 
Minerals in the 
Body 

Our body needs minerals to perform a wide variety of functions.  Like 
vitamins, each mineral has a variety of tasks to perform and must be supplied 
in our diet.  Minerals differ from vitamins in that the amount of minerals in 
the body is measured in pounds, whereas the vitamin content of our body is 
measured in ounces.   
 
For example, calcium is used to build strong bones and teeth and for our 
nerves to send messages throughout our body so our muscles will work. We 
need iron to make red blood cells, and iron is necessary to make enzymes that 
help give our bodies energy.  

 
Iron Iron is one particularly important mineral in the body.  Iron is an essential 

component of blood.  It allows blood to transport oxygen throughout the 
body.  Iron is a part of hemoglobin, the red cells in our blood that carry 
oxygen to the cells of our body.  Iron is also part of myoglobin, an enzyme in 
our muscles needed by our body to make and use energy.  Because of these 
functions, iron deficiency can hurt physical performance and make us tire 
more easily. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Minerals, Continued 

  
Iron Deficiency Iron deficiency is the most common nutrition deficiency in humans and the 

most common cause of anemia.  The number of healthy women in the United 
States, who have some degree of iron deficiency, has been estimated to be as 
high as 58%.  Iron deficiency is also common in growing teenage males.   
 
Many things can contribute to low iron stores.  Heavy training, 
gastrointestinal bleeding, red blood cell hemolysis caused by running or 
marching, increased iron losses through sweating, decreased iron absorption, 
and not enough iron in the diet can all lead to iron deficiency.  Females who 
experience heavy menstrual bleeding may be at increased risk for iron 
deficiency, as may individuals consuming vegetarian diets.   

  
Calcium Calcium is another important mineral needed to build strong bones and teeth.  

It is also needed to repair broken bones.  Many people do not get enough 
calcium, especially females.   
 
Many women do not drink milk or eat dairy foods--the best sources of 
calcium--because they think these foods are high in fat and calories.  Low-fat 
and fat-free dairy products are not only low in fat and calories, but also high 
in calcium, riboflavin, vitamin D, protein, and phosphorus.  

 
Calcium and 
Osteoporosis 

People consuming low-calcium diets may be at risk for reduced bone density.  
Osteoporosis is a disease characterized by low bone density, and increased 
risk of bone fracture.   
 
Although genetics, hormones, and exercise influence fracture risk, diet plays 
an important role.  Low-fat dairy products and other calcium-rich foods are an 
important part of a healthful diet.  If you are unable to drink milk, eat cheese, 
or think you may not get enough calcium, you may need to take a calcium 
supplement. 
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Fluids and Hydration 

  
Importance of 
Water 

A person can live days, even weeks without food, but you can only survive 
five to ten days without water.  Water is second only to oxygen as essential 
for life, which makes it our most important nutrient.  Your body is mostly 
water (about 70% of your body weight), which is why our bodies function 
best when we are well hydrated.     

 
Dehydration When you exercise, your muscles work very hard and create energy.  A by-

product of that energy is heat.  A person’s body gets rid of the heat by 
sweating.  Unless the water and electrolytes lost in the sweat are replaced, the 
person’s body temperature will rise, possibly leading to heat exhaustion, heat 
stroke, and in severe cases even death.  Losing as little as two to three percent 
of your body weight (that is about 3 to 4 pounds for a 150-lb person), can 
cause a decrease in concentration, coordination, strength, and stamina.   

  
Fluid 
Replacement 

A person needs to drink plenty of fluids to ensure he or she is well hydrated.  
Forget about the old rule of drinking 8 glasses of water a day.  You will 
probably need more than that on most days, and much more during prolonged 
strenuous bouts of exercise in the heat.   

  
Check Your 
Weight 

The most accurate way to make sure a person is staying well hydrated is to 
use body weight as a guide.  The weight lost during a workout or exercise 
session is almost all body water loss.  For every pound lost, a person needs to 
drink 2 cups of fluid.   
 
While it may not always be practical to weigh in before and after training or 
activity, having a plan in place helps prevent dehydration and heat illness.  
Also, it makes you more aware of how much fluid you need to consume to 
maintain body weight, as each person will vary considerably in fluid 
replacement needs. 

  
Dehydration 
and Urine 
Color 

If you cannot check your weight, pay attention to other signs of dehydration, 
such as dark yellow, strong smelling urine, rapid resting heart rate, and 
muscle soreness.  Normal urine color is that of lemon juice, except in those 
who are taking supplemental vitamins, which tend to make the urine bright 
yellow.   
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Electrolytes 

  
Electrolytes 
Defined 

Electrolytes are substances in the body such as sodium, potassium, and 
chloride, needed to help maintain body fluid balance, muscle contraction, and 
nerve impulse transmission.   

  
Sweating and 
Electrolyte Loss 

Sweating causes electrolyte losses as well as water losses.  Failure to replace 
electrolytes can cause heat cramps.  People who sweat profusely, who are not 
acclimated to the heat, and/or eat a low salt diet may experience heat cramps 
or exhaustion.   
 
For most Americans, our diet provides enough sodium, potassium, and other 
electrolytes to replace sweat losses.  But, some may need to increase their 
intake of foods higher in sodium, such as pizza, ham, salted snack foods, 
and/or add salt to food.   

  
Replacing 
Electrolytes 

Replace sodium by eating salted foods.  Replace potassium by eating melons, 
tomatoes, bananas, potatoes, meat, milk, and citrus fruits and juices.  Citrus 
fruits include oranges, grapefruit, lemons, limes, and tangerines.  Many sport 
drinks also contain electrolytes, but a proper electrolyte balance can be 
maintained through diet. 
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Supplements 

  
Supplements 
Defined 

Dietary supplements, as the name implies, are materials/nutrients meant to 
supplement, or add to, a good diet.   

 
Use of 
Supplements  

You can meet all of your nutritional requirements with a well balanced diet.  
Supplements are not necessary if you meet this requirement.  However, if you 
cannot get all the vitamins and minerals needed, a multivitamin-mineral 
supplement can correct inadequate intakes.  
 
WARNING:  The term supplements is also used to describe, “performance 

enhancing” substances.  It is important for you to realize that 
the supplement industry is very loosely regulated and what is 
listed on the label is not always what is found in the bottle. 

 
Some supplements carry health risks; be advised to use them at 
your own risk. 

  
Taking 
Supplements 

If you are not sure your diet is adequate, and do not have access to a dietitian 
or nutritionist for help in evaluating your diet, taking a vitamin/mineral pill 
that supplies 100% of the USRDA may give you assurance that you are 
getting enough of the vitamins and minerals you need.  However, a 
vitamin/mineral pill cannot correct inadequate protein or carbohydrate intake. 

  
Medical 
Caution 

 

If a person has a medical condition, is pregnant, or for any other reasons think 
their diet is inadequate, they should check with their physician before taking 
any supplement. 

  
Continued on next page 
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Supplements, Continued 

  
Situations 
Where 
Supplements 
May be Needed 

Despite the general recommendation that supplements are not needed with a 
well-balanced diet, there are situations where supplement may be needed to 
meet the needs of the body. 
 
• Women of childbearing age have increased needs for folic acid and thus, 

folic acid supplementation is recommended for women who are or may 
become pregnant.   

 
• Women on oral contraceptives often have low blood levels of thiamin, 

riboflavin, and other vitamins.   
 
• People who consume large amounts of alcohol require more thiamin, niacin, 

B6, and folic acid than those who drink socially or not at all.   
 
• Certain drugs as well as chronic infections, cancer, surgery, and other 

medical conditions can alter vitamin and mineral needs.   
 
• People drastically restricting calorie intake, such as chronic dieters, may not 

consume adequate levels of vitamins and minerals.  These are situations 
where a multi-vitamin/mineral supplement is recommended.   
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Stimulants 

  
Stimulants 
Defined 

A stimulant is one kind of supplement that increases alertness and physical 
activity.  These are substances that increase the metabolic processes of the 
body and are commonly used in weight loss supplements. 

  
Ephedra The stimulant ephedra, also known as ma huang, is a common stimulant 

widely available in over the counter weight loss supplements.  

  
Dangers of 
Stimulants 

 

Ephedra and “pep pills” have been linked to dramatic blood pressure 
increases, rapid heart rate, stroke, heart attack, seizure, and even death.   
 
The Food and Drug Administration has reported at least 140 major medical 
incidences caused by ephedra use between 1997 and 1999.  This supplement 
is especially dangerous when combined with caffeine.   
 
The danger of this supplement has been reported in a military medicine 
journal.  Use of ephedra or ephedra-containing products is not recommended 
for any reason. 
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Reading Food Labels 

  
The Food Label Almost every food purchased in the store has a label on it that lists facts about 

the food’s nutritional content.  The information listed on the label includes 
such things as number of calories per serving, the amount of fat, carbohydrate 
and protein, and daily recommended allowances of certain vitamins and 
minerals.  If you can correctly read the labels on the food you eat, you will be 
much better equipped to plan a healthy diet and control your weight. 

 
Daily 
Recommended 
Allowances 

The recommended daily allowance (RDA) is the amount of a nutrient that a 
person should eat in their diet during a given day. 
 
Note:  The nutritional requirements listed on food labels are based on a 

“normal” individual who consumes an average of 2,000 calories per 
day.   

  
The Marine 
and the RDA 

The Marine typically has nutritional requirements that far exceed those of the 
normal population.  It is important for you to realize this when reading labels 
and planning a diet.   
 
Example:  One serving of a certain product may provide 10% of the protein 

needed in a “normal” man’s 2,000 calorie diet.  However, due to 
the increased caloric intake a Marine must have, this same serving 
size may only represent 5-7% of the Marine’s protein needs. 

 

  
Percentage (%) 
Daily Value 

The “% Daily Value” shown on the food label represents how much of a given 
nutrient is included in one serving of the product inside the package. 
 
Example:  A sports beverage advertises on its nutritional label that it includes 

10 grams of carbohydrate per serving, and this represents 3% of a 
person’s % Daily Value.  This means 3% of the carbohydrates a 
normal person should eat in a day will be consumed by having one 
serving of the sports drink. 
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Reading Food Labels, Continued 

  
Reading a 
Sample Food 
Label 

 
 

Number Description 
1 The size of one serving.  Serving sizes are often smaller than 

what Marines think a serving should be.  Make sure to take 
the serving size into account when monitoring the calories 
that are eaten. 

2 The number of servings included in the food container. 
3 The number of calories included in one serving of this 

product. 
4 The number of calories in one serving that comes from fat. 
5 A listing of the major nutrients and electrolytes. 
6 The % Daily Value of each of these nutrients included in one 

serving. 
7 Vitamins and minerals included in the product along with the 

% Daily Value. 
 

Continued on next page 
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Reading Food Labels, Continued 

  
Definitions of 
Terms Used on 
Products 

Many times products use terms like “Free” and “Low” on their product 
descriptions.  However, few people know what these terms really mean.  The 
following chart lists some of these terms and their meaning. 

 
Term Definition 

Fat Free Each serving contains less than 0.5 grams per serving. 

Calorie Free Each serving contains less than 5 calories per serving. 
Low Fat Each serving contains less that 3 grams of fat. 
Low Cholesterol Each serving has less than  

 
•  20 milligrams (mg) or less of cholesterol  
•   2 grams of saturated fat. 

Low Sodium Each serving contains less that 140 mg of salt. 
Low Calorie Each serving contains less than 40 calories. 
Lean Each serving contains less than 

 
•  10 grams of fat 
•  4.5 grams of saturated fat 
•  95 mg of cholesterol 

Extra Lean Each serving contains less than  
 
•  5 grams of fat  
•  2 grams of saturated fat  
•  95 mg of cholesterol 
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Lesson 2 Exercise 

  
Directions Complete exercise items 1 through 15 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1  
Through  
Item 7 

Matching:  For items 1 through 7, match the nutrients in column 1 with their 
definitions listed in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
Column 1 
 
Term 

Column 2 
 
Definition 

___ 1.  Protein 
___ 2.  Vitamin 
___ 3.  Fluids 
___ 4.  Electrolyte 
___ 5.  Carbohydrate 
___ 6.  Fat 
___ 7.  Mineral 

a. Sugar 
b. An organic substance that is 

needed by, but not produced by, 
the body 

c. A nutrient that aids in nerve 
conduction and muscle 
contraction 

d. The nutrient needed for muscle 
repair 

e. Water 
f. Also known as lipids. 
g. An inorganic substance that is 

needed by our body but is not 
produced within the body, must 
be supplied through the diet 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 8  
Through  
Item 14 

Matching:  For items 8 through 14, match the nutrients in column 1 with its 
food source listed in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
Column 1 
 
Nutrients 

Column 2 
 
Food Source 

___ 8. Protein 
___ 9. Vitamin 
___ 10 Fluids 
___ 11. Electrolyte 
___ 12. Carbohydrate 
___ 13. Fat 
___ 14. Mineral 

a. Olive Oil 
b. Water 
c. Diary products 
d. Beta-carotene 
e. Animal foods 
f. Potatoes 
g. Salted foods 

  
Item 15 The recommended daily allowance for a nutrient is the amount of the nutrient  

 
a. contained in one serving. 
b. contained in the entire package. 
c. a Marine should eat every day. 
d. contained in a multivitamin. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
1 d 8-17 
2 b 8-22 
3 e 8-25 
4 c 8-26 
5 a 8-15 
6 f 8-20 
7 g 8-23 
8 e 8-18 
9 d 8-22 

10 b 8-25 
11 g 8-26 
12 f 8-15 
13 a 8-21 
14 c 8-24 
15 c 8-30 

  
Summary Nutrients make up all the food we eat.  Some foods are higher in nutritional 

content than others, but most foods have something to offer the body.  This 
lesson has outlined the basic nutrients that every Marine needs to perform and 
remain healthy.  Carbohydrates, proteins, fats, vitamins, minerals, fluid, and 
electrolytes all play an important role and you should not ignore any of these 
groups.   
 
The lesson also touched on the topic of supplements.  The general stance on 
supplements is, seek the advice of a physician before use, and performance-
enhancing supplements are potentially dangerous and should not be used.  
With the knowledge of the nutrients found in food, and how they impact the 
body, should better equip you to make sound nutritional choices and maintain 
a healthy lifestyle. 
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LESSON 3 

NUTRITION AND THE PERFORMANCE OF THE MARINE 

Introduction 

  
Scope Good nutrition is important if you want to stay healthy, fit, and combat ready.  

There is more than one way to eat and stay healthy, but your diet needs to be 
varied enough to give you all the nutrients you need.  A good diet is necessary 
for you to train and perform your best.    
 
To have the energy and stamina to train, the Marine needs to eat enough food 
to stay at a healthy weight, but not so much that he becomes overweight.  
Eating a variety of foods from each of the food groups helps ensure you get 
all the nutrients you need.   
 
This lesson outlines the components of a well-balanced meal.  It goes through 
the process of showing the Marine how to compute the number of Calories he 
burns off during a day, and consequently, how many Calories he needs to 
consume to maintain a constant weight. 

  
Learning 
Objectives 

Upon completion of this lesson, you should be able to 
 
• Identify the basic principles of a healthy diet. 
 
• Compare the nutritional needs of the Marine to “normal” requirements. 
 
• Identify terms used in nutrition and performance. 
 
• Compute an estimated energy requirement (EER). 

 
Continued on next page 
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Introduction, Continued 

  
In This Lesson This lesson contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction 8-37 
A Well-balanced Diet 8-39 
Energy Storage 8-42 
Nutritional Needs of the Marine 8-43 
Basal Metabolic Rate 8-46 
Energy Burned Off by the Marine 8-48 
Nutrient Requirements 8-51 
Lesson 3 Exercise 8-53 
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A Well-balanced Diet 

  
What Makes a 
Good Diet? 

There is so much information available on nutrition and eating right that 
people are often confused about what is a good diet.  Should you load up on 
carbohydrates?  Should you concentrate on eating a diet that is low in fat?  
What should you eat to get in better shape?  The answer to these questions 
varies from person to person.  The best diet for you depends on your age, 
body size, sex, genetics, and training; however, there are some general 
guidelines that should be followed.   

 
The Food 
Guide Pyramid 

The Food Guide Pyramid outlines the daily nutritional needs of the average 
individual.  The pyramid identifies five major food groups and lists the 
number of servings that an individual should eat each day. 
 

 
The Food Guide Pyramid graphic is used with permission from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture and the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services. 

 
Continued on next page 
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A Well-balanced Diet, Continued 

  
Summary of 
Servings 
Needed Per 
Day 

The information in the Food Guide Pyramid is summarized in the table 
below. 

 
Food Group Suggested Serving per Day 

Bread, Cereal, Rice, and Pasta 6-11 
Vegetables 3-5 
Fruits 2-4 
Dairy (milk, yogurt, cheese) 2-3 
Meats, Poultry, Fish, Beans, Eggs, Nuts 2-3 

  
There is no suggested number of servings for fats and oils.  Most people 
receive adequate fat in their diet and it is not necessary to add more servings 
of fat. 

 
Minimum 
Servings 

The Food Guide Pyramid tells you how much of which foods to eat daily.  As 
a rule, your diet is adequate in vitamins and minerals if you consume at least 
the minimum number of servings from each food group.  It is important to eat 
foods from all of the groups.   
 
Breads, cereal, rice, and pasta supply carbohydrates, and they are the primary 
source of dietary fiber.  Meat, poultry, fish, dried beans, eggs, and nuts are 
rich sources of protein, iron, zinc, and vitamin B12.  Milk and milk products 
are excellent sources of calcium and riboflavin.   
 
If one entire group is excluded, key nutrients may be missing in the diet.  It is 
important to eat several foods within each group to get all the vitamins and 
minerals.  For example, the combination of an orange, banana, and grapes 
provides more essential nutrients than three apples. 

 
Continued on next page 
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A Well-balanced Diet, Continued 

  
What is a 
Serving? 

The term “serving” has different meanings to different people.  One person 
may think a serving of chicken is an entire chicken while another may think a 
serving is half a chicken breast.  
 
It is important for you to know what a serving of a specific food is, because 
the nutritional information presented on food labels are based on a person 
eating one serving.  A serving is not necessarily a helping.  In many cases a 
helping is much larger than what the American Dietetics Association defines 
as a serving.  Additionally, serving sizes are always identified on the product 
information label on the box of any product that is purchased at the store. 

  
Serving Size The following table illustrates what one (1) serving size is for different types 

of food. 
 

Food Serving Size 
Bread 1 slice, 1 small muffin, or dinner roll 
Cereal 1 ounce of ready to eat cereal or ½ cup of cooked 

cereal 
Pasta and Rice ½ cup of cooked pasta or rice 
Raw Leafy Vegetables 
(lettuce) 

1 cup 

Other Vegetables ½ cup 
Fruit 1 medium sized apple, banana, or orange 

½ cup of fruit (cut up) 
Juices ¾ cup of juice (6 ounces) 
Milk 1 cup (8 ounces) 
Yogurt 1 cup 
Cheese 1 ½ -2 ounces 
Meat 2-3 ounces after it is cooked 
Eggs 1 egg 
Beans ½ cup of dried beans 
Peanut Butter 2 tablespoons 
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Energy Storage 

  
Where is 
Energy Stored? 

When eaten, food is broken down into nutrients in the stomach and digestive 
tract.  These nutrients are absorbed into the blood stream and either used 
immediately as fuel or stored throughout the body for later use.  Specifically, 
fuel is stored in the following ways: 
 
• Muscles in the form of glycogen 
• Liver in the form of glycogen 
• Fatty tissues as fat 

  
Glycogen Glycogen is formed from sugar molecules and stored in the working muscles 

and the liver.  That is why it is so important to eat carbohydrates.  About 2/3 
of all the glycogen in the body is stored in muscles and the remaining 1/3 is 
stored in the liver.   

  
Using Glycogen 
as Fuel 

Glycogen is typically the first energy source used by working muscle because 
it is already located in the muscle and can be converted to energy quickly. 
The muscles and liver can only hold a limited supply of glycogen, however, 
and the body must rely on fuel stored in other places to maintain an activity 
for a long period of time. 

  
Fats Fats contain the most energy per gram, and they are a valuable source of 

energy primarily in endurance activities.  Fats provide approximately 9 kcal 
of energy per gram, while carbohydrates only provide 4 kcal per gram. 

  
Using Fats as 
Fuel 

Fat is stored in muscles and in fatty adipose tissue around the body.  The most 
useful source of fat during exercise is the fat found in muscle.  A Marine who 
performs a great deal of aerobic training within his target heart zone will train 
his body to use fats as an energy source. 
 
The fats used up from the muscle during exercise are replaced by fatty acids 
circulating in the blood stream, or from the fat found in adipose tissue.  In this 
way, it is possible to change a Marine’s body composition and percent body 
fat by engaging in aerobic or strength training. 
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Nutritional Needs of the Marine 

  
Does a Marine 
Need a 
Different Diet? 

As a Marine, you require a diet that is slightly different from the diet of a 
sedentary individual.  Marines have some of the same nutritional concerns 
about diet and health as non-military, such as gaining or losing weight, but 
they are more active than the average adult and, consequently, burn off more 
calories.   

 
Performance 
Goals of the 
Marine 

Most Marines have two basic goals: 
 
• Getting into shape  
• Eating so you can perform at your best during training and combat   
 
These goals typically result in the Marine needing additional nutritional 
requirements, compared to the average individual.  The suggested number of 
servings may need to be adjusted to counter the high number of calories that 
are burned during training.  Remember, to maintain a healthy weight.  The 
number of calories entering the body must equal the number of calories being 
burned off. 

  
The Marine’s 
Diet 

If a Marine eats the highest number of servings shown on the food guide 
pyramid, and nothing else, he will consume about 2,800 calories.  However, 
many Marines need more than 2,800 calories, especially if they are training 
heavily or operating in adverse conditions.   
 
In a later section, you will learn how to calculate the number of calories you 
need to eat to ensure that you have enough energy to complete your daily 
activities. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Nutritional Needs of the Marine, Continued 

  
Servings for a 
High Calorie 
Diet 

The table below gives examples of the number of servings from each group 
the Marine would need to get 2,800, 3,600, or 5,000 calories. 

 
Food Group 2,800 Calories 3,600 Calories 5,000 Calories 

Bread, cereal, 
rice and pasta 

11 14 18 

Vegetable 5 7 10 
Fruit 4 5 7 
Milk, yogurt, 
cheese 

3 4 6 

Meat, poultry, 
fish, eggs, dry 
beans, and nuts 

7 oz 9 oz 14 oz 

Added fat 32g (6 ½ tsp) 42g (8 ½ tsp) 49gm (10 tsp) 
Added sugar 18 tsp 24 tsp 28 tsp 
Carbohydrate, g 360 (50%) 465 (50%) 637 (50%) 
Protein, g 115 (20%) 155 (20%) 220 (20%) 
Fat, g 95 (30%) 120 (30%) 167 (30%) 

 
Continued on next page 
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Nutritional Needs of the Marine, Continued 

  
How Many 
Times Should 
the Marine Eat 
per Day? 

In general, it is recommended that the Marine eat at least six times per day.  
These feedings should consist of 
 
• Three regular meals 
• Three snacks spaced in between meals  
 
However, the Marine that is involved in heavy exercise or training should 
consider eating even more frequently.  

  
Recommended 
Diet When 
Exercising 

When exercising it is recommended to:  
 
• Have a light, high-carbohydrate snack at least an hour before working out. 
 
• Have a high carbohydrate snack after endurance training.  The snack should 

contain at least 0.7 grams of carbohydrate per pound of body weight within 
the first two hours after exercise (115 grams of carbohydrate for a 165 
pound Marine).   Replace water losses as soon as possible. 

 
• Make sure to drink enough water during endurance training.  If the activity 

lasts for longer than an hour, consume 30-60 grams of carbohydrate per 
hour.  This can be taken in the form of food or a sports drink. 
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Basal Metabolic Rate 

  
Basal Metabolic 
Rate 

The basal metabolic rate (BMR) is the rate at which the body burns Calories 
when it is completely at rest.  This is also the minimal number of Calories the 
body needs to maintain body weight if all you did was rest. 

  
Equations for 
Computing the 
BMR 

In the early 1900s, two researchers found two equations for determining the 
BMR for men and women.  The equations are based on gender, weight, 
height, and age.  The BMR equations are listed in the table below: 

 
Sex Equation 

Men BMR = 66.47 + (6.25 x W) + (12.71 x H) - (6.775 x A) 
Women BMR = 655.1 + (4.35 x W) + (4.70 x H) - (4.676 x A) 
 
W = Weight in pounds 
H = Height in inches 
A = Age in years 

  
BMR Example A 6 foot, 2 inch (74 inches) male is 25 years old and 180 pounds.  What is his 

BMR? 
 
BMR = 66.47 + (6.25 x 180) + (12.71 x 74) – (6.775 x 25) 
BMR = 1962 calories. 
 
This means if the Marine did not do anything but relax all day he would burn 
1962 calories.  

  
Exercise and 
the BMR 

Engaging in physical activity can increase the BMR by as much as 10% for 
the following 48 hours.  In other words, after engaging in a physical activity, 
you will burn more Calories, even when at rest. 

 
Continued on next page 
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Basal Metabolic Rate Continued 

  
Hourly 
Metabolic Rate 
(HMR) 

In efforts to determine how many Calories you should eat in a given day (see 
next section), it is useful to know on average how many Calories are burned 
per hour.  To do this, simply divide the BMR by 24.  

  
HMR Example Using the same Marine from the above example, compute the hourly 

metabolic rate. 
 
The Marine’s BMR is 1,962 Calories per day. 
 
The hourly rate is 1,962 ÷24 = 82 Calories per hour. 
 
The Marine burns 82 Calories per hour without performing any exercise. 
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Energy Burned Off by the Marine 

 
How Many 
Calories Does a 
Marine Use? 

To accurately assess how many Calories you burn each day performing 
activities or exercising, it is necessary to analyze the amount of time spent 
performing different activities.  Everything you do has an “Activity Factor” 
associated with it.   

  
Activity Factors The activity factor is related to intensity of an exercise or activity.  For 

example, walking, jogging, and running, while they are all similar activities, 
are all performed at different intensities, and thus have different activity 
factors.   Activity factors for some common exercises/activities are shown 
below. 

 
Exercise 
“Rating” 

Example Activity 
Factor 

Sleeping Sleeping 0.8 
Relaxed Lying down while totally relaxed, this is your 

BMR 
1.0 

Very Light Sitting, reading, standing, talking, eating 1.2 
Light Light stretching, walking, typing 1.3 
Moderate Jogging, easy swimming, easy cycling 1.5 
Heavy Running, cycling, weight training, aerobic dance 1.9 
Strenuous Sport participation (football, racquet sports, or 

other extended play activities) 
2.1 

Exceptional Extremely high intensity training with little rest 
(like cycling or running uphill), running or 
swimming races 

2.3 

Maximal 
Effort 

Extended duration high intensity efforts, like a 
marathon, triathlon, and cross-country skiing 

2.5 

 
Continued on next page 
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Energy Burned Off by the Marine, Continued 

  
Computing the 
Daily Estimated 
Energy 
Requirement 
(EER) 

The estimated energy requirement (EER) is an estimate of how many Calories 
you will burn off during a day.  You can compute the Calories you burn 
during a day by analyzing the amount of time spent performing different 
activities and multiplying the number of hours performing that activity by the 
hourly metabolic rate and the activity factor.  You can enter this information 
into a chart to easily compute the number of Calories burned during a day. 
 
An example of how this is done is provided below. 

  
EER Example During a 24-hour period, a Marine’s day is broken down in the following 

way.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

His BMR is 2,406 calories per day, and his hourly metabolic rate is 82 
calories per hour. 

Number 
of Hours 

Activity 

8 Sleeping 
6 Light work (office work) 
2 Standing and talking 

4.5 Heavy exercise 
1.5 Eating 
2 Reading 

 
Continued on next page 
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Energy Burned Off by the Marine, Continued 

  
EER Example, 
(continued) 

The chart below shows the information from the EER example computed to 
the total calories burned: 

 

Activity 
Hours 

Performed 
x Activity Factor x 

Hourly 
Metabolic 

Rate 
= 

Total 
Calories 
Burned 

Sleeping 8 x 0.8 x 82 = 524.8 
Light Office Work 6 x 1.3 x 82 = 639.6 
Talking/Standing 2 x 1.2 x 82 = 196.8 
Heavy Exercise 4.5 x 1.9 x 82 = 701.1 
Eating 1.5 x 1.2 x 82 = 147.6 
Reading 2 x 1.2 x 82 = 196.8 
        
Total 24 hours      2,406.7 

  
EER Example 
Conclusion 

This Marine burned over 2,406 Calories during the day.  This is his EER. 
 
That means, if he eats 2,406 Calories, he will stay at the same weight, since 
he burns 2,406 calories per day based on his energy expenditure requirement.  
If he eats more than 2,400 Calories, he will gain weight or will lose weight if 
he eats fewer than 2,400 Calories. 
 
Note:  It is important that the total number of hours in the day add up to 24 

when performing this type of dietary analysis. 

  
Females and 
EER 

Research has shown that females burn an extra 500 Calories per day during 
their menstruation periods.  This will impact the number of Calories the 
female Marine should consume, and should be factored into the computation 
of the EER. 
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Nutrient Requirements 

  
Carbohydrates It is estimated that roughly 55% of a Marine’s diet should come from 

carbohydrate sources. 
 
Once the daily estimate energy expenditure is known, it is easy to determine 
how many grams of carbohydrates should be eaten daily. 
 
___________ x 0.55 = ________ Calories needed from carbohydrates/day 
        EER 
 
Each gram of carbohydrates contains 4 Calories.  So to find the number of 
grams of carbohydrates you need, simply divide the number of Calories from 
carbohydrates by 4. 
 
___________ ÷ 4 = ________ grams of carbohydrates/day 
Calories from 
Carbohydrates 
 
Eat this many grams of carbohydrates per day to maintain a healthy diet. 

  
Example for 
Computing 
Carbohydrates 

How many grams of carbohydrate should the Marine use, in the previous 
examples eat per day?  His EER was 2,406 Calories. 
 
Calories from Carbohydrate = 2,406 x 0.55 = 1,323 Calories. 
 
Grams of Carbohydrate = 1,323 ÷ 4 = 330 grams. 

  
Protein 
Requirements 

As was mentioned previously, a Marine who engages in strength training 
should consume between 0.6 and 0.9 grams of protein per day for each pound 
of body weight (use bodyweight instead of EER, either formula works well).  
        180       x     0.9      =     162     Grams of protein needed per day. 
Body weight     Protein 
                          Factor 

 
Continued on next page 
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Nutrient Requirements, Continued 

  
Example for 
Computing 
Protein 
Requirements 

How many grams of protein do a Marine in a combat need?  You can 
categorize this activity as engaging in heavy physical and heavy endurance 
activity.  This Marine weighs 180 pounds? 
 
Since the strength training and endurance activity is heavy, we will choose a 
protein factor of 0.8 plus and additional 0.8 for the endurance activity.  
 
Grams of protein per day = 180 x 1.6 = 288 grams. 

  
Fat Intake For proper health, it is recommended that fats make up less than 30% of a 

your diet. 
 
To compute the maximum number of fat grams that you should eat in a day, it 
is necessary to once again use the EER. 
 
___________ x 0.30 = ________ maximum Calories from fat/day. 
        EER 
 
Each gram of fat contains 9 Calories.  To find the maximum number of grams 
of fat you should eat per day, simply divide the number of Calories from fat 
by 9. 
 
___________ ÷ 9 = ________ grams of fat/day 
Calories from 
        Fat 
 
Limit your diet to this many grams of fat per day to maintain a healthy diet. 

  
Example for 
Computing Fat 
Intake 

The same Marine with an EER of 2,406 Calories per day wants to know how 
many grams of fat he should eat per day. 
 
Calories from Fat = 2,406 x 0.30 = 722 Calories 
 
Grams of Carbohydrate = 722 ÷ 9 = 80 grams 
 
The Marine should not eat more than 80 grams of fat in a given day. 
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Lesson 3 Exercise 

  
Direction Complete exercise items 1 through 10 by performing the action required.  

Check your answers against those at the end of the lesson. 

 
Item 1 List the five major food groups and identify how many servings should 

normally be included per day in a well-balanced diet. 
 
(1) ___________________________________________ 
 
(2) ___________________________________________ 
 
(3) ___________________________________________ 
 
(4) ___________________________________________ 
 
(5) ___________________________________________ 

  
Item 2 The nutritional needs of the active Marine will likely be ___________ than 

those of the average civilian. 
 
a. lower 
b. the same 
c. higher 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 3  
Through  
Item 7 

Matching:  For items 3 through 7, match the term in column 1 with its 
definition listed in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces provided. 

 
Column 1 
 
Term 

Column 2 
 
Definition 

___ 3. BMR 
___ 4. HMR 
___ 5. EER 
___ 6. Protein Factor 
___ 7. Activity Factor 

a. Calories burned off in an hour 
b. Calorie burn factor related to the 

intensity of the exercise 
performed 

c. Used to compute protein needs 
of the Marine based on activity  

d. Rate energy is burned off at rest 
e. Calories burned off in a day 

  
Item 8 A Marine’s diet should comprise  _______% of the calories from 

carbohydrates. 
 
a. 45 
b. 55 
c. 65 
d. 75 

  
Item 9 A Marine’s diet should comprise  _______% of the calories from Fat. 

 
a. 20 
b. 25 
c. 30 
d. 35 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

  
Item 10 Compute your EER.   

 
List the activities you perform in a given day along with the amount of time 
spent doing them in the table below.  

 

Activity 
Hours 

Performed x Activity Factor x 
Hourly 

Metabolic 
Rate 

= 
Total 

Calories 
Burned 

  x  x  =  
  x  x  =  
  x  x  =  
  x  x  =  
  x  x  =  
  x  x  =  
  x  x  =  
  x  x  =  
  x  x  =  
        
Total 24 hours       
 

Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the exercise items.  If you have questions 

about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

 
Item Number Answer Reference 

1 (1) Breads, Cereals, and Grains: 6-11 
(2) Fruit: 2-4 
(3) Vegetables: 3-5 
(4) Dairy: 2-3 
(5) Meat, Poultry, Fish: 2-3 

8-39 

2 c 8-43 
3 d 8-46 
4 a 8-47 
5 e 8-49 
6 c 8-51 
7 b 8-48 
8 b 8-51 
9 c 8-52 

10 (1) List daily activities and the 
amount of time spent doing them. 

(2) Look up the activity factors 
(1) Compute your BMR using the 

correct equation. 
(2) Divide BMR by 24 to get HMR. 
(3) Multiply Activity Factor x Hours x 

HMR to get Total calories burned, 
(4) Add up the right hand column to 

find the number of Calories 
burned in the day. 

8-49, 8-50 

 
Continued on next page 
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued 

  
Summary The nutritional needs of the Marine can differ drastically from those of an 

average adult.  Take into consideration the activities that you, the Marine, 
engage in day-in-day-out when determining how many Calories you should 
consume in your diet.  If you take in too few Calories, your performance will 
suffer as you become fatigued and lose weight.  If you take in too many 
Calories, you will gain weight which could negatively impact your 
performance in the field.   
 
This lesson has presented some basic guidelines for determining the number 
of Calories burned by you, the Marine, and consequently how many Calories 
you must consume to maintain the correct energy balance.  With this 
information, you should be able to plan your diet and eat enough to meet your 
physical needs. 
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APPENDIX A 

SPEED AND AGILITY DRILLS 

Introduction 

 
Scope This appendix outlines drills the Marine can use in the field to improve speed 

and agility.  All of the drills described in this appendix incorporate the 
components of athleticism, such as change of direction, stopping ability, 
acceleration, balance and decision-making.  These will improve a Marine’s 
performance in the field. 

 
Contents This appendix contains the following agility drills: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction A-1 
Forward – Backpedal Drill A-2 
“W” Drill A-4 
Speed Cornering Drill A-6 
“W” Shuffle Drill A-8 
Figure 8 Shuffle Drill A-10 
Cross Shuffle Drill A-11 
Run Shuffle Drill A-13 
Ball Drop Drill A-15 
“V” Drill A-17 
4 Cone Drill A-18 
Backpedal Reaction Drill A-20 
360 Drill A-21 
Integrated Drill A-22 
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Forward – Backpedal Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

5 10 15 20Baseline
Start

25

Forward Run Direction

Back Peddle Direction

Finish

 

  
Purpose To develop acceleration and stopping ability. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Start at the baseline or at a cone and sprint forward 10 yards, back peddle 5, 
sprint 10 forward, and so on until completing the drill. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of Marine but should be between 

10 and 18 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, the rest interval can be brought 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

Continued on next page 
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Forward – Backpedal Drill, Continued 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• A Marine can pass a ball back and forth with the Marine during the drill. 

• A Marine can dribble a ball during the drill. 

• Have Marines perform the drill at the same time to increase competition. 

• Stagger the distance of the cones. 
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“W” Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description Start Finish

7-10 yards

5 yards

 

 
Purpose To develop acceleration and stopping ability. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Start at one end of the cones and sprint forward to each cone in the series, 
concentrating on taking tight corners and running in straight lines. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 8 

and 12 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached the rest interval can be brought 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

Continued on next page 
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“W” Drill, Continued 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

The drill can be made more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• Combine a forward run with side shuffling. 

• Use shuffling only. 

• Have the Marine run off the end of the drill to catch a throw ball. 

• Ball carrying positions can hold a ball for the duration of the drill. 

• Use two identical patterns of cones and have Marines race each other 
through the drill. 
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Speed Cornering Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

 

 
Purpose To develop controlled running at maximal or near maximal running speed. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

• The Marine uses a “rolling” start for this drill and is at a maximal 
controlled speed when they reach the first cone. 

 
• Keep the corners “tight” when passing cones. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 8 

and 12 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

Continued on next page 
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Speed Cornering Drill, Continued 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• Stagger the distance of the cones. 

• Stagger the width of the cones. 

• The coach can direct the Marine in the direction he/she should run (left or 
right) at the end of the drill. 

 
• Ball carrying positions can hold a ball for the duration of the drill. 

• Use two identical patterns of cones and have Marines race each other 
through the drill. 
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“W” Shuffle Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

 

 
Purpose To develop lateral acceleration, lateral stopping ability, and body control. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Assume an athletic stance at the start position of the cones as defined in the 
figure. Then side shuffle through the cone pattern.  Once you complete the 
initial series of cones, sprint toward the last cone in the drill. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 8 

and 12 seconds 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

Continued on next page 
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“W” Shuffle Drill, Continued 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
•  The coach can toss a ball to the Marine while shuffling. 

 
•  The coach can have the Marine run for a thrown ball off the end of the 

drill. 
 
•  The Marine can back peddle instead of run forward after completing the  
  shuffle. 
 
•  The Marine can complete the drill by facing the opposite direction. 
 
•  Place the last cone of the drill further away increasing the running  
  distance. 
 
•  Set up an identical series of cones to have Marines race against each 

other. 
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Figure 8 Shuffle Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

10 yards  for  run

1 yard  for  shuff le

 

 
Purpose To develop lateral acceleration, lateral stopping ability and body control. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Shuffle in a figure 8 around two cones placed 2 to 3 yards apart (6 to 12 yards 
apart for running).  Do not cross over your feet during the drill if shuffling. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 6 

and 15 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• The coach can toss a ball back and forth to the Marine while shuffling. 

• The coach can have the Marine run for a thrown ball off the end of the 
drill. 

 
• Spread further apart emphasizing stopping mechanics while running. 

• The coach can time the drill for completed cycles through the pattern. 
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Cross Shuffle Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Lateral Shuffle all directions

1

2

3

4

 

 
Purpose To develop lateral acceleration, stopping ability and a low athletic stance. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

•  Start at the center cone and assume a low athletic stance with the knees 
and hips bent, a flat back, and the eyes up. 

 
•  Simply shuffle to one of the cones and back to the center. 
 
•  Proceed around the pattern until all cones have been reached. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 8 

and 20 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

Continued on next page 
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Cross Shuffle Drill, Continued 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• Have the Marine move both clockwise and counter-clockwise around the 

pattern. 
 
• Increase distance between cones to increase the work interval. 

• Have the Marine pick up a ball each time they reach the center cone and 
pass it to a coach/Marine at the outside of the drill. 
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Run Shuffle Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Forward Run Forward Run

Forward Run

Side Shuffle Si
de

 S
hu

ff
le

Start Finish

Coach can follow to receive a pass
 

 
Purpose To develop effective transitions between movements and body control. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

•  Start at the first cone and runs directly forward.   
 
• At the cone, transition into a side shuffle, transition back to a forward run, 

go back to the side shuffle at subsequent cones, and finish with a forward 
run. 

 
•  Make quick and tight turns at each cone. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 8 

and 12 seconds 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

Continued on next page 
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Run Shuffle Drill, Continued 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• The cones can be further spread apart. 

• The athlete can run with a ball through the pattern. 

• The athlete can either pass or receive a passed ball during the drill. 
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Ball Drop Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Pick Up and
Pass Backward

Run forward Run forward

5 yards

Dropped Ball

 

 
Purpose To develop reactive ability to a specific stimulus and train hand-eye 

coordination. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

• The coach stands 5 yards away from the Marine holding a ball at shoulder 
level.   

 
• The coach drops the ball to the ground, which signals the Marine to 

accelerate toward the ball   
 
• The Marine attempts to pick up the ball off the first bounce and accelerate 

away. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 4 

and 8 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

Continued on next page 
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Ball Drop Drill, Continued 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• Toss the ball back to a second Marine. 

• The coach can drop the ball to the ground to make a less predictable 
bounce. 

 
• Move further away from the ball. 

• The Marine can start with his/her back to the drill or from the ground. 
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“V” Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

1

23

 

 
Purpose To develop acceleration, stopping ability, and body control. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Run through the series of cones as seen in the diagram, focusing on making 
sharp changes in direction and reducing unnecessary movements. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 10 

and 15 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

 
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

The drill can be made more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• The coach can indicate which direction the Marine should start. 

• The drill can be completed by back pedaling or shuffling.  

• Spread the cones further apart emphasizing stopping mechanics while 
running. 
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4 Cone Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Start

Finish

1

2

3

4

 

 
Purpose To develop acceleration, stopping ability, lateral acceleration, and body 

control. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Run through the series of cones as seen in the diagram, focusing on making 
sharp changes in direction and reducing unnecessary movements. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 20 

and 30 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

Continued on next page 
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4 Cone Drill, Continued 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

The drill can be made more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• The direction the Marine runs may be changed 

• Backpedaling, cross-over steps, and shuffling may be incorporated 

• The coach can pass a ball back and forth to the Marine 

• The coach can have the Marine run for a ball off the end of the drill 

• Spread the cones further apart emphasizing stopping mechanics while 
running 

 
• The coach can time the drill for completed cycles through the pattern 

• The coach can set up two courses and have Marines run against each other 
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Backpedal Reaction Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Start

Backpedal

 

 

Purpose Develop reactive skills and transitions. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Run through the series of cones as seen in the diagram, focusing on making 
sharp changes in direction and reducing unnecessary movements. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 10 

and 15 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• Instead of running, have the Marine shuffle. 

• Vary the distances. 

• Change the cutting angle. 

• Perform the drill with a ball. 

• Use two identical patterns of cones and have Marines race each other 
through the drill. 
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360 Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Start Finish

 

 

Purpose To develop body control and controlled speed. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Run through the series of cones as seen in the diagram, focusing on making 
sharp changes in direction and reducing unnecessary movements. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 20 

and 30 seconds. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
•  Spread the cones further apart emphasizing stopping mechanics while 
  running. 
 
•  Complete the drill in both directions. 

• The coach can time the drill for completed cycles through the pattern. 

• The coach can set up two courses and have Marines run against each 
other. 
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Integrated Drill 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Finish

Start

 

 
Purpose To develop acceleration, stopping ability, and body control. 

  
Exercise 
Description 

Run through the series of cones as seen in the diagram, focusing on making 
sharp changes in direction and reducing unnecessary movements. 

  
Work Interval Will vary on distance of cones and ability of athlete but should be between 30 

seconds and 1 minute. 

  
Rest Interval Once mastery of the drill has been reached, you can bring the rest interval 

down to 2:1 rest to work interval. 

  
To Increase 
Complexity/ 
Difficulty 

You can make the drill more complex by creating the following scenarios. 
 
• The coach can indicate which direction the Marine should start in. 

• Complete the drill in both directions. 
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APPENDIX B 

WARM-UP EXERCISES 

Introduction 

  
Scope The Marine “Daily 16” exercise program offers many good exercises to use 

as a warm-up to prepare for strenuous activity.  There are many exercises the 
Marine could choose to incorporate into a warm-up.  The drills here are meant 
to serve as a starting point.  Add any exercises to this list that might serve to 
raise body temperature.   Keep in mind, the warm-up exercises should involve 
large muscles and target muscles that will be used during training. 

  
Contents This appendix contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction B-1 
Heel to Toe Rocking B-2 
Body Weight Squats B-3 
Butt Kicks B-5 
Double Time in Place B-6 
Neck Flexion and Extension B-8 
Lateral Neck Flexion B-9 
Trunk Flexion and Extension B-10 
Lateral Trunk Flexion B-11 
Steam Engines B-12 
Side Straddle Hops B-13 
Donkey Kicks B-14 
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Heel to Toe Rocking 

 
Muscles 
Warmed Up 

Warms up the muscles of the calf.  

   
Procedure Listed below is the procedure for the heel to toe rocking. 
 

Step Action 
1 Stand with the feet together and hands on the hips. 
2 Rock back onto the heels and pause. 
3 Rock forward onto the toes and pause again. 
4 Repeat steps 1 through 3 until you have performed 10 to 15 

repetitions. 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the heel to toe rocking. 
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Body Weight Squats 

  
Muscles 
Warmed Up 

Warms up and conditions the muscles that extend the hip and knee.   

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure for the body weight squat. 
 

Step Action 
1 Stand with the feet shoulder width apart and arms hanging at your 

sides. 
2 Keeping the heels on the ground, squat down until your hands are 

level with the middle of your calves. 
 
Note: It is critical that the first movement in the downward phase 

 is backward with the hips.  Immediately following the hip 
 motion, flex the knees.   

3 Keep the head, shoulders, hips, knees, and feet vertically aligned.   
4 Extend at the hips and knees in the same path the bar was lowered.   
5 Throughout the movement, keep the back flat with the chest up 

and out.   
6 Repeat steps 1 through 5 until you have completed 10 to 15 

repetitions. 

Continued on next page 
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Body Weight Squats, Continued 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for body weight squats. 
 

            
Start Position                       Down Position 
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Butt Kicks 

 
Muscles 
Warmed Up 

Warms up the muscles that flex the knee. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure for the butt kick. 
 

Step Action 
1 Start by standing with the feet shoulder width apart and your hands 

on your hips. 
2 Shift your weight onto the left foot and quickly bend the right knee 

5 times, bringing the heel towards the buttocks. 
3 Return the right foot to the ground and repeat the movement with 

the left leg. 
4 Repeat steps 1 through 3 until you have completed 10 to 15 

repetitions. 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the butt kick. 
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Double Time in Place 

 
Muscles 
Warmed Up 

Warms up the muscles in the arms and legs. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure for the double time in place. 
 

Step Action 
1 Start by standing up straight with the feet shoulder width apart and 

the arms at your sides. 
2 Slowly begin to run in place and gradually increase the pace of 

running. 
3 While running at double time, perform several arm exercises. 

 
• Arm punches – Throw easy punches in front of the body. 
 
• Sky punches – Throw easy punches up towards the sky. 
 
• Forward arm circles – Begin small, with the arms out to the 

side, and gradually increase the size of the arm circles. 
 
• Backward arm circles – Begin small, with the arms out to the 

side, and gradually increase the size of the arm circles. 

Continued on next page 
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Double Time in Place, Continued 

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the double time in place. 
 

      
 
 

      
 

Continued on next page  
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Neck Flexion and Extension 

 
Muscles 
Warmed Up 

Warms up the muscles that flex and extend the neck. 

   
Procedure Listed below is the procedure for the neck flexion and extension. 
 

Step Action 
1 Start by standing up straight with the feet shoulder width apart. 
2 Flex the neck forward so the chin touches the chest.  Pause briefly. 
3 Extend the neck so you look towards the sky.  Pause briefly. 
4 Repeat steps 1 through 3 until you have completed 5 to 10 

repetitions. 

   
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the neck flexion and 
extension. 
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Lateral Neck Flexion 

 
Muscles 
Warmed Up 

Warms up the muscles that flex the neck from side to side. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure for the lateral neck flexion. 
 

Step Action 
1 Start by standing straight with the feet shoulder width apart and 

your hands at your sides. 
2 Tilt the neck to the left side, bringing the left ear towards the left 

shoulder.  Pause briefly. 
3 Repeat the motion tilting the head to the right side.  Pause briefly. 
4 Repeat steps 1 through 3 until you have completed 5 to 10 

repetitions. 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the lateral neck flexion. 
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Trunk Flexion and Extension 

 
Muscles 
Warmed Up 

Warms up the muscles that flex and extend the trunk. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure for the trunk flexion and extension. 
 

Step Action 
1 Start by standing upright with the feet shoulder width apart and 

your hands on your hips. 
2 Flex the trunk forward slightly and pause briefly. 
3 Extend the trunk backwards slightly and pause. 
4 Repeat steps 1 through 3 until you have completed 5 to 10 

repetitions. 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the trunk flexion and 
extension. 
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Lateral Trunk Flexion 

 
Muscles 
Warmed Up 

Warms up the muscles that bend the trunk from side to side. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the lateral trunk flexion. 
 

Step Action 
1 Start by standing up straight with the feet shoulder width apart and 

your hands on your hips. 
2 Bend the trunk to the left side and pause briefly. 
3 Bend the trunk to the right side and again pause briefly. 
4 Repeat step 1 through 3 until you have completed 5 to 10 

repetitions. 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the lateral trunk flexion. 
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Steam Engines 

 
Muscles 
Exercised 

Conditions the hip flexor and abdominal muscles (primarily the oblique 
muscles). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the steam engine. 
 

Step Action 
1 Start by standing upright with the feet shoulder width apart and 

hands behind the head. 
2 Using a steady rhythm, begin counting “one and two and three and 

four” in your head. 
3 On the count of one, touch the right elbow to the left knee by 

bending and raising the left knee and twisting and bending the 
torso to the left. 

4 On the count of two, return to the starting position. 
5 On the count of three, touch the left elbow to the right knee by 

bending and raising the right knee and twisting and bending the 
torso to the right. 

6 On the count of four, return to the starting position. 
7 Continue this exercise while maintaining a slow controlled 

cadence until you have performed 20 repetitions for each leg. 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the steam engine. 
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Side Straddle Hops 

 
Muscles 
Exercised 

Conditions the deltoid muscles in the shoulders, the hip abductor and 
adductor muscles, and the muscles that extend the knee. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the side straddle hop.  
 

Step Action 
1 Start by standing upright with the feet together and hands at your 

sides. 
2 Using a steady rhythm, begin counting one and two and one and 

two in your head. 
3 On the count of one, jump and land with both feet wider than 

shoulder width apart while bringing your hands together overhead. 
4 On the count of two, jump back to the starting position. 
5 Continue this movement while maintaining a slow, controlled 

cadence until you have completed 20 repetitions. 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique to perform the side straddle 
hop.   
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Donkey Kicks 

 
Muscles 
Exercised 

Conditions the muscles that extend the hip. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the donkey kick. 
 

Step Action 
1 Start by kneeling on your hands and knees.  Keep your back flat. 
2 Using a steady rhythm, begin counting “one and two and one and 

two: in your head. 
3 On the count of “one,” kick the right leg backwards and upwards 

while straightening the knee. 
4. On the count of “two,” draw the right knee into the check by 

bending the hip and knee. 
 
Note:   Do not arch the lower back.  Take care to keep the back 

straight throughout the exercise. 
5 Perform steps 1 through 4 until you have completed 10 to 15 

repetitions. 
6 Switch legs and repeat the exercise. 

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique to perform donkey kicks.  
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APPENDIX C 

STATIC STRETCHING EXERCISES 

Introduction 

 
Scope This appendix presents a number of static flexibility exercises you can 

perform in the field.  Pictures and a brief description on how to perform the 
exercises are included for each stretch.  This list is not all-inclusive.  It is 
simply meant to provide some insight and instruction for stretches that may 
benefit you, the Marine.  Many of the stretches shown in this appendix come 
from the Marine “Daily 16” exercise and stretching program. 

   
In This Lesson This appendix contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction C-1 
Neck Stretch C-2 
Chest Stretch C-3 
Triceps Stretch C-4 
Upper Back Stretch C-5 
Posterior Shoulder Stretch C-6 
Hip and Back Stretch C-7 
Hip Flexor Stretch C-8 
Lying Knee to Chest Stretch C-9 
Modified Hurdler’s Stretch C-10 
Butterfly Stretch C-11 
Calf Stretch C-12 
Quadriceps Stretch C-13 
Standing Iliotibial Band Stretch C-14 
Lying Iliotibial Band Stretch C-15 
Prone Abdominal Stretch C-16 
Hamstrings Stretch C-17 
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Neck Stretch 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the muscles that laterally flex the neck (Sternocliedomastoid). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the neck stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by standing erect with the feet shoulder width apart. 
2 Move both arms behind the back and grab the left wrist with the 

right hand. 
3 Tilt the head to the right and simultaneously pull the left arm to 

the right until a moderate stretch is felt in the muscles along the 
left side of the neck. 

4 Hold this position for 15 seconds and breathe naturally. 
5 Switch sides and repeat the stretch.  

 
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the neck stretch. 
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Chest Stretch 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the pectoral muscles in the upper chest, (anterior deltoid and 
pectoralis major). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the chest stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by standing straight with the feet shoulder width apart. 
2 Clasp the hands together behind the lower back with the palms 

facing the sky. 
3 While keeping the arms straight, pull the arms upwards towards 

the head until a moderate stretch is felt in the shoulders and 
chest. 

4 Hold this position for 15 seconds. 
5 Repeat steps 1 through 4 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the chest stretch. 
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Triceps Stretch 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the triceps muscles in the back of the upper arm (triceps brachii and 
lastissimus dorsi). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the triceps stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by standing erect with arms at the sides.  
2 Bend the left elbow and raise the left arm so that the left hand is 

at the base of the neck. 
3 Grasp the left elbow with the right hand. 
4 Pull elbow towards the head with the left hand until a moderate 

stretch is felt in the back of the upper arm. 
5 Hold this position for 15 seconds. 
6 Switch arms and repeat the stretch. 
7 Repeat steps 1 through 6 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the triceps stretch. 
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Upper Back Stretch 

 
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the muscles in the upper back, specifically those between the 
shoulder blades (rhomboids, teres major). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the upper back stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by standing straight with the feet shoulder width apart. 
2 Extend the arms and clasp the hands together in front of the 

chest. 
3 Push the arms forward while rounding the shoulders and upper 

back until a moderate stretch is felt in the upper back. 
4 Hold the position for 15 seconds while breathing naturally 
5 Repeat steps 1 through 4 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the upper back stretch. 
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Posterior Shoulder Stretch 

 
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the muscles at the back of the shoulder (posterior deltoid).  

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the posterior shoulder stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by standing erect with the feet shoulder width apart and 
arms at the sides. 

2 Slightly bend the left elbow and bring the left arm across the 
chest. 

3 Grasp the left elbow with the right hand. 
4 Gently pull the left arm across the body until a moderate stretch 

is felt in the back of the shoulder. 
5 Hold this position for 15 seconds and continue to breathe 

normally. 
6 Switch arms and repeat the stretch. 
7 Repeat steps 1 through 6 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the posterior shoulder 
stretch. 
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Hip and Back Stretch 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the muscles of the lower back and those that extend the hip (internal 
oblique, external oblique, piriformis, and erector spinae). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the hip and back stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Sit with the legs straight and the torso upright. 
2 Place the right foot to the outside of the left knee. 
3 Place the back of the left elbow to the outside of the right knee. 
4 Place the right palm on the floor 12 to 16 inches behind hips. 
5 Use the left elbow to push the right knee to the left while 

twisting head and shoulders to the right as far as possible. 
6 Switch legs and repeat the stretch. 
7 Repeat steps 1 through 6 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the hip and back stretch. 
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Hip Flexor Stretch 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the muscles in the front of the pelvis (iliopsoas and rectus femoris). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the hip flexor stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by standing erect with the hands on the hips. 
2 Step forward approximately 3 to 4 feet with the left leg. 
3 Lower the right knee towards the deck and gently move the left 

knee forward until a moderate stretch is felt in the front of the 
right hip. 

4 Hold this position for 15 seconds and continue to breathe 
normally. 

5 Switch legs and repeat the stretch. 
6 Repeat steps 1 through 5 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the hip flexor stretch. 
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Lying Knee to Chest 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the muscles in the lumbar region of the back (gluteus maximus, 
semitendinosus, semimembranosus, biceps femoris). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the lying knee to chest stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by lying with your back flat against the deck. 
2 Bring the left knee towards the chest and grasp it with both 

hands. 
3 Gently pull the knee to the chest until a moderate stretch is felt 

in the lower back. 
4 Hold this position for 15 seconds while breathing normally. 
5 Switch legs and repeat the stretch. 
6 Repeat steps 1 through 5 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used for the lying knee to 
chest stretch. 
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Modified Hurdler’s Stretch 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the hamstring muscles in the back of the thigh (semitendinosus, 
semimembranosus, biceps femoris, erector spinae, and gastrocnemius). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the modified hurdler’s stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by sitting on the deck. 
2 Extend the left leg in front of the body while tucking the right 

foot into the left groin area. 
3 While keeping the lower back straight, bend the torso forward, 

moving the chest towards the left knee, until a moderate stretch 
is felt in the back of the thigh and/or lower back.  

4 Hold this stretch for 15 seconds. 
5 Switch sides and repeat the stretch. 
6 Perform steps 1 through 5 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used for the modified 
hurdler’s stretch. 
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Butterfly Stretch 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the adductor muscles and hamstring muscles in the inner thigh 
region (adductor magnus, adductor longus, adductor brevis and sartorius). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the butterfly stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by sitting with the body erect. 
2 Bend both knees and bring the bottoms of both feet together. 
3 Pull the feet into towards the groin. 
4 Gently push on the knees with your elbows until a moderate 

stretch is felt in the adductor muscles on the inner thighs. 
5 Hold this position for 15 seconds. 
6 Repeat steps 1 through 5 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the butterfly stretch. 
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Calf Stretch 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the muscles that plantar flex the ankle in the back of the lower leg 
(gastrocnemius and soleus). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the calf stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by standing erect with the arms at the sides. 
2 Place the left foot approximately 2 feet in front of the body and 

slightly bend the right knee. 
3 Bend at the hips and lean the torso forward towards the left foot 

while pointing the toes towards the sky until a moderate stretch 
is felt in the back of the left calf. 
 
Note: Grabbing the foot and gently pulling it towards you can 

increase the intensity of the stretch. 
4 Hold this position for 15 seconds. 
5 Switch sides and repeat the stretch. 
6 Repeat steps 1 through 5 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used for the calf stretch. 
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Quadriceps Stretch 

 
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the knee extensor muscles in the front of the thigh (rectus femoris, 
vastus intermedius, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the quadriceps stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by lying down on the left side. 
2 Bend the right knee and hip and grab the ankle with the right 

hand. 
3 Pull the knee straight back until a moderate stretch is felt in the 

front of the thigh. 
 
CAUTION:  Do not hyperextend the back. 

4 Hold this position for 15 seconds. 
5 Switch legs and repeat the stretch. 
6 Repeat steps 1 through 5 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used for the quadriceps 
stretch. 
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Standing Iliotibial Band Stretch 

 
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches a small muscle that runs along the outside portion of the thigh 
(gluteus medius, tensor fascia latae). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the standing iliotibial stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by standing erect with the arms at the sides.  
2 Place the left foot behind and a few inches to the right of the 

right foot. 
3 Bring the left arm over the head. 
4 Place your body weight on the left leg and bend at the waist to 

the right until a moderate stretch is felt in the outside of the left 
thigh. 

5 Hold this position for 15 seconds. 
6 Switch legs and repeat the stretch. 
7 Perform steps 1 through 6 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the standing iliotibial 
band stretch. 
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Lying Iliotibial Band Stretch 

 
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches a small muscle that runs along the outside portion of the thigh 
(gluteus medius, tensor fascia latae). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the lying iliotibial band stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by lying on the left side. 
2 Bend the left knee approximately 90 degrees. 
3 Bring the right leg across the body, while keeping the knee 

straight, until a moderate stretch is felt in the outer thigh. 
4 Hold this position for 15 seconds. 
5 Switch legs and repeat the stretch. 
6 Repeat steps 1 through 5 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique for the lying iliotibial band 
stretch. 
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Prone Abdominal Stretch 

 
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the abdominal muscles in the lower trunk (rectus abdominus). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the prone abdominal stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by lying on the stomach with the hands placed near the 
shoulders as if in the down position of a pushup. 

2 Slowly raise the upper body off the deck, while keeping the hips 
on the deck, until a moderate stretch is felt in the abdomen. 

3 Hold this position for 15 seconds while breathing naturally. 
4 Repeat steps 1 through 3 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used for the prone 
abdominal stretch. 
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Hamstrings Stretch 

 
Muscles 
Stretched 

Stretches the hamstring muscles in the back of the thigh (semitendinosus, 
semimembranosus, biceps femoris, erector spinae, and gastrocnemius). 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the hamstring stretch. 

 
Step Action 

1 Start by lying down with the back flat against the deck. 
2 While keeping the left leg straight and in contact with the deck, 

grasp the right leg just below the calf with a towel. 
3 Gently pull the right leg towards the chest until a moderate 

stretch is felt in the back of the thigh.  Keep the right leg straight 
or only slightly bent throughout the stretch. 

4 Switch legs and repeat the stretch. 
5 Repeat steps 1 through 4 three times.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used for the hamstring 
stretch. 
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APPENDIX D 

DYNAMIC FLEXIBILITY EXERCISES 

Introduction 

   
Scope This appendix presents a number of dynamic flexibility exercises you can 

perform in the field.  Pictures and a brief description on how to perform the 
exercises are included for each stretch.  There are numerous stretches that can 
be performed.  This list is not all-inclusive.  It simply provides some insight 
and instruction for stretches that may benefit you, the Marine.  To get the 
most out of a dynamic flexibility program, try to perform these exercises 3 to 
5 times per week. 

  
Contents This appendix contains the following topics: 
 

Topic See Page 
Introduction D-1 
Arm Circles D-2 
Arm Swings D-3 
Lunge Walk D-4 
Reverse Lunge Walk D-5 
Walking Knee Over Hurdle D-6 
Walking Knee Tuck D-7 
Hockey Lunge Walk D-8 
Walking Side Lunge D-9 
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Arm Circles 

 
Muscles 
Involved 

Arm circles focus on the anterior deltoid, posterior deltoid, and latissimus 
dorsi muscles. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform arm circles. 

 
Step Action 

1 Slowly walk over 20 to 30 yards, alternate performing arm circles 
with the right and left arms. 

2 Perform the arm circles with the arm straight, progressing from a 
position of having the arm directly at your side to a position where 
your arm is directly over your head. 

3 Perform the arm circles in both a forward and backward motion 
over a full comfortable range of motion.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used to perform arm circles. 
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Arm Swings 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

Arm swings focus on the latissimus dorsi, teres major, anterior deltoid, and 
posterior deltoid muscles. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform arm swings. 

 
Step Action 

1 While slowly walking over 20 to 30 yards, keep the arm straight 
and lift to shoulder height, alternate performing arm swings with 
the right and left arms.    

2 Point the hand directly lateral to the shoulder.   
3 Keeping the arm straight and at shoulder height, swing the arm 

across the chest and as far back as possible through a full, 
comfortable range of motion.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used to perform arm swings. 
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Lunge Walk 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

The lunge walk focuses on the iliopsoas and rectus femoris muscles. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the lunge walk. 

 
Step Acton 

1 Clasp the hands behind your head. 
2 Step forward and then drop into a lunge position.  Do not allow the 

knee of the forward leg to pass in front of the toes.  The back knee 
should be just off the floor.  The head is up and the back is arched.  
The torso should be leaning back slightly.   

3 Pause briefly in the bottom position and then repeat with the 
opposite leg, progressing forward with each step. 

4 Perform this while walking over 20 to 30 yards.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used to perform the lunge 
walk. 
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Reverse Lunge Walk 

  
Muscle 
Stretched 

The reverse lunge walk focuses on the quadriceps (vastus medialis, vastus 
intermedius, vastus lateralis, and rectus femoris) and iliopsoas muscle groups. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the reverse lunge walk. 

 
Step Action 

1 Clasp the hands behind your head.   
2 Step backwards and then drop into a lunge position.  Do not allow 

the knee of the forward leg to drift forward of the toes, the back 
knee should be just off the floor.  The head is up and the back is 
arched, the torso should be leaning back slightly. 

3 Pause briefly in the bottom position and then repeat with the 
opposite leg, progressing backwards with each step. 

4 Perform this while walking over 20 to 30 yards.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used to perform the reverse 
lunge walk. 
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Walking Knee Over Hurdle 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

The walking knee over hurdle focuses on the hip adductors (adductor magnus, 
adductor longus, and adductor brevis) and sartorius muscles.  

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the walking knee over hurdle. 

 
Step Action 

1 Imagine a line of intermediate hurdles running down the track, 
alternating to the right and left sides of the body. 

2 Leading with the right knee, lift the right leg up and over the first 
hurdle.   

3 Place the right foot down and repeat the movement with the left 
leg. 
Attempt to get the leg slightly higher over the hurdle with each 
repetition. 

4 Perform this while walking over 20 to 30 yards.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used to perform the walking 
knee over hurdle. 
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Walking Knee Tuck 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

The walking knee tuck focuses on the hip extensors (gluteus maximus, 
semitendinosus, semimembranosus, and biceps remoris) muscles. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the walking knee tuck. 

 
Step Action 

1 Step forward with the left leg, using your hands to assist you, 
squeeze the right knee up and to the chest. 

2 Pause for a count, then step with the right leg and repeat the action 
with the left leg.  Try to pull the knee slightly higher with each 
repetition. 

3 Perform this while walking over 20 to 30 yards.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used to perform the walking 
knee tuck. 
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Hockey Lunge Walk 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

The hockey lunge walk focuses on the iliopsoas, rectus femoris and hip 
adductors (adductor magnus, adductor longus, and adductor brevis) muscles. 

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the hockey lunge walk. 

 
Step Action 

1 Clasp your hands behind your head. 
2 Step forward, placing the front foot about 8 to 10 inches wider than 

shoulder width, and then drop into a lunge position.  Both feet 
should be pointing directly forward.  Do not allow the knee of the 
forward leg to drift forward of the toes, the back knee should be 
just off the floor.  The head is up and the back is arched, the torso 
should be leaning back slightly. 

3 Pause for a count in the bottom position and then repeat with the 
opposite leg, progressing forward with each step. 

4 Perform this while walking over 20 to 30 yards.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

The diagram below shows the exercise technique used to perform the hockey 
lunge walk. 
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Walking Side Lunge 

  
Muscles 
Stretched 

The walking side lunge focuses on the hip adductors (adductor magnus, 
adductor longus, and adductor brevis) and sartorius muscles.  

  
Procedure Listed below is the procedure to perform the walking side lunge. 

 
Step Action 

1 Turn sideways, with the right shoulder pointing in the direction 
you are going.   

2 Take a long lateral step with the right foot.  Keeping the left leg 
straight, sink the hips back and to the right.  Do not allow the 
right knee to drift forward of the toes on the right foot, keep the 
back arched. 

3 Pause for a count at the bottom, stand back up and then pivot and 
repeat the movement with the left leg leading. 

4 Perform this while walking over 20 to 30 yards.  

  
Exercise 
Technique 

Below is a diagram of the exercise technique used to perform the walking 
side lunge. 
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MCI Course 4133 R-1 Review Lesson Examination 

SEMPER FIT  

REVIEW LESSON EXAMINATION 

Review Lesson 

  
Introduction The purpose of the review lesson examination is to prepare you for your final 

examination.  We recommend that you try to complete your review lesson 
examination without referring to the text, but for those items (questions) you 
are unsure of, restudy the text.  When you finish your review lesson and are 
satisfied with your responses, check your responses against the answers 
provided at the end of this review lesson examination. 

  
Item 1 
 

The term exercise physiology means the study of how 
 
a. to become a better body builder. 
b. the body strives to prepare for exercise. 
c. the body prepares for and performs exercise. 
d. to exercise more efficiently. 

  
Item 2  
 

Timed runs, sit-ups, pull-ups, and push-ups, or your survivability in combat 
are all measurements of  
 
a. muscular strength. 
b. muscular endurance. 
c. exercise physiology. 
d. optimal fitness. 

  
Item 3  
 

Which term is defined as the ability of a muscle to contract repeatedly 
without fatiguing or to maintain a contraction for an extended period of time?   
 
a. Muscular strength 
b. Muscular endurance 
c. Cardio-pulmonary endurance 
d. Flexibility 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 4 Which is a change that occurs in the heart and blood vessels as a result of 

regular exercise? 
 
a. Blood pressure decreases 
b. Breathing rate increases  
c. Tidal volume increases 
d. Breathing rate decreases at rest 

  
Item 5 
 

Which term defines a molecule that serves as the source of energy for fueling 
muscle contraction? 
 
a. Adenosine tri-phosphate (ATP) 
b. Creatine Phosphate (CP) 
c. Aerobic energy pathway 
d. Lactic acid 

  
Item 6 Which energy pathway is used to fuel quick powerful movements that require 

a lot of energy right away? 
 
a. Creatine Phosphate 
b. Anaerobic 
c. Aerobic 
d. ATP 

  
Item 7  Which energy pathway is not activated quickly; however, since oxygen is 

usually available to the working muscle, it can provide energy for a long 
period of time? 
 
a. Creatine Phosphate 
b. Anaerobic 
c. Aerobic 
d. ATP 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 8  Which benefit of a warm-up results in both speed and strength enhancement 

during exercise? 
 
a. Opening of blood vessels 
b. Increase in body temperature 
c. Improved heart and lung function 
d. Improved range of motion 

  
Item 9  SSgt Handle is recovering from knee surgery.  She was told by her doctor to 

refrain from performing strenuous exercises right now, but begin using her 
legs more often to aid in developing strength.  She decides to take a light walk 
up the block.  Which warm-up would best suit SSgt Handle? 
 
a. Specific 
b. General 
c. Passive 
d. Limited 

  
Item 10  Which guideline for warming-up best suits SSgt Handle who is recovering 

from knee surgery but wants to begin conditioning the area? 
 
a. Should last approximately 5 to 15 minutes or long enough for the 

individual to break a sweat. 
b. The more intense the activity, the longer the warm-up should be. 
c. Adjust the frequency, intensity, and duration according to your current 

fitness level. 
d. The longer the warm-up, the more beneficial it becomes. 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Matching:  For items 11 through 15, match the steps for static stretch in 
column 1 with its correct procedure in column 2.  Place your responses in the 
spaces provided. 
 

Item 11 
Through  
Item 15 

Column 1 
 
Step 
 
___11.  One 
___12.  Two 
___13.  Three 
___14.  Four 
___15.  Five 

Column 2 
 
Procedure 
 
a. Hold the stretch for 15 to 30 

seconds as you breathe normally; 
relax. 

b. Repeat the stretch two or three 
times, with each time through, 
exhale as you slowly stretch a bit 
farther, making sure to stop just 
short of feeling discomfort. 

c. Emphasize slow smooth 
movements and breathe normally. 

d. Warm-up for 5 to 15 minutes until 
you begin to sweat. 

e. Inhale and then exhale as you 
stretch to the point of motion just 
short of discomfort, then ease back 
slightly. 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Matching:  For items 16 through 19, match the speed/agility terms in column 
1 with its correct definition in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces 
provided.  There is one correct definition for each term listed.  
 

Item 16 
Through  
Item 19 

Column 1 
 
Term 
 
___16.  Agility 
___17.  Speed-strength 
___18.  Special endurance 
___19.  Speed-endurance 

Column 2 
 
Definition 
 
a. Ability to develop force rapidly and/or at 

high speeds. 
b. Ability to maintain top speed after 1-2 

seconds. 
c. Ability to effectively and efficiently 

change direction. 
d. Ability to perform repetitive task at or 

near-maximal effort. 
e. Ability to decrease speed over a short 

amount of time. 

  
Item 20 Which muscles stabilize the pelvis and provide a solid base of support for 

movements of the arms and legs? 
 
a. Rectus abdoninus 
b. Internal obliques 
c. External obliques 
d. Core musculature 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 21 Cpl James has a desire to tone his oblique muscles.  Which exercise should 

Cpl James perform to reach his goal? 
 
a. V-ups 
b. Knees to chest 
c. Hip rollers 
d. Back extensions 

  
Item 22 Sgt Nelson has a strength-training program that will allow him to develop the 

ability to complete the Marine Corps Marathon that requires running 26 
miles.  Which strength-training program is Sgt Nelson most likely using? 
 
a. Power 
b. Strength 
c. Endurance  
d. Size 

  
Item 23 “Effective goals are demanding but achievable” is a description of which goal 

setting principle? 
 
a. Set specific goals 
b. Set challenging and realistic goals 
c. Seek reinforcement and help 
d. Set short and long term goals 

  
Item 24 To restore the energy levels within the muscles and recover from fatigue is a 

function of which principle? 
 
a. Rest 
b. Volume and intensity 
c. Frequency 
d. Exercise selection 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 25 
Through  
Item 27 

Matching:  For items 25 through 27, match the guideline for exercise order in 
column 1 with its description in column 2.  Place your responses in the spaces 
provided.  
 

 Column 1 
 
Guideline  
 
___25.  One 
___26.  Two 
___27.  Three 

Column 2 
 
Description  
 
a. Training large muscles before training 

 small muscles. 
b. Full body or multi-joint exercises 

 before single-joint exercises. 
c. Performing a warm-up before the 

session begins 

  
Item 28 MSgt Gray has consistently followed his new aerobic training program after 

inactivity for several months.  Which short-term physiological adaptation will 
MSgt Gray notice within 16 weeks? 
 
a. Decrease in heart stroke volume 
b. Decrease in heart rate 
c. Decrease in cardiac output 
d. High percentage of Type I muscle fiber 

  
Item 29 MSgt Gray has consistently followed his new aerobic training program for 

more than 16 weeks.  Which long-term physiological adaptation will occur 
with MSgt Gray? 
 
a. Decreased number of red blood cells 
b. Decreased plasma volume of the blood 
c. Weight loss 
d. Increase in resting heart rate 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

 
Item 30 Exercise intensity can be measure by 

 
a. rating of perceived exertion scale, pace, and time. 
b. pace, heart rate, and time. 
c. rating of perceived exertion scale, pace, and heart rate. 
d. rating of perceived exertion scale, heart rate, and time. 

  
Item 31 Which method of aerobic training is at an intensity of 50 to 85 percent of your 

heart rate reserve with the activity performed for a duration ranging from 30 
minutes to several hours? 
 
a. Long slow distance 
b. Pace 
c. Interval 
d. Tempo 

  
Item 32 MSgt Gray, who is training for the Marine Corps Marathon, is afraid of 

overtraining.  Which methods can MSgt Gray use to prevent overtraining? 
 
a. Get rest, listen to your body, eat a healthy diet, and monitor your resting 

heart rate. 
b. Get rest, listen to your body, eat what you want, and monitor your resting 

heart rate. 
c. Get rest, listen to your body, eat what you want, and monitor your pulse. 
d. Stay active, listen to your body eat a healthy diet, and monitor your 

resting heart rate.  

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 33 SSgt Hernandez has not maintained his endurance training because of a minor 

injury.  How long will it take for noticeable decreases in his performance to 
occur? 
 
a. 2 weeks 
b. 4 weeks 
c. 2 months 
d. 4 months 

  
Matching:  For items 34 through 36, match the soft tissue in column 1 with its 
description in column 2. 
 

Item 34 
Through  
Item 36 

Column 1 
 
Soft Tissue 
 
___ 34.  Muscle 
___ 35.  Ligaments 
___ 36.  Tendon 

Column 2 
 
Description 
 
a. Connective tissue that “connect 

muscles to bones.” 
b. Short bands of tough connective 

tissue that bind bones together 
and support internal organs. 

c. Long cells that contract when 
stimulated and product motion. 

  
Item 37 Cpl Irby’s doctor just diagnosed her muscle strain as a Grade III.  What 

amount of damaged was done to her muscle? 
 
a. Complete tearing of the muscle and surrounding connective tissue. 
b. Tear of many muscle fibers 
c. Moderate number of muscle fibers tear 
d. Few muscle fibers tear 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 38 When all of the new tissue has been created and lasts until the new tissue 

functions normally, describes which phase of the tissue healing response? 
 
a. Inflammation 
b. Repair 
c. Remodeling 
d. Scaring 

  
Item 39 Avoid performing any activity that causes pain in the injured area, is what 

component of the PRICE acronym? 
 
a. Protection  
b. Rest  
c. Ice  
d. Compression 
e. Elevation 

  
Item 40 SSgt Irby is recovering from an injury that will require a long rehabilitation.  

Although this is a setback for his training program, he is committed to 
refraining from any activity that affects the damaged area until he is given the 
okay by his doctor.  Which psychological factor to rapid healing is SSgt Irby 
most likely displaying? 
 
a. Maintain a positive attitude about the injury and rehabilitation 
b. Exhibit internal motivation and set goals for recovery. 
c. Demonstrate a willingness to listen to the trainer and learn about the 

rehabilitation process. 

  
Item 41 Which contraindicated exercise requires you to sit on the ankle of one leg 

while stretching the hamstrings of the other leg, which places added stress on 
the patellar tendon and can cause injury? 
 
a. Behind the neck shoulder press 
b. Behind the neck lat pull-downs 
c. Plow stretch 
d. Hurdlers stretch 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 42 Which contraindicated technique is commonly done to build momentum 

when the weight is too heavy to lift? 
 
a. Swinging weights 
b. Overweight – partial range of motion 
c. Initiating a lift with another part of the body 
d. Bouncing the weight off the chest 

  
Item 43 Which term is defined as the contact force between the foot and the ground? 

 
a. Braking force 
b. Ground reaction force 
c. Stride length 
d. Stride frequency 

  
Item 44 Which term is defined as forces that slow the body down? 

 
a. Braking force 
b. Ground reaction force 
c. Stride length 
e. Stride frequency 

  
Item 45 Which common running injury has the highest number of reported incidence? 

 
a. Plantar fasciitis 
b. Achilles tendonitis 
c. Shin splints 
d. Knee pain 

 Continued on next page 



MCI Course 4133 R-12 Review Lesson Examination 

Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 46 Which of the items below causes changes in your running technique, resulting 

in the muscles being unable to contract properly and force the bones and other 
structures to absorb the forces associated with impact? 
 
a. Fatigue 
b. Ill fitting shoes 
c. Braking forces 
d. Mental forces 

 
Item 47 Blood flow is diverted away from internal organs and towards the skin and 

working muscles.  Which response is this to heat? 
  
a. Cardiovascular system adapts 
b. Sweat is produced 
c. Impaired mental performance 
d. Increase in body temperature 

  
Item 48 Which is the primary symptom of a Marine suffering from heatstroke? 

 
a. No increase in rectal temperature 
b. Loss of endurance 
c. Pale, wet skin 
d. Rectal temperature above 104o  (40o C) 

 Continued on next page 



MCI Course 4133 R-13 Review Lesson Examination 

Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 49 Which heat related illness has no increase in rectal temperature?  

 
a. Heatstroke 
b. Heat syncope 
c. Heat cramps 
d. Dehydration 

  
Item 50 Cpl Jones has received orders to arrive in Saudi Arabia within the next 60 

days.  He is stationed in Alaska where the weather is currently –30o below 
zero.  What can Cpl Jones do to acclimatize his body to the new hotter 
climate? 
 
a. Exercise with a partner 
b. Watch for warning sign of heat illness 
c. Exercise in a heated room or wear insulated clothing 
d. Visit a climate similar to Saudi Arabia to see how hot it may become 

  
Item 51 Which effect of cold on the body most likely causes a decrease in fine muscle 

coordination? 
 
a. Shivering 
b. Cooling skin and muscle 
c. Decreasing Performance 
d. Wear of additional clothing 

  
Item 52 Which cold weather injury has a symptom of unconsciousness? 

 
a. Hypothermia 
b. Frostbite 
c. Frostnip 
d. Snow blindness 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 53 Which cold weather injury has a treatment of rewarming the body? 

 
a. Hypothermia 
b. Frostbite 
c. Frostnip 
d. Snow blindness 

  
Item 54 Which automatic adaptation to cold weather does the body take to deal with 

the cold? 
 
a. Increase in clothing 
b. Increase internal heat production 
c. Increase water consumption 
d. Decrease internal heat production 

  
Item 55 The body has four specific physical changes that occur in response to being at 

altitude.  Which change is not natural? 
 
a. Ventilation increases 
b. Cardiac out increase 
c. Erythropoietin (EPO) increases 
d. Weight decreases 

  
Item 56 SSgt Kelly arrived in Colorado with her working team from Washington DC.  

While checking in the hotel, SSgt Kelly began to experience difficulty 
breathing and a rapid heart rate.  Which high altitude illness is SSgt Kelly 
most likely experiencing? 
 
a. High altitude pulmonary edema 
b. High altitude cerebral edema 
c. Acute mountain sickness 
d. Asthma 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 57 Why is it important for Marines to maintain a proper diet at high altitude? 

 
a. Prevent dizziness at high altitudes 
b. Prevent unusual weight loss  
c. Maintain a healthy lifestyle 
d. Maintain mental sharpness  

   
Item 58 Which common illnesses are associated with poor nutrition? 

 
a. Alzheimer’s, stroke, obstructive lung disease, and heart disease 
b. Alzheimer’s, cancer, stroke, and heart disease 
c. Diabetes mellitus, cancer, stroke, and heart disease 
d. Septicemia, Alzheimer’s, diabetes mellitus, and cancer 

  
Item 59 MSgt Irby is nearing her 40th birthday.  She had her required birthday 

physical, which the doctor suggested she switch to a balance diet and exercise 
regularly.  Which disease is MSgt Irby most likely to reduce the risk of 
getting by following her doctors advice? 
 
a. Obstructive lung disease 
b. Septicemia 
c. Influenza 
d. Heart disease 

  
Item 60 SSgt Gray was placed on the weight management program for being 20 

pounds overweight.  To lose weight and prevent muscle loss also, what is the 
maximum poundage SSgt Gray can lose per week? 
 
a. 1 to 2 
b. 2 to 3 
c. 3 to 4 
d. 4 to 5 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 61 Which nutrient is classified as sugar? 

 
a. Protein 
b. Fats 
c. Minerals 
d. Carbohydrates 

  
Item 62 SSgt Holly is preparing for a place in the U.S. Olympic aerobic team.  She 

has been working out hard every day.  Which nutrient should SSgt Holly 
ensure is included in her diet that will build and repair muscle tissue after a 
workout or injury? 
 
a. Protein 
b. Fats 
c. Minerals 
d. Carbohydrates 

  
Item 63  Following the question above, which foods can SSgt Holly eat to receive this 

nutrient? 
 
a. Fruits 
b. Vegetables 
c. Meats 
d. Potatoes 

  
Item 64 Which food does the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Food Guide Pyramid 

suggest to use sparingly? 
 
a. Vegetable  
b. Fruit  
c. Milk, yogurt and cheese  
d. Fats, oils and sweets 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Item 65 Marines on the average require ____ than 2,800 calories per day than non-

military, especially if they are training heavily or operating in diverse 
conditions. 
 
a. more 
b. less 
c. about the same 
d. same as 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Solutions The table below lists the answers to the review lesson examination items.  If 

you have questions about these items, refer to the reference page. 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 

1 c 1-4 
2 d 1-4 
3 b 1-5 
4 a 1-16 
5 a 1-24 
6 b 1-26 
7 c 1-27 
8 b 2-4 
9 c 2-7 

10 c 2-10 
11 d 2-18 
12 c 2-18 
13 e 2-18 
14 a 2-18 
15 b 2-18 
16 c 3-4 
17 a 3-5 
18 d 3-5 
19 b 3-5 
20 d 3-23 
21 c 3-36 
22 c 4-6 
23 b 4-9 
24 a 4-16 
25 c 4-25 
26 a 4-25 
27 b 4-25 
28 b 5-5 
29 c 5-7 

 Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Solutions, 
continued 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
30 c 5-18 
31 a 5-28 
32 a 5-37 
33 a 5-39 
34 c 6-4 
35 b 6-4 
36 a 6-4 
37 b 6-6 
38 c 6-17 
39 b 6-19 
40 c 6-21 
41 d 6-28 
42 a 6-29 
43 b 6-40 
44 a 6-40 
45 d 6-42 
46 a 6-42 
47 a 7-5 
48 d 7-6 
49 b 7-9 
50 c 7-15 
51 a 7-20 
52 a 7-23 
53 a 7-24 
54 b 7-32 
55 d 7-40 
56 a 7-42 
57 b 7-47 
58 c 8-4 

Continued on next page 
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Review Lesson, Continued 

  
Solutions, 
continued 
 

Item Number Answer Reference 
59 d 8-5 
60 a 8-8 
61 d 8-15 
62 a 8-17 
63 c 8-18 
64 d 8-39 
65 a 8-43 
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